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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Thieu Demands
Negotiations
By Communists

Looking through the 1925
Murray State Normal School
annual which belongs to Boots
Jeffrey or his wife, we saw
where Mrs. Mabel Pullen was
on the staff in the English and
Science Department. The annual noted that she went to East
Kentucky State Normal, Berea
College and George Peabody
College.
Ty Holland was a junior at
that time and was named Most
Poplar Boy.
Those 1925 annuals are scarce
so if you have one, hang on to it.
Boots left his with us and we are
keeping it under lock and key.
The picture that ran yesterday
of the Drama Club came for this
annual.
Soon after his second defeat
for the il'esidency, Adlai
-"'—StEvenson sal;"itkTj
calling. As a Matter
of fact, 'I think I missed it
twice."
He also said that flattery is all
right—if you don't inhale.
A young man campaigning
for office was hit with a ripe
tomato while speaking to a
hostile audience. He picked up
the tomato, held it high, and
said, "Folks, I take these kind
of things with a grain of salt."
P.S. He was elected.
(Continued on Page Twelve)

Two Accidents
Reported Here
On Thursday
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Sixty-six employees of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company were
honored and welcomed into the Tappan Quarter Century Club by Tru Clark,
president of the appliance group, at a dinner at the Holiday Inn Saturday evening.
Macon Blankenship. personnel manager, said this brings the Quarter Century
Club membership at Murray to a total of 114 employees with twenty-five or more
years of service with the company. New Members are, left to right, first row,
Wilburn H. Hurt, Marvin Garland, Lloys Buchanan, Orval Garland, Ewing
Ramsey,Louise Cochran, Joe R.Cooper, Nickless Smith, Everette Massey, Alfred
Thomas, Cecil Culver, Ortis Guthrie, David Earl Lovett; second row, Hollie
Oliver, Henry B. Willoughby, Ray Jackson, Richard Hamlin, Euclid Brown, Paul
Bailey, Lawrenet Henson, Jesse Jones, Alva Green, Fred Pogue, James E.Owen,

Willis 0. Coble, Thomas L. Crowell, Clayborn Crick, Joe W. Young, Hugh Hurt,
Loyd Arnold. Terry L. Ray, Thomas Tripp, Allen Bucy, George Dunn. Lawrence
Overby, Hafford Sills, James Payne, Joe Jonston; back row,Calvin Hall, James L.
Wyatt, Clifton Campbell, James Puckett, James E. Wyatt, James Vance, Billy N.
Galloway. Frank Wainscott. J.B. Starks. Paul Hopkins. Ivie C. Todd, Thomas J.
Hodges, Kelly Burton, Thomas E. Lovett, John Cohoon, Perry Cornwell, J.D.
Roberts. Not pictured are Katie R. Linn, Charles E. Jones, Bobbie Jones, William
E. Mardis, Roy L. Morris. Ben K. Ellison, Harold Elkins, Treamon ('loys, Floys
McKenzie, Leon Wilkerson, and Joseph R. Walker. One member deceased is
James M. Williams.

Local Officials Report
Ntinn Swings-Thiough fivitia'
In Marijuana
West Kentucky Today Raid On Sunday Quiet Halloweep Night
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
-- Republican Senatorial nominee Louie B. Nunn took his
campaign into Western Kentucky Tuesday, declaring at
Madisonville that he intends
"to get a fair and honest election," and telling Christian
Countians that his agricultural
policies as Governor reaped
dividends for them.

The former Governor toureu
a wide area by helicopter,
much of the time in rainy weather, touching base at Auburn
and Russellville, as well as other_ towns alon&U.S.4L_
Nunn made a' campaign
Two accidents were reported appearance at
Murray State
in the city on Tuesday, ac- this
morning, and also camcording to city police, but no paigned
downtown.
injuries were reported in either.
At 4:45 p.m., cars driven by
In a news conference at
Corinne E. Farris, 1706 Olive, Madisonville earlier Tuesday,
and Cathy A. Mitchell,
Nunn said he may ask for fedCrestwood, were involved in an
accident at the intersection of
12th and Story, according to
police.
The Farris car was headed
east on Story, and the Mitchell
car was headed north on 12th,
at the time of the accident,
according to investigating officers.
Damage to the Farris car was
to,,the right front, and damage
to the Mitchell car was to the
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP) —
left front, police said.
Walter "Dee" Huddleston, KenThe second accident occurred tucky's Democratic senatorial
at 5:51 p.m. at the intersection candidate, came to Tennessee
of 5th and Poplar.
today seeking television cov_Police reports said a vehicle erage in border areas.
driven by Keith R. Dowdy,
He scheduled TV interviews
collided with another car here and in Knoxville in his
parked, headed east on Poplar, campaign against Republican
Louie B. Nunn..
owned by David F. Boyd.
.
Damage to the Boyd car was
This evening, he will visit the
to the left rear and damage to Louisville area and plans a
the Dowdy car was to the right press conference in the state's
front according to police.
largest city Thursday morning.
Huddleston completed a tour
of the state's 1st District
Tuesday night, accusing his opponent of mud-slinging and predicting that it would get worse.
"We are prepared and I hope
Jackson Purchase
you are prepared for any kind
Mostly
cloudy
with
onslaught in the final days of
thundershowers likelyloay, i
chance for showers tonight and
Thursday. Highs today and
Thursday mid 70s. Low tonight
in the low 60s.
Winds, southerly 12 to 18
miles per hour gusty near
The United Methodist Women
thundershowers.
of the First Church, Murray,
Outlook for Friday, cloudy will have garage sales
on
and mild with a chance for Saturday,
November 4, to help
light rainshowers.
fund a special service project.
Probabilities of masurable
Sales will be held from eight
precipitation, 60 per cent today, a.m, to two p.m.
at the garages
30 per cent tonight, ihd 30 per of Mrs.
Maurice Humphrey,
cent Thursday.
Hazel Highway, and Mrs. Max
Extended outlook Friday Brandon, 1617 Magnolia Drive,
through Sunday
and at the church Went.
Cloudy and mild Friday and
Donations or furniture,
Saturday with chance of light clothing, dishes, and any
rain_ s_howers.
Decreasing miscellaneous items will be
cloudiness Sunday except for appreciated, a spokesman said.
northeast portions where cloudy Any person wishing to donate
ski-ea an chin& of
-iFthè •--aret -alkterth
ers will persist. Highs in the the items to the most convenient
mid to upper 60s and lows gen- location on November 2 or 3 or if
erally in the upper 40s to low pick-up is desired, to call 7534136 or 753-9470.
50s.

1201
.

eral help to avert what he indicated was a possibility of
tampering with voting machines on election day.
Nunn said that seven areas—
none of which he identified-will be watched by his supporters for the purported possible
irregularities.
Although he did not say flatly
there was any Democratic intention to break the law, he
said he had heard reports and,
"I'm concerned. I want to
serve notice this is a federal
election."
Democrats outregistered Republicans 2-1 in Kentucky and
Nunn is counting heavily on a
IA election;victoey: byr-Prest---•
dent Nixon to carry him along
to the U.S. Senate.
In Christian County, where
the Democratic registration is
Continued on Page Twelve)

Huddleston Takes
Campaign Across
Tennessee Border

The Weather

Garage Sales Will
Be Held Saturday

Two persons have been
charged with contributing to the
delinquency of a minor and
possession
of
marijuana
following a raid on a house near
Backusburg Sunday morning,
according to County Attorney
Sid Easley.
Mike Boyd and Gordon Sinter,
both of Mayfield, were arrested
by State a Police Detective
Walter Mosher, County Sheriff
Clyde Steele, and three county
deputies, Easley: said.
Two minors were also citai
into juvenile court by couty
judge, Robert 0. Miller.

KiWanit Club To
Attend Meeting
The Murray Kiwanis Club is
among 12 Kiwanis Clubs which
an all-division
will attend
meeting at the Cabana Club in
Paducah on November 20.

The three Paducah clubs will
host the event. Other clubs to
attend the Ladies Night occasion are Benton, Henderson,
. Mayfield, Murray, Owensbciro,
Princeton, Providence,
Southtown Owensbort,, and
the campaign," Huddleston told Sturgis.
about 350 people at a rally at
Kentucky-Tennessee district
Lake Malone State Park in Governor Tom Bu‘ord, a
Muhlentierg County.
charter member and first
Earlier in the day he said his president of the Kiwanis Club of
opponent had tried to blame Woodrnont, Nashville, is Vice"all of the ills of the coal in- President of the First American
dustry on the severance tax" National Bank in Nashville, and
and accused Nunn of being lax has served as Lt. Governor of
in enforcement of Kentucky's the former Division 19, and as
strip-mine laws.
district treasurer.
Huddleston said more people
are at work now—after enforcement of the severance tax—
than before it.
He also accused Nunn of
turning his head when anti-pollution laws need enforcement.
"In the first ten months of
the first I Democratic) administration more fines have been
levied than in the entire four
years of my opponent's administration," Huddleston said at a
news conference in Paducah.
Huddleston said he generally
would favor federal strip-mining legislation, although he was
not necessarily behind the
recently defeated bill to ban
stripping on more than 20 deKathy Lockhart
gree grade slopes, but added
that states should have the
ultimate control.
"I'm in favor of some kind of
federal strip-mine contrails with
states being allowed ie enact
Five Murray State University
students from Murray have
(Continued on Page Twelve)
:been named to the 1972-73
'
• DUPLICATE BRIDGE,
edition of Who's Who Among
in
The Murray Open Duplicate Students
American
Bridge Club will meet Wed- Universities.
They are: Deborah Jones
nesday, November 1, at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall on North Bell, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ian Street.lqa esei vations are Alvin E. Jones; Kathy
necessary. Winers last week Lockhart, daughter of Mrs.
were Mr. and Mrs. Max Car- Evelyn Lockhart; Donna Jones,
man, first, and Mr. and Mrs. daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Donald E. Jones, Cindi
W.J. Swan, second.

A relatively quite Halloween
night was experienced by local
law enforcement agencies,
with little vandalism reported,.
County Sheriff Clyde Stet)*
reported that it was the
"quietest we've had."
Small fires were reported in
Dexter and Kirksey, but Steele
reported ne damage in the
county

Program-Planning
Workshop Will Be
At Good Shepherd
ELii.grauL-Rlaaning
Workshop will be held g-unday
afternoon, November 5, at 2:30
p.m. for United Methodist
Women of the Paris District at
United
Shepherd
Good
Methodist Church.
Mrs. Leo David of Henry,
Term., vice-president of the
Patis District United Methodist
Women, will present the new
program book, "Live A New
Life". New ideas and new interpretations will be given.
She will be assisted by the
Four People Programmers:
Mrs. Harold Pewitt of the
Fulton Area, Mrs. Robert Hill of
the Murray Area, Mrs. Eli
Meador of the Martin Area and
Mrs glen Hill of the Paris Area.
All interested women are
invited to attend the vicepresident and members of the
program committee of each
unit are urged to attend.
United
Shepherd
Good
Methodist Church is located five
miles south east of Murray, just
off of Elighway 121.

lamina Jones

A limited amount of the
traditional egg-throwing and no
fires were reported in the city,
according to the office of Police
Chief James Brown.
Three persons were cited for
disregarding stop signs, three
for disorderly conduct, one for
no operator's license and unnecessary noise, one for unnecessary noise, one for
reckless driving, and one for no
state inspection sticker, according to the police.
In other places around the
nation, a more violent scene
was witnessed.
An elderly St. Louis man died
after being robbed while on a
trip to buy trick or treat candy.
A New 'Jersey policethari suffered severe eye injuries in a
Halloween prank. A firecracker
cost a Tennessee man a burst
eardrum.
These and other incidents
Tuesday night marked the violent side of a holiday better
known for pumpkins, costumes
and happy children.
James Pelican, 79, a retired
St. Louis restaurant owner, was
returning home from a trip to
the store with candy for
youngsters on their Halloween
rounds when he was accosted
in an alley.
He returned to his home and
told his wife he had just been
rabbet' "by two fellows with
knives." He then collapsed, apparently of a heart attack, police said. No trace was found of
the robbers.
Police Sgt. Joseph Quinn in
Somerville, N.J., suffered severe injuries to both eyes when
a railroad tie tossed by pranks(Continued on Page Twelve

Da% id Buckingham

SAIGON I AP) — Shunting
aside the United States, President Nguyen Van Thieu demanded today that the Communists in both North and South
Vietnam negotiate a peace settlement with his government.
He repeated his demand for
the withdrawal of all North
Vietnamese troops from South
Vietnam and his rejection of a

Tom Holland

Gospel Meeting
At Coldwater
Opens Friday

"disguised coalition government."
The South Vietnamese president outlined a plan calling for
separate conferences between
his government and North Vietnam to work out a cease-fire
and between Saigon and the
Viet Cong to negotiate a political settlement. He made no
mention of U.S. participation.
"Today, the Republic of Vietnam government and myself,
representing the South Vietnamese people, demand that the
North Vietnamese Communists
conduct serious discussions in
order to sign a treaty on peace
and a cease-fire between South
and North Vietnam in any
place, whether-in Paris or in
.,..y,country in the
•
wor'l
eu, dedartrd.
"Today, we also demand that
the so-called South Vietnamese
Liberation Front organization
discuss seriously the issues in
(Continued on Page Twelve)

Oaks Club Plans
Awards Banquet &
Membership Meeting

The Oaks Country Club will
have its annual awards banquet
and general membership
meeting on Friday, November
Tom Holland of Freed- 10, at the Murray Woman's Club
Hardeman College, Henderson, House.
Tenn., will be the featured
Bill Seale, president, said the
speaker at a gospel meeting at social hour will begin at six
the Coldwater Church of Christ, pin., the dinner at seven p.m.
November 3, 4, and 5.
and the membership meeting at
Born in Athens, Alabama, 8:30 p.m.
July 10, 1931, he and his wife,
Reservations for the dinner
'Linda, ire- the parents of four. .should be made with T.C. Collie
children._
by Friday_ November 3
Hollandis—alfakate
sons unable" to attend the dinner
Freed-Hardeman
are urged to attend the memDavid-Lipscomb (BA) Abilene bership meeting.
College (MA)
Christian
Southern Illinois University
(PhDi and has received many
honors throughout his school
years.
He has served churches in
Tennessee, Wisconsin, and
The Golden Age Club will hold
Texas. Gospel meetings have
taken him into many states, its regular monthly luncheon
averaging about 25 meetings meeting at the social hall of the
each year. He has spoken on First United Methodist Church
lecture programs at Harding on Friday, November 3, at
College, Libbock Christian twelve noon.
Bro. Roy Beasley, minister of
College, David- Lipscomb and
College. the Seventh and Poplar' Church
Freed-Hardeman
Holland is the autbor of many of Christ, will be the guest
speaker.
books.
A potluck luncheon will be
He joined the faculty of
Freed-Hardeman College in served at noon.
In
of
charge
the
1963 as a teacher in communications and the Bible arrangements are Mr. and Mrs.
011ie Hughes, Mr. and Mrs.
department.
The time of service will be Jack Attkisson, Mrs. Agnes
7:00 p.m. each eyeing and at Maier, Mrs. Ruby Barnes, Mrs.
11:00 a.m.Sunday morning. The Sadie Harell, and Mrs. Helen
Peoples.
public is cordially invited.

Golden Age Club
To Meet On Friday

Cindi Alexander

Deborah Bell

Murray Students Named To 'Who's Who In Universities'

s

Alexander, daughter of Dr. and economics major, is a member
Mrs. Rex Alexander; and David of Alpha Lambda Delta
Buckingham son of Robert honorary society for freshman
women, Alpha Chi national
Buckingham.'
Mrs. Bell, a home economics bonor society for scholarship,
major, is second vice-president secretary of Kappa Omicron
of Kappa Omicrop hi. national Phi, and is active in the Baptist
honorary home economics Student Union on .the campus.
Miss Jones, an elementary
frateenity- for women and is
chaplain and membership education major, is a member
director for Alpha Sigma Alpha of Alpha Lambda Delta, Kappa
Delta Pi 'honorary education
social sorority.
Miss yteckhatt, a home fraternity and Alpha Sigraa

Alpha social sorority. She is Childhood Education, Who's
also past president of the Who in Greek fraternities and
president of
Murray State branch of the sororities, and
Association for Childhood Alpha Omicron Pi social
Education,
and
student sorority. She was also 1971-72
representative to the executive ROTC Sweetheart,
Buckihgham, a
board of Association for • David
Childhood
In- political science and English
Education
major, is a member of the
ternational.
Alexander,
Miss
an M.S.U. golf team. He has served
elementary education major, is as president of Pi Kappa Alpha
president of Kappa Delta Pi, a fraternity and the Intermem-bet of the Association for Fraternity council.

—
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Election One Of Century'
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Brown Named Offensive Honor
Man For Second Straight Week

Cougars Open At Home With Win
Over Winnipeg Jets On Tuesday
By JOHN R. SKINNER
Associated Press Sports Writer
MIAMI APi - Somebody
was bound to find out who
those Miami Dolphins "noname" defenders were.
The National Football League
has been finding out all season.
And, as a result. the "nonames" finally have a name of
their own.
The Associated Press named
the entire defensive unit of the
unbeaten Dolphins as Defensive
Player of the Week Tuesday for
its 23-0 whitewashing of the
Baltimore Colts last Sunday.
Many of them are
no
names" to the average football
fan-such as end Vern Den
Herder, a second-year tackle
whose previous claim to fame
was playing for Central College
in Iowa.
Other players are end Bill
Stanfill: tackles Manny Fernandez, Jim Dunaway and Bob
Heinz; linebackers Nick Buoniconti. Doug Swift, Mike Kolen
and Bob Matheson; cornerbacks Tim Foley. Curtis Johnson and Lloyd MumphOrd, and
safeties Jake Scott and Dick
Anderson.

Tuesday's
Sports In
Brief

By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
PHILADELPHIA - The
Philadelphia Phillies traded
third baseman Don Money,
pitcher Bill Champion and infielder John siukovich to the
Milwaukee Brewers for starting
pitchers Jim Lonborg and Ken
Brett and relievers Ken Sanders and Earl Stephenson.
NEW YORK - Gaylord Perry. Cleveland Indian righthander who posted a 24-16
record with a 1.92 earned run
. average, was named winner of
the 1972 Cy Young Award as
• the best pitcher in the American League.
• BALTIMORE - The Baltimore Orioles have reacquired
catcher Ellie Hendricks from
the Chicago Cubs in exchange
for minor league catcher Frank
Estrada.
TENNIS . .
GOTEBORG,Sweden - Dick
Stockton,Trinity University ace
from Port Washington, N.Y.,
scored a major upset in the
first round of the Goteborg
I, World Championship Tennis
tourney.
BASKETBALL .
.
' ATLANTA - The Atlanta
tr.- Hawks of the National Basketball Association traded thirdyear forward Don Adams to the
Detroit Pistons for a 1973 sec,- ond-round draft choice.
. •
FOOTBALL .
i
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. 1
li Cornerback Ed Sharockman
•, , was released on waivers by the
Minnesota Vikings and claimed
by the Philadelphia Eagles.
GOLF . .
PINEHURST, N.C. - Mrs.
Philip Cudone of Myrtle Beach,
S.C., and Mrs. Wayne Rutter of
Williamsville. N.Y., shot threeover-par 75s to share the firstround lead in the 15th annual
• North-andtouth Women's Seniors tournament.
PALM BEACH GARDENS,
Fla. - Jack Nicklaus, who
failed in his attempt to win the
Grand Slam but did capture six
championships in 1972, has
been named the Professional
Golf Association's Player of the
Year.
NAPA,Calif.- Mexico's Victor Regaled() rallied on the final eight holes and carded a
i; par 72 to retain the lead after
e the second round of the Profes4
sional Golfer's Association
Qualifying School tournament.
- - HOCKEY . .
i,
TORONTO - Bill Duman, a
4' record setting goal tender in
the 1940s for the National Hockey' League's Montreal Canadiens, died in a Toronto hospital at the age of 5

"I'm glad the 'no-names' got
recognized," said Coach Don
Shula, who has instilled in them
the idea that the opponent must
be shut out to insure at least a
tie for the Dolphins. They limited the Colts to just 78 net yards
passing and 114 rushing.
-Defense is a team proposition," said defensive coordinator Bill Arnsparger, who has
been coaching under Shute
since 1964. "It's hard for one
person to play defense."
As a team, they're the
stingiest in the league,
surrendering only 87 points.
Their heroes change week to
week. Against Baltimore, it
was Johnson who blocked a
punt to set up a touchdown,
Mumphord who blocked a field
goal attempt to set up a Miami

1

i

1

field goal and Den Herder getting in on nine tackies, seven
unassisted. Fernandez made
eight tackles, five unassisted,
and Buoniconti added six
tackles and had three assists in
the game.
Den Herder caught Colts'
quarterback Marty Domres
twice for losses and Fernandez
sacked him once. Fernandez
also recovered a fumble late in
the game on Miami's 28-yard
line to wreck the Colts' strongest threat.
Arnsparger is the guiding
light of the defense and he
seemed ready to pass out .cigars when informed of The AP
iionor Tuesday.
"We won't be able to live
with you this week," sighed offensive backfield Coach Carl
Taseff.

Miami Defense Named
'Player of the Week'

determination. I learned that thing with what he's gut.
long ago. I learned to run when
Ten days ago he rushed for
I was small ... in the ghetto." 95 yards and caught passes for
As a running back, Brown 100 more, scoring a pair of
hardly has impressive physical touchdowns in Washington's
statistics - 195 pounds packed crucial 24-20 victory over Dalon a 5-foot-11 frame. As he las. That performance brought
says, though, it's not the size him the selection a week ago as
that counts but what one does The Associated Press Offensive
with it. And Brown does every- Player of the Week in the National Football League.
Last Sunday against New
York, Brown outdid himself. He
rushed for an overwhelming career-high 191 yards, 38 of them
on a touchdown gallop, and
caught a pair of passes for 43
yards, one of them covering
won the PGA, in which Nick- seven yards for a score, as the
laus tied for 13th.
Redskins came away with an
• "I am delighted and most ap- equally crucial 23-16 triumph
preciative to the PGA for se- over the Giants.
lecting me,- Nicklaus said
As a result, the fourth-year
when informed of the honor. pro from Kansas State earned
"Looking back over the past the rare distinction today of
year, I consider it the most sat- being named The AP Offensive
isfying I've had since turning Player of the Week for the secprofessional ti 1962.
ond straight time.
• •
• "The reason for the satisfacOther nominees this week
tion is not only did I win six were rookie running back
championships, but equally im- Franco Harris of Pittsburgh,
portant was the enthusiasm and quarterback Archie Manning of
the warmth displayed by the New Orleans, and quartetback
galleries everywhere I played Craig Morton of Dallas. Harris,
in the United States and over- subbing for injured Preston
seas."
Pearson, rushed for 131 yards
Nicklaus also won the PGA and two touchdowns and caught
award in 1967 when he won the a 17-yard pass for another
1.1.S. Open and four other titles. score in the Steelers' 38-21 vicHe wen his l/th and 13th major tory over Buffalo. Manning
tiampionshipaT:a tg777-lyttig rorripirttd 410-of 35 passes for
the late Bobby Jones for most 295 yards and two touchdowns
major championships. He is the as the Saints beat Philadelphia
only golfer to win each of the 21-3 for their first victory of the
four major titles twice.
season. Morton threw three
touchdown passes and set up a
fourth TD with his aerials in
Dallas' 28-24 victory Monday
night over Detroit.
A lot of fans compare Brown
66, also a new collegiate stand- with stars like Jim Brown,
ard.
Gale Sayers and Leroy. Kelly,
"I've been as surprised as While other players might bask
well as everybody else at how in such recognition, Larry
well I've like to get a chance to Brown shrugs it off.
play pro ball."
"Let me be myself," he inHis skittering, darting run- sists. "Let me succeed or fall
ning style has been compared on my face as Larry Brown
to that of "a rabbit in a without being compared to othwheatfield" by former Cleve- ers ... I just want to be my
land Browns coach Blanton Col- own man ... But of course, it's
lier and he is as durable as he a compliment to be put in the
is shifty.
same neighborhood with those
While serving as the work- fellows."
horse ball carrier throughout
his career, Stevens has never
missed a game because of injury.
"I just try to ward off the big
gays," he said. "I 4uessi'm
quicker than they are so-I don't
get hit all that hard."
Louisville Coach Lee Corso
says his small size helps Ste- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NHL
vens elude tackles. "He's just
East
L T Pts GF GA
W
so small and quick they can't
7 0 4 18 40 18
grab a hold of him," Corso Montreal
Buffalo
6 0 4 16 37 18
said.
NY Rang
6 3 1 13 39 26 7

Squires Come From
Behind To Defeat
Carolina 120-114

By BRUCE WW1TT
Associated Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - "I've
been an 'average back' for so
long, I'm tired of it," an exhausted Larry Brown said sarcastically. "I'm working to be
on top. Everybody's got a bigback theory, but size has nothing to do with it. It's heart and

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS period for Virginia and a deThe Virginia Squires played a fense that held Carolina to 24
waiting game and all the self- points to get the victory. Eacontrol paid off with a victory kins scored a total of 31 points
Tuesday night.
while Erving had 24 and Bernie
The Squires, leading the Williams added 17.
In other ABA action, Denver
American Basketball Association East, trailed Carolina 60- whipped Utah 116-103 and Ken52 at the half and 90-85 after tucky beat San Diego 119-109.
Warren Jabali scored 28
three quarters. But then they
began to move behind center points, 13 in the fourth quarter,
Jim .Eakins and forward Julius and had 10 assists as Denver
snapped its four-game losing
Erving.
Eakins and Erving each streak. The victory also broke
scored 10 points in the fourth a four-game Utah winning
perioleand the Squires pulled streak. Jabali and Daye. Rohisch, who had 20 points, helped
the game out 120-114.
"I think our team, even the Rockets pull away after the
though it got behind, went right game was tied 88-88 early in
ahead with its game plan." the fourth period. Willie Wise
said Johnny Kerr, the Virginia led the Stars with 25 points.
Dan 'sae! and Artis Gilmore
general manager. 'They got
the ball in to our center and it hit 36 and 22 points, respectively. in a game where Kentucky
worked just beautifully."
Virginia had used up much of pulled away strongly from a 68.three periods trying to shut off 68 tie in the middle of the third
the hot-hooting Joe Caldwell, period. The Colonels were
lar-Vi-zzlinutes a the
'
finishertereac:14.
Teammates Billy Cunningham period W then held San Diegoand Meek Calvin added 19 alid without a points for 512 min15 points, respectively, for the utes. Ste Johnson scored 32
points while Chuck Williams
Cougars.
As it was, it took a 35-point added 20 for the Conquistadors.

Jack Nicklaus Is Named
Golf Player Of The Year

Bobby Hull was back in Chi- people who like to hit and the
cago and the hockey fans small sphere of action out there
showed they still love him. But make for a lot of contact," said
they _.alagnikt 'hiiii. know .
Liult..:q,entalrl se:tit:coming in
now have other allegiances.
,Hull, long-time super star of stood around while Chicago was
the National Hockey League coming strong."
Chicago entry, made his first
In other WHA games, Los
appearance in the Windy City Angeles defeated Quebec
4-2
since jumping to the rival and Houston edged Alberta
4-3.
World Hockey Association.
In the only National Hockey
An appearnace was about all League game scheduled.
Los
that it was since he's a non- Angeles whipped Vancouver
4playing player and a non-coaching coach.
Bart Crashley and Bernie
Hull, a 15-year veteran with
the NH1. Black Hawks, signed MacNeil scored in the third peBy JEFFREY MILLS ..
with the WHA's Winnipeg Jets riod to break a tie and lift Los
Associated Press Writer
Angeles
to
victory.
Crashley
Last summer for 82.75 million
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)as a player-coach, but he is scored at 4:15, then !MacNeil
Louisville's pint-sized runnig
got
his
second
game
goal
of
the
barred from doing either by a
sensation, Howard Stevens.
federal court order pending dis- with five minutes left.
Quebec had led 1-0 on Ray- wasn't sure he was big enough
position of a suit against him
nald Leclerc's 10th goal of the to play college football and
by the Black Hawks.
season
in the first period but frustrated defenders have been
He was greeted Tuesday
wishing ever since that he had
night by a standing ovation as Tom Serviss tied the game for
decided against it.
the
Sharks
:in
the
middle
he joined the WHA's Chicago
Stevens, who has slithered
Cougars in their home opening stanza. Jean Payette gave the
and slid his 5-foot-5, 165-pound
ceremonies.Shortly afterwards, Nordiques a 2-1 margin befcre
frame - for more yards and
however, it was the Cougars MacNeil's first goal tied the'
moretouchdown than any other
game
again.
who were getting the cheers
Ted Taylor's goal at 7:09 of NCAA player in history, is this
and -the Chicago teant.isent_on_.
the-third period broke &Lie *- ,week's Associated Press back
to beat Winnipeg 3-1.
of theweek.--With Bobby back, it was only Houston. He fired a 30-foot slap
"I was kind of skeptical
ironic that two more Bobbys shot past Alberta goalie Jack
about playing college ball. I
proved the undoing of Hull's Norris.
'Butch Goring's three goals really didn't know what I could
Jets.
do at that level," Stevens said.
Bobby Whitlock scored two helped Los Angeles set a club
"So I picked a small school to
goals and Bob Sicinski one in record five straight victories.
start out with."
the third period to rally the Bob Berry scored the Kings'
At Randolph-Macon College
Cougars after Dune Rousseau first goal and Goring'added the
in Virginia Stevens raced for 1,last
three.
Bobby
Lalonde
of
had given the Jets a 1-0 lead in
Vancouver broke goalie Gary 470 1,204 yards in two seasons.
the second period.
-Then I decided it was time to
Hull said he wasn't surprised Edwards' shutout bid at 6:31 of
see what I could do at a bigger
the
third
period,
scoring
his
by the Chicago victory.
school."
"The Cougars have some goal at the crease.
The result was a 1.429-yard

PALM BEACH GARDENS,
Fla. (AP) - Jack Nicklaus,
who failed in his attempt to win
the Grand Slam but did capture
six championships in 1972, was
named the Professional Golf
Association's Player of the
Year today.
The announcement of Nicklaus selection by 'warren Orlick, PGA president, was not
surprising since the Columbus,
Ohio native won both the-Masters and the U.S. Open titles
and nearly 8300,000, a record.
Nicklaus began the year by
announcing his intention of
trying to win professional golf's
big four tournaments-the Masters. U.S. Open, British Open
and PGA. He won the first two
rl'arairatEd otr'
hole of the British Open by defending-Champion Lee -Trevino,
the '1971 Player of the Year.
Gary Player of South Africa

Record Holding Back Named Honor Player
season last year for Louisville 1,000 yards in one season.
and in six games this year the
Saturday's 268 yards against
speedster has added 851 yards, Cincinnati gave him a total of
The NCAA Statistics Bureau 4,854 and his three touchdowns
has recognized him as the in 17th-ranked Louisville's 38-31
smallest back ever to compile win gave him a career mark of

Tech Twins Tear Up
Opposing Offenses
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. (API
- He- was born first, he was
graduated from high school
first, he got married first, he
was a father first.
And he came to Tennessee
Tech first to play football, he
got into --school record books
first and he usually intercepts
the first pass in a game.
And John Fitzpatrick constantly reminds his twin brother Bob about it. Both are cornerbacks on Tech's team that
leads the Ohio Valley Conference with a 4-0 record and is 71 overall.

brother? I'm tired of all thisjust give me time and things'll
Change. Then I'll be first."'
And, in just about every
game during their career at
Tech, Bob allows brother John
to intercept the first pass--and
then he steals the next one.
"It's funny, but it's kind of
been like that all our lives,
ever since we were born," recalls John, who was born only
minutes before Bob.
"I even scored the first
Detroit
6 3 0 12 36 23'
Boston
touchdown in high school," he
5- 5 1 11 46 Al
Toronto
3 6 1 7 26 35
continued."Bob then scored his
vancyr
3, 7 1 7 28 45
first TD after blocking a punt
NY Island
1 6 1
3 18 36
West
and recovering the ball in the
I
la
36 13
Chicago
6
_4
John has eight interceptions end zone."
6
'Ti 40 40
L. Angeles
this year, a school record,
Bob, though, is quick to point
Pitts
•
5 5 0 10 37 33
Philaphia
4 4 2 10 28 33
He was very disillusioned. while Bob has four. Their ef- out some firsts of his own.
Olympics have become outMinn
4 5 1 9 26 25
have
boosted
forts
Tech
"Well,
to
the
I
am
listed
first
on
the
Atlanta
A 6 1 9 20 37
rageously expensive. No doubt very sad, at the end of his life,"
OVC
lead
St
in
2 4 3 7 25 31
interceptions-22.
Louis
roster.
People forget that I inthe costs of the Montreal a nephew, Geoffrey De NavaCalif
2
6 1
5 24 33
Games will become a scandal celle, has recalled. "Things They are seniors from Runne- tercepted the first pass against
Tuesday's Result
SAN
ANTONIO,
Tex.
i
AP
N.J.
rnede,
Morningside
in
had
the
not
season
Vancouver
gone
as
openhe
Los
1
intended."
Angeles
4,
in Canada and already there is
Only name scheduled
-Quit calling me John's twin er and I also got the first one Lee Trevino remained a popuBrundage was even. more
bitter controversy in Colorado
Wednesday's Games
over the 1976 Winter Olympics shattered when blood was brother," jokes Bob. "Why against Western Carolina a lar but self-chastised favorite
Montreal at Pittsburgh
today as he awaited the start of
Buffalo at Toronto
.if Denver. Vail and Steamboat spilled in the Olympic Village don't you call him Bob's twin year ago."
New York Rangers at Ch, .
the 8125,000 Texas Open Golf
and 17 men died in a horror creSprings.
Tournament-and probable dis- (ago
The Olympic motto - Citiiis, ated by Palestinian terrorists.
New York Islanders at Cali
ciplinary action.
fornla
Fortius iswiftet, higher, Brundage is 84 and he may not
Atlanta at Detroit
."I made a mistake," Trevino
stronger' -- applies equally to live to see the end result of this
St Louis at Minnesota
said Tuesday of his action in
the deeds of the athletes and tragedy - the dissolution of the
Only names scheduled
Thursday's Games
the escalating costs of the Olympic movement.
stalking off the course in last
at Atlanta
Olympics
week's Sahara Invitational in ' Montreal
His successor, Lord Killatun,
Boston at Los Angeles
Las
Vegas,
Nev.
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia
The investment of West is more a man of the times and
Only games scheduled
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. treshman fullback at Tech.
"An hour after I'd left I'd
Germany in the XX Olympics he has expressed willingness to
"They the doctors) said I'd have given $5,000 not to have
Associated Press Sports Writer
was $750 million and it will re- consider fresh ideas. Brundage
WHA
quire some fancy rhetoric from was intractable,obsessed by an
A few years ago, the doctors never play football again," done it to be able to go back
East
W I T Pts GF GA
the politicians to mollify the ideal he has described as "a said the football career of Rives recalls. "I sat in my play it out."
Cleveland
7
2 1 15 40 13
critics.
20th Century religion."
Texas Tech's Donald Rives was room for about two days after I
The flamboyant, outspoken Quebec
5 3 1 11 32 25
Sadly, the peace of the world
heard
that.
I•
thought
Trevino.
The
Southern
folks
over.
at
about
the 1971 Athlete of the Ottawa
5 4 0 10 45 .1.1
But the words have a hollow
N England
is in worse shape because boys
5 4 0 10 34 29
ring when the
, Methodist and other poinLs of leaving. I didn't want to stay Year and current British Open New York
5 5 0 10 45 39
and girls 1 including a doughty come corroded Olympics_
around
if
I
couldn't
around
play."
the
-interest
titleholder,
Southwest
walked
off
the
Philaphia
with politics
1 8. 0 2 22 45
female horseback rider of 70 and nationalism.
A fei, days 'later, though, course midway .through the
Conference wish the medics
West
One can only
Yerrtfttlif4.yearS from Britain) came to be sickened by
-76...2
1 13.. ,35 27
Rives decided to begin a daily third round of the Sahara and Alberta
had been right. .
the flagrant
5 5 1 11 33 39
-7•Iunich from 1-23 nations for fun abuse of
series of exercises designed to then is:sued a strongly worded
the
C. basketball
Angeles
5 4 0 10- 35 29
and games. All the joy van- team.
Middle guard Rives made 25 help his back. After a while, his blast at
S 5 0 10 32 33
slow play, charging Houston
cn:rario
ished when gunfire commenced
2. 5 1 5 19 26
The IOC expelled two Ameri- tackles against SMU a year ago personal doctor "told me I that tour officials neglected 10,rin
2 5 1 5 19 31
in the Olympic Village.
can athletes for violating "the and added 20 more Saturday as coukl go back and if I could their duties in allowing it to
Tuesday's Results
los Angeles .1, Quebec 2
Brundage leaves office after Olympic spirit and ethic" but the Red Raiders upset the na- stand the pain, I could play."
continue.
Chicago 3. Winnipeg 1
two decades with some of the this was a misdemeanor when tionally ranked Mustangs 17-3
He left without speaking to a
Rives rejoined the freshman
Houston A. Alberta 3"
disillusionment that gripped compared to the naked parti- and moved into the Top Twenty squad and
Only games scheduled
finished the season tour or tournament official, in
Baron Pierre De Coubertin, the sanship of the official who in-._ themselves.
Wednesday's Games
and has been a pain in the neck violation of the rules of the
Winnipeg at Mmnesola
founder of the modern Olym- fluenced the result of the chamRives, a 6-foot-2, 215-pound to Tech opponents
Phdattelphm at Cleveland
Tournament
ever
since.
Players
Division
of
pics. The little Frenchman died pionship game between the senior from Wheeler, Tex..
Chicago at New England
In winning Lineman of the the PGA, the governing body
in Geneva in 1937 and he was United States and Russia.
Only maim"
, StheCillfed
graded out at 93 per cent
Week honors, Tech's Wheeler for tour performers.
.Thursday'S Games
embittered because he never
primade
SMU.
13
against
He
If this is the Olympic spirit
New England at. Minnesota
Dealer beat out middle guard "I should he fined or sus=
received the Nobel Prize as a
Los Angeles at OttaWa
mary stops and seven assisted
reward for his quest of - world, and ethic, the games don't de- tackles-six of the 20 were be- Rich Glover of Nebraska; line- pended," Trevino,said.
Philadelphia at Quebec
serve to survive. The Olympics
I.
"I sent a wire to tournament
backers Andre Jackson of
Only games scheduled
peace.
hind the line for 42 yards in .14/%6,
are supposed to symbolize
John David Calhoun of officials apologizing after I got
The baron Was so disenlosses.
punt
e
e
and.
raci&er. d a
Mississippi State, Dave Lokane home to El Paso, but I don't
chanted he resigned as presi- sportsmanship and fair play
which a
at- -of
but too often the issue matches
Wisconsin and Greg Jones of guess that does any good,- he Australian Open
dent of thtInternational Olyme_free world and the Soviet
the Tech six-yard yard with the
pic Committee in P324- wet
Kansas State; defensive tackles said.
Apci.Anw tAPt - Australdidn't attend three competi- sphere, and the S0Vtets have fiwitlera_atialcy 10-3, aari...111kkonough of Missouri
Trevino said he had no idea ian Peter Thomson,
with a
lead.
tions that preceded his death. the votes.
and'Rich Gunther id UCLA; Of- what-if any-action would be
r*Gor-4,411411a141._._..68_,AKE_ his
that performance, Rives
To men of ideals, the world
fensive tackle Jim Krapf of taken, or when.
Former PGA ..chaMpions
third Australian Open in a playseems espectalty cruel.
Doug Ford and Dave Marr was named National College Alabama and wide receivers
its' a suspension. I just - off-with David Graham
at KooDe Coubertin. actually be- missed the cut in the 1972 PGA Lineman of the Week by The David Knight of
William & hope it's after this week," he yonga course Sunday.
lieved the Olympic movement golf championship in Detroit. Associated Press.
Mary, Jeff Calabrese of Toledo said, then grinned. "This is the
Graham,. with a disastrous 7
Rives' medical problems becould prevent wars and reduce They shot,I54 and 159, respecand SteverSweeney of Califor- last tournament I'm going to on the first hole,.never receii;•
the tensions of --ma rik Ind.gan when he hurt his back as a
tively. for the first two rounds.
nia.
play this year anyhow."
ered and finished with a 74.
--

What's Olympics' future?
By JACK MURPHY
Copley News Service

MUNICH - The unhappy,
bloody Munich Olympics have
ended with Avery Brundage
calling upon the youth of the
world to assemble again in
Montreal in 1976.
Steadfast in his devotion to
the Olympic ideal, Brundage
exhorted the young to "display
cheerfulness and concord so
that the Olympic torch will be
carried on with ever greater
eagerness, courage and honor
for the good of humanitythroughout the ages."
But others are asking how
well the Olympic movement
serves humanity. In the view of
many, the Olympic idea isn't
working and it has become so
big it soon will destruct of its
own weight.
The Olympics are supposed
to foster brotherhood, but they
actually accentuate national
rivalries and passions.
The closing ceremonies of the
Munich Gaines were scaled
down in size and muted in tone
because of the tragedy that
made 31 Connollystrasse in the
Olympic Village an address
that will be remembered in history And this seems a. proper
course for the future.
There is growing sentiment
1
.. Stockholm Tennis
among the athletes either to
v
STOCKHOLM ( AP) --- Some elinuaate the flags and the an4
...*.,811,9,1axers_willteter the Class thems, or to jettison the Olym, A $63,500 Stockholm- Open- pics and. substitute corripeti-.
- --I.
. -Grand Prix Tenni'S Tournament bons of more manageable pro:to be played Nov, 4-12, organ-- portions. Perhaps the young of
the world _would be be4ter
, izers said Sunday.
i ,The tourney has lifted such served by scattered interna. players as Wimbledon cham- tional competitions in the varipion and U.S. Davis Cup star ous sports than the vast conStan Smith. Americans Cliff glomerate known as the OlymRichey and Marty Riessen also pics------- -----As a practical
, the
are entered

i
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Donald Rives Named
College Honor Lineman

Pro Hockey
Standings

Trevino Still
Favored Today
In Texas Open

Nebrask

Colorad

By HERSCHEL NLSSEV.
NEW YORK (AP)Colorado do to Nebraska
Saturday what it di
Oklahoma two weeks ago
The unpredictable Buff'
who seem to be involved
upset in one way or a
just about every week,
tam n the third-ranked but
beaten Cornhuskers this
kend with a chance to d
once and for all their dre
an unprecedented third
secutive national colleg
ball championship.
Colorado has been a
ment, struggling past
California in the opening
losing to underdogs Okl
State and Missouri but
ing highly ranked Ok
and Iowa State.
Nebraska, on the othe
has outscored its last s
nents 315-14 after drop
opener to UCLA. In a
the Cornhuskers are se
tionally in total offense,
passing, first in scoring
total defense-includi
straight shutouts--ei
rushing defense, sixth
defense and third in sc
fense. Colorado isn't a
leaders in any of th
gories.
Nebraska's Bob
doesn't lose many g
he's never lost in Bou
pick ... Nebraska.
Oklahoma at low

Swimme
By JIM JEN
Copley News
SACRAMENTO,
Unlike Mark Spi
fame but no fortun
Olympics charnpi
Mike Burton... •
Mike, after the
defense of his
swimming title
pies is among the
employed. He is
With only his w
teacher in the G
District, to sup
ton has contacted
leges about coac
the meantime, he
pursue his maste
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State University
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about working
Sherm Chavoor
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Munich at age
bearer for the U
the closing 01
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from the Univ
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many money
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special, too
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long-time
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Nebraska Picked To Upset
Colorado In Saturday Game
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
NEW YORK
AP)-Can
Colorado do to Nebraska this
Saturday what it did to
Oklahoma two weeks ago?
The unpredictable Buffaloes,
who seem to be involved in an
upset in one way or another
just about every week, entertain the third-ranked but oncebeaten Cornhuskers this weekend with a chance to destroy
once and for all their dream of
an unprecedented third consecutive national college football championship.
Colorado has been a puzzlement, struggling past lowly
California in the opening game,
losing to underdogs Oklahoma
State and Missouri but defeating highly ranked Oklahoma
and Iowa State.
Nebraska, on the other hand,
has outscored its last six opponents 315-14 after dropping its
opener to UCLA. In addition,
the Cornhuskers are second nationally in total offense, third in
passing, first in scoring, tops in
total defense-including four
straight shutouts-eighth in
rushing defense, sixth in pass
defense and third in scoring defense. Colorado isn't among the
leaders in any of those categories.
Nebraska's Bob Devaney
doesn't lose many games and
he's never lost in Boulder. The
pick ... Nebraska.
Oklahoma at. Iowa State-

got.
ushed for
passes for
a pair of
shington's
over Dolce brought
eek ago as
Offensive
in the Naue.
ainst New
himself. He
helming Ca38 of them
gallop, and
sses for 43
m covering
ore, as the
ay with an
16 triumph
fourth-year
State earned
on today of
AP Offensive
k for the sec''
s this week
nning back
f Pittsburgh;
'e Manning of
quartetback
alias. Harris,
ured Preston
for 131 yards
ns and caught
,for another
lets' 38-21 vicalo. Manning
35 passes for
o touchdowns _
t Philadelphia
victory of the
threw three
s and set up a
his aerials in
ictory Monday
oit.
ompare Brown
e Jim Brown,
Leroy Kelly.
yers might bask
gnition, Larry
t off.
myself," he insucceed or fall
s Larry Brown
compared to othwant to be my
ut of course, it's
to be put in. the

This one matches the Big
Eight's other two bowl teams of
a year ago. Oklahoma's statistics are almost as impressive
as Nebraska's-No. 1 in total
offense and rushing, third in
scoring, eighth in total defense,
seventh in rushing defense and
tied for first in scoring defense
with Michigan. Next for Iowa
State is Nebraska. For the
present, it's ... Oklahoma.
Southern California at Washington State-Top-ranked
Trojans are looking ahead ...
to a week off, followed by
UCLA and Notre Dame. Southern Cal.
Mississippi at Louisiana
State-Ole Miss has been in
and out and might catch the
Tigers looking ahead to Alabama ... were it not for the
Rebels' 24-22 triumph a year
ago. ISU.
Stanford at UCLA-UCLA is
the nation's No. 1 basketball
school and Stanford's quarterback is Mike Boryla, whose old
man used to put the round ball
through the hoop with regularity. Mike is the NCAA's No.
4 passer. Upset Special of the
Week ... Stanford.

rated rushing defense against
the eighth-ranked ground game
of
Texas.
Auburn at Florida-Tigers
are the surprise team of the
country. Auburn.
Tennessee at GeorgiaTennessee's defense has been
super, Georgia's offense has
been mostly nonexistent.
Tennessee.
Air Force at Army-Ben
Martin says the Falcons are
"almost as good as Some of our
bowl teams." Army has no
speed. Air Force.
Purdue at Michigan StateBelieve it or not, Purdue is tied
for the Big Ten lead with Michigan and Ohio State, but the
Boilermakers are underdogs in
this one. Okay. Michigan State.
Mississippi State at Alabama-Next week it's 'BomaISU. This week it's just ...
Alabama.
Michigan at Indiana-Hoosiers' bubble has burst with two
straight setbacks. Make it
three. Michigan.
Missouri at Kansas StateMissouri has knocked off Notre
Dame and Colorado and faces
Oklahoma next week.. Logical
spot for the Second Upset SpeSouthern
Methodist at cial of the Week ... Kansas
Texas-Mustangs gave Texas a State.
battle royal( no relation to DarDartmouth at Yale-Bulldogs
rell) before losing 22-18 a year "'have
won 'ern all .this year in,
ago but were caught looking the
Bowl and , lost their one
ahead by Texas Tech last road game.
Enough of that.
week, It'll be SMU's fourth- Dartmouth.

Swimmer finds fame, no fortune
By JIM JENKINS
Copley News Service
SACRAMENTO, Calif. Unlike Mark Spitz, there is
fame but no fortune for fellow
Olympics champion swimmer
Mike Burton...
Mike, after the remarkable
defense of his 1,500-meter
swimming title in the Olympics is among the ranks of unemployed. He is job hunting.
With only his wife Linda, a
teacher in the Grant School
District, to support him, Burton has contacted several colleges about coaching jobs. In
the meantime, he continues to
pursue his master's degree in
education at Sacramento
State University.
With no firm offer of employment yet, Burton was
asked the question: What
about working for coach
Sherm Chavoor at Arden Hills
Athletic Club?
"Sherm has an opening for
assistant coach," remarked
Burton, ,a veteran athlete in
Munich at age 25 and flag
bearer for the United States in
the closing Olympic ceremonies. "But the job really
doesn't pay enough for me to
accept it."
Chavoor hinted there may
be a job offer forthcoming
from the University of California at I,os Angeles,
where Mike starred in college swimming, but Burton
said there is nothing to it. Currently, he is reviewing a' post
at one of the Northwest institutions. "Otherwise I'm not
doing much of anything right
now.''

rhood with those

ockey
dings
OCIATED PRESS
NHL
East
L T Pts GF GA
7 o 4 18 40 18
6 0 4 16 37 18
6 3 1 13 39 26 7
6 3 0 12 36 23
5 5 1 11 46 41
3 6 1 7 26 35
3 7 I 7 28 45
6 1 3 18 36
West
6 4 1 13 36 33
6 Ti-lf 12 40 40 •
5 5 0 10 37 33 .
4 4 2 10 28 33 '
4 5 1 9 26 25
4 6 1 9 20 37.
4 3 7 25 31
2 6 1
5 24 33
esday's Result
es 4. Vancouver 1
e scheduled
esday's Games
at Pittsburgh
t Toronto
k Rangers at
rk Islanders at Cab
at Detroit
at Minnesota
mes scheduled
ursday's Games
at Atlanta
Los Angeles
gh at Philadelphia
mes scheduled

Chavoor reflected on Burton's career the other day
while sifting through the
many money offers that continue to float in for Spitz.
Yes, said Chavoor, Spitz is
easily his greatest swimmer
and the world's, for that matter, but Burton is something
special, too.
"He revolutionized world
swimming," explained the
long-time mentor, whose
coaching career is nearing an
end.
"Mike did whatever I told
him in the over-distance
training program i building
one's endurance swimming
when tired). By his example,
he showed the way for Debbie
Meyer, Mark, the Australians, Japanese and other
foreign swimmers."

WHA
East
W L
T Pts GF GA
7 2 I 15 40 23
5 3 1 11 32 25
5 4 0 10 45 44
nd
5 4 0 10 34 29
rk
5 5 0 10 45 39
1 8. 0 2 22 /5
West
76- .2J33,35_ 27
5 5 1 11 4 39
OS
5 1 0 10. 35 29
5 5 0 10 32 33
2 5 1
5 19 76
2 S 1 5 19 31
Tuesday's Results
ngeles 4. Quebec 7
0 3. W.nnopeq
4, Alberta 3names scheduled
eanesaav's Games
peg at Minnesota
elphia at Cleveland
go at New England
games st hocluted

The "pain theory," as some
people call it, involved swimming 1Z,,000 yards a day instead of the castomary 10,0(f
yards a day. Burton was given
only short rests.
"Mike was in unbelievablt
shape," commented Chavoor
"That's why his 1,500-meter
swim was the best single per-

Thursday's Games
England at. M,nnesota
noeles at OttaWa
delPhia at Quebec
games scheduled

alian Open

:LAIDE; t AP)- Austral'eter Thomson, with a
laa4ualinit __611,-„Aton_ his
iustralian Open in a playh David Graham at Koocourse Sunday.
lam,. with a disastrous 7
first hole,•never recovnd finished with a 74.

Bargain
- ATLANTA. (CPO-The
Boom Braves Ixita irenry
Aaron's contract for *10,04)1)
from the Negro American
',ague in 1952.

,

_

formance in the entire Olym•
pic swimming events. It is a
grueling race - much harder
than 100 or 200 meters."
Burton, as did many swirlexperts 1Chavoor excluded)
did not give himself mud
chance to win at Munich. Af
ter all, at 25, Burton was
against younger swimmers
with faster times and was
having his own self-doubts to
boot.
-I was only hoping for a
medal before the race, any
kind of medal. It didn't matter," he recalled. "But a funny thing happened when I got
near the pool.
"1 was remarkably cool. I
wasn't worried. I told myself I
was going to swim the best I
could and not worry about
anybody else."
About that time, Burton
learned the race favorite,
Rick Demont of San Rafael,
Calif., had been disqualified
for an illegal drug. Like
everybody else, he felt sorry

for.j)emont, who needed the
medicine for asthmatic condition. But, had Demont been in
the pool, would the race have
come out differently, is the
question.
"That's hard to say," said
Burton. "I broke the world
record in the race, but Demont beat me in the trials. I
swam my best. It's something
we'll never really know."
Burton said alter winnuig
the 1968 gold medal in the
1,500, he told the press he was
retiring from swimming. "I
meant it then, but then I
talked with Sherm and he
said, 'Mike, how about 1972?'
"I thought it over and decided, why not? The pain I experienced in training was
pretty bad, though. I would go
home nights and ache all
over"I could have given up then,
I guess, but I'm the kind of
guy who feels that when'you
go so far, you can only go on."

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
"That's the way to win them,
man," little Calvin Murphy declared. "Why get a big lead at
the start and take away all the
suspense?"
Murphy, Houston's 5-foot-10
backcourtman, almost went too
far with the suspense bit
Tuesday night, but came up
with the big play that gave the
Rockets a 106-105 victory over
the Atlanta Hawks in National
Basketball Association action.
With 15 seconds to go and
Houston in front 164-102, Murphy lost the ball on a turnover.
Atlanta's Pete Marovich sank a
14-foot jumper with 10 seconds
left to tie the game, was fouled
on the play and hit the free
throw to put Atlanta up by one.
But Murphy atoned for his
mistake by corning right back
down court and sinking a 15foot jump shot with just three
seconds showing on the clock,
giving Houston the one-point
victory.
"We were fortunate to win,"
Murphy said afterwards. "Marovich made a great shot to put
then' ahead, and I just made a
lucky one to win it for us."

Bowling
Standings
MURRAY AJBC
JR -SR LEAGUE
Team
Fighting Four
22
Pin Cushions
201 2
The Men
16, 2
The Wild Ones
16
Glory Stompers
14, a
Head Pins
11' 2
6e Bops
11
High Ind Game (SC)
Randy Wright
Beverly Rogers
Garry Evans
High Ind. Game (NC)
Randy Wright
Beverly Rogers
Rexie Stalls
High Ind series (SC)
Randy Wright
Beverly Rogers
Phillip Adams

6
7''
UP'2

12
13, 2
16'2
17

230
173

In other NBA games, Cleveland topped Philadelphia 126116. Chicago beat Kansas CityOmaha 104-95 and Golden State
;defeated Detroit 112-104.
Houston's Jack Mann had
game-high 26 points, While Murphy finished with 20. For Atlanta, Walt Bellamy had 23,
Marovich 21 and Lou Hudson
20.
Bobby Smith came off the
bench to score 27 points and
spark Cleveland to victory.* :t
was , the ninth consecutive defeat for winless Philadelphia,
the worst start in the team's
history.
Chicago forwards Chet Walker and Bob Love combined for
17 points in a third-period spurt
that broke open the Bulls'
game against the Kings. Norm
Van Lier scored 20 points, and
newly acquired Dennis Awtrey
filled in capably at center.
Rick Barry scored six points
in the final minute to give the
Warriors a comeback victory
over Detroit.
The Pistons had led 100-94
with 5:30 to go in th4 game, but
baskets by Cazzie Russell, Jeff
Mullins and Jim Barnett tied
the score. The Warriors then
outscored the Pistons 12-4, with
Barryhitting two baskets and a'
pair of free-therms.
Barry fed all scorers' With 27
points, while Dave Bing -was
high man for Detroit with 25.

Kraft

The United States, being the
affluent society that it is,
doesn't do things inexpensively.
knits affluency carries over
even into its sports activities.
Often called a nation of spectators, the citizenry pays
dearly for this right.
They pay up to $15 to watch
a football game,$12 apiece for
tickets to baseball's World Series and $100 for a ringside
seat to a heavyweight championship fight.
And while the rest of the
world finds an old, beat-up
ball and an open field for a little soccer, Americans have
come to the point where they
fork out millions of dollars annually to play their sports, also.
A good part of these dollars
are spent by hundreds of thousands of people in the United
States each year for the privilege of batting a little white
ball around a lot of grew
grass trying to put it into a little hole. The game is golf and
it has become America's
No. 1 participant sport.
Although the game sounds
simple, it really isn't. It takes
coordination, grace, strength
- and money.
Just to tee up for the first
time on a swank country club
course could run as much as
$20,000 or more. The majority
of this amount, of course, is
for the privilege of joining the
country club, but even for the
middle-class weekend hacker,
the cost of enjoying a round of
golf can be enormous.
Green fees can go as high as
$20 a round, although most
run about $5 and, to be fully
outfitted with the best possible eqwpment can cost in the
neighborhoodof $700.

But it doesn't really have to
be that expensive, according
to Len Kennett, the head pro
at the Los Verdes Golf Course
near Los Angeles.
For a beginner just taking
up the game, Kennett recommends a program to get them
started which would cost less
than $150.
"Many people get off on the
wrong foot because they buy
the wrong thing when they
start," Kennett says. "They
think of the cosmetic appearance of the equipment they
are buying instead of getting a
good set of clubs that is fitted
right to them."
What Kennett recommends
is the purchase of a good set of
used clubs rather than a set of
inexpensive new clubs.
Kennett also recommends
that a beginner take lessons
before he or she attempts to
tackle a course.
"For those people who don't
want to spend a lot of money,"
he says, "group lessons are
cheap and they do the trick.
At our course, seven one-hour
lessons, including equipment,
costs $15. So, without making
any investment in equipment,
a person can find out if they
like the game."
For those who have been
playing the game for some
time, the selection of equipment available to him is extensive. All the major manufacturers of sports equipment
Wilson,
MacGregor,
Spaulding, etc.) are involved
In the manufacture of golfing
equipment along with others
who deal almost exclusively
in goodies for golfers.
Prices range [torn less than
$50 for a starter set of a wood
and a few irons in a discount
department Aare- • to more
than $500 for a personally
fitted set of Ping irons and

..,-_.

Jelly

436
421

, •, ., .,

Providence Wins

BOSTON (AP)- Providence
is the Eastern Intercollegiate
cross countryichampion for the
fifth consecutive, year.
The Friars dominated a field
of College Division entries in
winning the 12th annual event
with a low score of 70 points
Saturday. Springfield was second with 93, followed by Central Connecticut with 94.
Dan Moynihan of Tufts w013
the individual title for a second
consseutive');ear with a time of
23 minutes,.58 seconds over free
five-mile course.
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woods.
Personally fitted is the keyword, according to Kennett
"Golf clubs are like shoes,"
he says. "If they don't fit you,
you're in trouble."
For a good set of fitted
irons, the cost can be anywhere from $125 to $295 for a
set of Ping. A good set of fitted
woods can be had for less than
$100, although the price tag
can reach higher than $200
For those interested in the
game for fun and not wishing
to spend a lot of money, Kennett recommends the use of
the new solid balls. Although
they lose about 10-15 yards in
distance to the wound balls,
they are much more sturdy
and will last much longer. At
$1.25 apiece, longevity in golf
balls is extremely desirable_
Golfers, of course, must also have a hag in which to
carry their clubs. Again, the
golfer is offered tremendous
range from which to choose
depending on what he wants
A bag can be bought fOr as little as $5 or as much as $150
But a good bag with enough
room to haul a complete set of
clubs shouldn't cost more
than $50.

r

Shedd
'
s

18-oz.

633

167
152
132
131

Other teams receiving votes
this week were: Allen County,
Beechwood and Fort Campbefl
in Class A; Somerset, Tates
Creek, Campbell County and
Hopkinsville in Class AA; Waggener, Southern and Thomas
Jefferson in Class AAA.

Downtown Shopping Center

5(1

592
571

third to second and received
one first-place vote after beating Fairdale 24-8.

Union County captured the
lion's share of first-place votes
t 6) from the pool's panel of
sportscasters and sportswriters
but barely edged out Lexington
Bryan Station in total points.
Teams which didn't receive
Bryan Station, a 20-6 winner
over Harrison County, im- any votes but which have only
proved its record to 8-1 and one loss this season include
Bardstown in Class A and Oldmoved from third to second.
ham County and Owensboro
Ashland, whose 30-0 shutout Catholic in Class AA.
of Covington, Catholic brought
This week's vote, with the
its record to 8-1, slipped to ecords and irst-place ballots in
third.'
parentheses, and point totals on
Meanwhile, Fort Thomas the basis of five for a firstHighlands and Dixie Heights place vote, four for second and
exchanged positions at the bot- so on:
tom of Class
Higbland (8-1Class AAA .
I ), following a 31-9 victory over
1. Trinity (8)(9-0) 44
Covington Holmes, went frOm
2. Butler ( 1)(8-1-1) 33
fifth to fourth while Dixie
Bishop David (8-1-i) 23 4.
3.
Heights (7-1-1) dropped to the
bott,om rung after slipping past Manual ( 5-1-2) 15
5. St. Xavier 5-4(
13
Boone County 31-27.
Others: Waggener 3; SouthLexington Tates Creek (9-0), ern 2; Thomas Jefferson 1.
the only other unbeaten Class
Class AA . .
AA team, again failed to make
I. Union County (6)( 10-0) 36
the top five.
2. Bryan Station 2)(8-1) 34
Trinity (9-0) captured all but
3. Ashland t 1)(8-1) 28
one of the first-place votes and
4. Highlands ( 8-1-1) 11
remained the only unbeaten
5. Dixie Heights (7-1-1) 10
team in Class AAA after beatOthers: Somerset 5; Tates
ing Manual 22-6. The loss Creek and Campbell Co. 4;
brought Manual's record to 5-1- Hopkinsville 3.
2 and dropped the Crimsons
Class A .
.
from second to fourth.
1. Madison (6)(9-0 42
Elsewhere in Class AAA:
2. Trigg County(2)(9-1) 35
Bishop David (8-1-1) advanced
3. Pickeville (9-1) 20
from fifth to thir" d following-a-5-- --+-4:11011-4-14-4•&-141,14_
0 shutout of St. Xavier (5-4),
5. Pineville
,
which fell from fourth to fifth.
Others: Allen Co.
Butler (8-1-1) moved up from wood and Fort Campbell 3.

208 South 4th Street

164
274
218
214

IC.
High Ind. Series (NC)
Randy Wright
Rexie Stalls
Beverly Rogers
High 'Averages
Randy Wright
Garry Evans
Phillip Adams
Richard Scott
Bob Hargrove
Charles Parker
Paul Holland
Beverly Rogers

land for the number one spot in
Class AA last week, took over
sole possession as the Brqves
kept their record unblemished
in 10 games with a 32-7 victory
over Henderson County. -

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
There was a lot of reshuffling
in all three divisions of the Associated Press Kentucky High
School Football Poll this week
with only the top teamsTrinity in Class AAA, Union
County in Class AA and Richmond Madison in Class A-remaining unchanged from last
week.
All but one of the other
schools in the top five last week
remained ranked this week.
The only team to drop out of
that category was Bardstown,
fifth last weec in Class A. The
Tigers, despite a 27-0 victory
over Bullitt Central, were replaced by Pikeville, which
trounced Jenkins 61-0.
Pikeville, third in Class A
with a 9-1 rdcord, has shutout
its last three opponents while
scoring a total of 150 points.
Elsewhere in Class A:
Pineville, last week's No. 2
team, dropped to fifth following
a 34-0 loss to unranked Middlesboro. The loss was the first for
the Mountain Lions, who had
averaged better than 28 points
per game in eight previous contests.
Lynch fell from third to
fourth after a7-0 loss to Evarts,
its first of the season. The Bulldogs' record is now 6-1-1.
Trigg County, a 54-6 winner
over Todd County and 9-1 for
the season, climbed from fourth
to second, earning two firstplace votes in the process.
Madison (9-0), tbe only remaining_ unbeaten Class A
team, retaine
cFrairiii-Vold- oil
first place with a 26-0 triumph
over Frankfort.
Union County, tied with Ash-

Swanns Market

Golf is expensive game
Copley News Service

Kentucky High School Football
Poll Reshuffled For This Week

Murphy Shot
Gives Houston
One-Point Win

1
'A

cousoot $1.79 •:1

9.2MIP 11/8/72 tki:tik*
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THIS WEEK
WIN ...

DIXIE FRESH
Grade A Large

$ 10

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Limit. 3 doz. with '7 50 additional
purchase, excluding tobacco and dairy products.

Big Chief

'1400" WINNER
Cecil Kimbro
Rt 4
Murray, Ky.

HYDE PARK

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED

WHOLE

FRYER!

Breast
59
legs ' 55'
Thighs r 49'

Instant

Nestea
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COFFEE
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King Size
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Giant Size

VEL LIQUID

EXPIRES 11-7-72
Good only at Storey's

Duncan Hines
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32 oz
bot
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liloz
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AJAX
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69'
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SAVE $5.4
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COUPON
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King Size

COUPON
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32 oz
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COUPON
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PEANUT
BUTTER
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Goad only at Storey's

69t
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Good only at Storey's

ElisIRFS TI 772 Good only at Storey's
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Cecil Kimbro
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Murray, Ky.
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Miss Beverly Ann Green Becomes Bride Of
Progressive Club
Makes Tour Before Rev. George C. White In Church Ceremony
October Meeting
A guided tour of The Jewelart
preceded the October meeting
on
the
Progressive
Homemakers. The group, with
Mrs. Charles Daughaday,
president, presiding
was
welcomed into the home of Mrs.
Gerald Cooper. Guests present
were Mrs. Fred Morton and
Mrs. Lyle Underwood.
Mrs. Billy Dale Outland
opened the meeting with a
devotion which was followed by
roll call by secretary, Mrs.
Bobby H. WilsoVEach member
answered roll" relating some
thoughtful act that neighbors
had performed.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 152 1,11 .1, 732.4141

I

To Celebrate Anniversary

almort't- Vat'd

1Deah.

Luncheon Held For
Mrs. Alan Camp At
The Smorgasbord

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: Every so often .1 see a letter. in your
column frcm sortie wife Complaining because her husband
calls waitresses "Honey," and gets too chummy with them.
My father had that habit, and my mother didn't mind.
In fact, she said there was a good reason for it. She said a
waitress will always give better service to customers who
compliment her on her looks and show a special friendliSPARTANBURG, S C.
ness toward her.
DEAR SPARTANBURG: Could be. But the best insurance for good service Is to have been there before and have
left a generous tip.
DEAR ABBY: For the, last four years I have been
married to a man whose wife died after a 25-year marriage. This is my first marriage. We didn't marry until his
first wife had been dead for five years. so it couldn't be
said that 1 rushei hirn into anything
All of our friends are people my husband and his first
wife knew. And whenever we are in their company, they
never fail to bring op the past, discussing in great detail
"old times involving my husband and his first wife. It's
not just a casual reference to her. It's one long, drawn out
story after another in which my husband and his first wife
are the main characters.
This hurts me, but I am at a loss to handle it.
We are very happy, and he has told me often that a
person cannot live in the past. He has also told his friends
that, -but it doesn't seem to penetrate. What is your
suggestion? Or have any of your readers had this problem
NUMBER TWO
and found a solution?
DEAR NUMBER TWO: If your husband is as considerate as he should be. be should let his friends know that
their constant references to his first wife are out of order.
And if they don't cut it out, perhaps new friends are the
solution.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "STILL WONDERING": When a
gift is damaged in the mails, the one who INSURED it gets
the insurance money, not the one to whom the gift was
stoic
ProbSems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
ABBY. BOX 19700, L. A., CALIF. 9000 and enclose a
Stamped, addressed envelope.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
Know," send Si to Abby. Boa 65790. Los Angeles, Cal. lems.

By AL BE
Copley News
ROTTERDAM,
lands — A leisure
cruise down the
is a luxurious wa
castles, cathedra
yards of central
One sits back a
tryside slides by
travel by night.
journey ends in
noon when the sin
til the followin
Passengers may
sightsee and sh
The river tri
miles through f
— Switzerland,
many and the
The cost, a
person, seems h
realizes this
lodging, trans
entertainment,
package. There
servings each
fledged breakf
bacon, ham,
morning snack
luncheon, after
cakes and a fi
ner.

Mrs. Mayfield Is
Hostess For Golden
Circle Class Meet

it's how you win or lose

DEAR LOSER: There are no "good" losers. Just good
actors. Everyone wants to win, bat it takes self control and
maturity to lose with grace. Holding your anger inside is
unhealthy, so when you lose, sock it to a punching bag and
get the hostility out of your system. But do it privately!

Rhir
cruis
in 4 d

Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Orvely Housden of Hazel
Route Two and Mr. and Mrs.
Clifford Miller of Lynn Grove. A
great grandmother is Mrs. Jim
Neale of Lynn Grove.

It's not how you play...

DEAR ABBY: lam a boy, but please don't mention my
age. My problem is that I like sports, but I am a rotten
loser. I get hotheaded and angry and blow up whenever I
lose Sometimes when I am behind. I even quit before the
game is over. Once when I missed the basket in a basketball game, I kicked the ball and walked off the court.
I know I can't win all the time. but I wish I could just
have fun and enjoy the game without getting so mean and
angry.
I guess I am just a born poor loser. Can you help roe'
POOR LOSER IN LEAVENWORTH, KAS.

4 COUNT

HOUSDEN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Housden of Murray Route Five
are the parents of a baby boy,
Jay Anthony, weighing seven
pounds 10'1 ounces, born on
Friday, October 27, at 4:15 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Deborah Gaye, age three. The
father is employed by the
Vanderbilt Cehmical Company.

*v.

The minutes were read by
Mrs. Glenda Wilson and the
treasurer's report was by Mrs.
Larry Contri. Announcements
concerning and-or plans for
participation in the following
were made: The formation of a
new club called The Pacers of
The Pace Makers, the Purchase area meeting, and the
Annual Day to be held at Lake
Barkley Lodge.
Other business included the
appointment of Mrs. Larry
Contri to represent the group in
the Annual Day Style Show, the
appointments of Mrs. Joe Rose
and Mrs. Billy Outland as cochairwomen of the Christmas
Dinner Food Committee and the
drawing of names for a
Christmas gift exchange.
These were followed by an
Rev. and Mrs George G White
expression of thanks ,by Mrs.
Harold Blair to the Club for its
In. a candlelight • ceremony, served as best man. Groomremembrance of her during her
Miss Beverly Ann Green, smen were the bride's brother,
recent illness.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Green, and the groom's
Following the lesson "Con- Milburn Green of Route 1, cousin,Grady White. Serving
as
sumer Clothing Information," Benton, became the bride of ushers were cousins of
the
given by Mrs. Glenda Wilson, Rev. George G. White, son of groom, Cashie White, Jerrell
Mrs. Billy Outland presented a
Mrs. Beulah Mae White and the White, and Kim White with
most
informative
craft late Judge Robert A. Bocky
Mike Green and Monty Smith,
demonstration on decorating
White of Eddyville.
nephews of the bride.
pumpkins.
Reverends C.C. Brasher and
Mrs. Green selected for her
Franklin D. Skaggas performed daughter's wedding a dress of
Refreshments of cake and
the double ring ceremony at double knit with a lace top, and
punch reflecting the Halloween
season were served by hostess
five o'clock at the New Zion beige accessories and belt. Mrs.
Baptist Church in Marshall White wore a lilac double knit
and co-hostess, Mrs. Lynda
County.
Cooper and Mrs. Marilyn
dress and accessories including
Larry Hargrove presented a belt of various shades of lilac.
Herndon.
program of nuptial music Both wore shoulder corsages of
Mrs. Gerald Wilson will host
before
and
during
the gardenias.
the November meeting, arid
Mrs. Glenn Richerson will ceremony. The Smith brothers
Following a short honeymoon
quartet sang,"0 Perfect Love" the couple returned to Eddyville
assist
and "Wither Thou Guest" and to make their home.
Donald Smith, the bride's
Reception
borther-in-law, sang
the
Immediately following the
"Lord's Prayer" during the wedding, a reception was held
ceremony.
in the church.
Their vows were exchanged
The bride's table was overlaid
before a beautifully decorated wittsa white lace cloth caught at
altar centered with a fifteen the ceriter-andlideSWith Tirn-pte
cathedral ribbons, The
Mrs. Alan Thomas Camp, nee candle branch
beautifully
Cynthia Ann Wilson, was cnadleabra flanked by seven decorated
Wedding
cake
honored with a delightful lun- candle branch candleabra in featured a miniature bride and
cheon on Saturday. October 28, front of each were tall baskets groom, white doves, and spun
House of off-white mums. Ivy was sugar roses. At the other end of
Colonial
the
at
entwined around the choral rail the table sherbert punch mints,
Smorgasbord.'
Hostesses for the postnuptial with low baskets of off-white and-nuts completed the table's
event were Mesdames Freed mums. Family, pews were decor. Personalized napkins
Klapp, marked with white satin bows were used.
Cotham, Norman
William E. Moffett, Jack G. interspersed with sprigs of
Serving were LeLah Mae
Persall, Donald R._ Robinson, greenery.
Kaler, Patsy Green, sister-inBride's Dress
John L. Williams and James C.
law of the bride, Evelyn Waters
The bride entered the sanc- and June Brasher.
Williams.
Mrs. Camp and her mother, tuary escorted by her father _ For traveling the bride
Mrs. Ronald E. Jones, were who gave her in marriage. She changed to a lavender pant suit_
presented lovely corsages of wore a formal gown fashioned and a shoulder corsage of
white chrysanthemums. Other and made by her mother. It was sweetheart roses.
honored guests were Mrs. of candlelight peau-de-soie with
A rehearsal dinner was held
Aubrey Hatcher,. maternal an empire waist and victorian at the Community Building in
grandmother, of the recent neckline. It featured a square Eddyville for members of the
bride, and Mrs. Milton E. Jones. yoke of alencon re-embroidered wedding party and guests.
The newlywed groom's mother lace with seed pearls, and long
Prenuptial Events
was unable to attend the festive fitted sleeves. The lace and
A personal shower hosted by
occasion.
pearls were also used to accent Patsy Oliver, Evette Byrd. Gail
Mrs. Camp chose to wear a the waistline and down the front Norwood, and Delible Womack
lovely three piece brown and of the skirt. The sweeping was given at the Bank of
white polyester double- knit detachable train featured three Marshall County Lounge in .
pants suit with matching ac- rows of tapering lace and which many lovely personal
cessories for the occasion. She pearls. Her chapel length items were received.
was given an electric teflon mantilla veil was trinuned in
Another shower at the Bank of
lined skillet as a gilt from the lace and seed pearls, She Marshall County was given by
carried a bouquet of powder Phyllis Smith, Patsy Green,
hostesses.
puff mums with sweetheart June Brasher, Martha Lassiter
roses.
and Ruby York.
After the father gave the
The ladies of the Wallonia
bride away she presented her Baptist Church hosted a shower
mother with a kiss and a pink for the young couple.
rose from her bouquet. After the
A fourth shower was given at
couple were pronounced man the _Community Building by
and'wife they each took a cousins of the groom, Sandra
separate candle and lit one White, Connie White, Donna
single candle. And as they left Parsley Linda Dyer and Janice
The Dorothy Group of the the altar they stopped for the White.
Baptist Women of the First bride to present a pink rose and
A fifth shower was given at
Church held its October a kiss to the groom's mother. the Community Building by
Meeting in the home of Mrs.
Serving as matron of honor friends of the groom's family,
Lloyd Jacks, Benton Road.
was the bride's sister Mrs. Mrs. Raymond Lee,
Mrs.
Mrs. Eugene Tarry presented Donald Smith, Bridesmaids Howard Bennett, Mrs. Clara
the program on the subject, were Debbie Womack and Gail Belle Dycus, Mrs. Eugene
"Eliminating Barriers."
Norwood. All the attendants Armstrong, and Mrs. Nelson
The group chairman, Mrs. H. wore empire styled dresses of Baker.
L. Oakley, presided at the rainbow color bodice with
meeting. Mrs. Jacks, secretary, matching floral skirts and
read the minutes.
•
picture hats. EI,
ch carried a High Menu Card
Committees were appointed bouquet of pink c rnations with
Cooked tongue is an "ace"
and announcement was made matching streamer.
in the refrigerator for notthat the general meeting of the
The bride's niece and nephew, weather meat. platters or- for
Baptist Women will now be held Kiniberly Green and Stephen combining._ with audit& for a
,. its first WednadayA6:39
Smith served as flower girl and cold meal: It's easy to cook
at the church following the riiii:Va'rer. Kimberly - wore a and chill a fresh or smoked
floor length gown of ivory' beef tongue when convenient
- The closing prayer was Led by -----P-OWeWr-Jfe
for Ware use. Just cover
-pt-telrlin tett in
Mrs. James Hamilton.
roses and pink Velvet ribbon. with water, cover pot tightly
Refreshments were served* . Keeping the guest register and simmer until-tender. 21/2
Mrs. Jacks to the eleven .were -- Vickie Seaford and to 3ii hours. Plunge tongue
in cold water, remove skin
members and one visitor, Mrs. Marsha Green.
' Betty Wells.
Raymond • Lee of Eddyville and *ill. Slice as desired.
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The Golden Circle Sunday
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church held its October
meeting in the home of Mrs.
Billy Mayfield with the
president, Mrs. John Hine,
presiding.
Mrs.
Simmons,
John
associate teacher,
led the
opening prayer. The calendar of
Wilson Woolley photo events for the coming year was
given.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Nanny
Miss Nancy Sledd, student at
Mr and Mrs. Lester Nanny will celebrate their 25th wedding Murray State University,
anniversary with an open house on Sunday, November 5,from two daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Max
to four o'clock in the afternoon at their home, 1509 Chaucer Drive, Sledd of Nigeria, presented
the
Canterbury Estates, Murray.
program. She showed slides and
All relatives and friends are invited to call during the afternoon discussed her work
while
hours.
as
serving
a
summer
The couple was married at Paris, Tenn., on NovemberriVIIC.--i
- - missionary.te-Kaasas.
Mrs. Nanny, the former Myra Sturdivant, is the daughter tif
.
Refreshments of oatmeal
and Mrs. John Sturdivant of Paris, Tenn. Mr. Nanny is the son of
cake, mints, nuts, and Russian
the late Mr. and Mrs. Will C. Nanny of Murray Route One.
tea were served by Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Nanny have two sons, Lester Glenn Nanny, Jr., of
Mayfield and Mrs. Don Duncan
Hopkinsville, and Stephen Gregg Nanny, serving with the Air
to Mesdames and Andy Rogers,
Force at Bossier City, La. John Simmons, Jerrell White,
Mr. Nanny is postmaster at Murray and Mrs Nanny is emCharlie Adams, Dick Cottrell,
ployed at the University Book Store. They attend the University
John Hina, and Joe Pat Futrell,
Church of Christ.
members, and
Miss Sledd,
guest.
The next meeting will be held
on November 20 at seven p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Jerrell
White.
Kline, 1516, Oxford Drive, at
Wednesday. November I
eight
p.m.
The Baptist Women of the
Good Freezers
First Baptist Church will meet
Almost any type of meat
at the church at 6:30 p.m. with
The Baptist Women of the stew, ragout, goulash or casseMrs. Richard Walker as special Kirksey Church will meet at the role combination—beef, lamb,
on "Women's Work In Brazil." church at 7:30 p.m.
pork or veal—can be frozen.
The WMU Council will meet at
Most vegetables Included in
nine a.m, at the church.
Women's Auxiliary of the these combination dishes
Murray Moose Lodge will meet freeze well.
The Baptist Women of the at eight p.m. at the lodge hall.
Flint Baptist Church will meet
The Garden Department of Chilly Cocktail
at seven p.m.
Have you tried consomme
the Murray Woman's Club will
on the rocks? For a cooling
have
a
Christmas
workshop
at
Meetings of the Baptist
first course, mix equal parts
Women and the Baptist Young the club house at 10:30 a.m.
of consomme and apple juice
Women of the Cherry Corner followed by a luncheon at one and serve
over ice cubes. The
Baptist Church are scheduled at p.m. Hostesses will be melting cubes will
dilute to
Mesdames
Hollis
Roberts,
G.B.
seven p.m.
Scott, R.L. Ward, Yandal desired potency. For another
summer starter, chill cans of
Wrather, and Charles Cella.
consomme thoroughly and
Thursday, November 2
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
The WMCF of the Assembly serve jellied in bowls.
Order of the Eastern Star will of God Church is scheduled to
have a practice at the Masonic meet at seven p.m.
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
The Murray-Calloway County
"Snoopy On Parade," a Jaycettes will meet at the home
children's fashion show, will be of Mrs. Judy Rickman at 7:30
presented by the Sigma P.m.
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at 7:30 p.m. at
Friday. November 3
the
University
The Golden Age Club will
School
auditorium.
have a potluck luncheon at noon
at the social hall of the First
The MSU Women's Society United Methodist Church. Bro.
for Congress.
Discussion Group will meet at Roy Beasley will be the
P1 P
the home of Mrs. James M. speaker
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"LESS TAXES"

•

Katterjohn

assaillans.

The _Unique Gift Shop
5 Points - B.sld. 5 Points Bar-B-Q

.
#09

Featuring .
FINE IMPORTED GIFTS,
* Fine Arts
* Handcrafts
* Woodcrafts
* Holiday Decorations
* Gold Tone Gifts
* Musical Instruments
* LOTS MORE UNUSUAL GIFTS

Dorothy Group Has
Meet At Home Of
Mrs. Lloyd Jacks

ott.t. GIFT CERTIFICATE
to be given away!!
Come in and register. You do not have to be present to win.
Members of the Murray High School ('hapter of the Future
Homemakers of America and the borne economics students will
canvass the town of Murray selling randy during the week of
November L Funds will be used to help provide funds for the FHA
Club and to help furnish the Iloilo; room in the nest home
economics department at the school. Finance commitfeimembers are, left to right. -hark row, Julie Oakley, Joyce
Wooden, Nfartha McKinney , and Stacy Owen; second row, Rachel
Baer. chairman, and Donna ileatheott; seated in front, Beverly
'Barnett. The chapter urges all Murray residents to help with this
project.

ha Mae Huie, Owner,
invites all her friends and new cstomers to visit her.

Opening Friday, Nov. 3rd
9:00 a.m.

•
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Rhine
cruised
in 4 days

LIGHT CRUST

portation for pleasure cruises
and for small recreational
craft, and a thoroughfare for
barges which, in some areas,
come rushing five abreast,
their hatch covers only a foot
or two above water.
The Rhine drops Aifeet between Basel and Strasbourg
arid uses giant locks to do it.
The boat glides into the
lock, a gate is lowered and
slowly the vessel sinks 30 or 40
feet with only a foot or two of
clearance on either side. Then
the gate ahead rises and the
ship pushes into the river
again.
On topside the ship's bridge
is lowered and the flagpoles
are dipped when the vessel
passes under low bridges.
Along the riverbanks the
scenery is constantly changing. Tents and picnickers
abound. Below Basel the
countryside is flat. Strasbourg's single-spired cathedral can be seen from miles
away. The French, city has
been tossed, like a basketball,
between Germany
and
France through years of conflict. A tragic monument in
the center of town tells the
story - a mother with two
dead sons, one killed fighting
for Germany, the other killed
fighting for France.
Heidelberg turns out to be
more beautiful than imagined
with narrow streets, old university buildings scattered
through town, arid a 13th Century castle high on a hill overlooking the city. In the castle's wine celler is a 50,000gallon cask so large it has a
small dance floor on top.
There are art treasures in
the cathedral city of Cologne
and a brand new glistening
city of glass and steel to be inspected in Dusseldorf, which
was 80 per cent destroyed in
World War 11.
Finally the cruise ship
reaches the new city of Rotterdam, also rebuilt after the
war, now with thousands of
acres of industries and river
cranes to qualify as one of the
busiest ports in the world.
The Rhine cruise may be
made in reverse if desired from Rotterdarn to Basel. The
upstream trip takes five days
instead of four in the spring
and summer, and six days in
the autumn. Even a round trip
is feasible as the overniglIf
stops differ on the journey up
the Rhine and down. •
One cup of uncooked rice will
yield about three cups of cooked
rice

FLOUR
Plain & Self-Rising

By AL BENNETT
Copley News Service
ROTTERDAM, Netherlands - A leisurely, four-day
cruise down the Rhine River
is a luxurious way to see the
castles, cathedrals and vineyards of central Europe.
One sits back and the countryside slides by. There's no
travel by night; each day's
journey ends in the late afternoon when the ship ties up until the following morning.
Passengers may go ashore to
sightsee and shop.
The river trip winds 500
miles through four countries
- Switzerland, France, Germany and the Netherlands.
The cost, about S200r- per
person, seems high until one
realizes this includes food, lodging, transportation and
entertainment, all in one
package. There are five food
servings each day, a fullfledged breakfast of eggs,
bacon, ham, etc., a midmorning snack of bouillon,
luncheon, afternoon tea-andcakes and a five-course dinner.
This sounds like a lot of food
and it is, but thankfully the
portions are modest. A threepiece combo tiovides music
during the cocktail hour and
for dancing later.
There are five excursion
boats which are 300 feet long,
30 feet wide and have four
decks, the top one offering a
sun deck and swim pool. English is spoken by all of the 50
crew members, the ship's officers, the young men who
wait tables in the dining roon1
and the young women who
make beds and tidy the staterooms. The crew works every
day for 10 months and then
takes a two-month vacation.
The Rhine works hard at
being a great river. It flows
swiftly to provide irrigation
for agriculture and water for
industry. It provides trans-

Our Pledge/
to Yogi

LIGHT CRUST

49'

5-lb. bag

apse pie-110cf

FLOUR ******.***.***

SUGAR

129

Swift

F
AIOR
or
YOUR
FAMILY/

5-lb. bag

•

10-oz. $
Jar
(with coupon below)
*************

BETTER

Godchaux

59'

Limit: 5-1b.
per customer

nstant Folger's

AT BUDGET PRICES
Showboat

Pride of Illinois

5 89(

White or Yellow

SPAGHETTI

Appreciation Sale

17-oz. can
for

Tomato Sauce and Cheese
14-oz. can

10
PORK & BEANS
3 25*

$50.00
Mrs. Jesse V. Herndon

Campfire

MARSHMALLOWS
25*
*

Showboat

$25.00
Mrs. Billy Jo Chadwick

8-oz. can

1-1b. cello bag

FROZEN F01111 odyt

$15.00
Mrs. 0. C. Kimbro

k******************************

PRODUCE VALUES

$5.00
Mrs. Effie Jean Wilkerson

*,

for

$5.00
Frosty Acres Frosty Whip

TOPPING

Pt

25c
Hunt's

FRENCH FRIES
3
2-1b. cello bag

TOMATO
CATSUP29c

for

Lge. 20-oz
Bot.

Frosty Acres Cut

Keebler

10-oz. pkg.

PIES

3

25'

1-1b. box

* Ocean Spray Fresh

CRANBERRIES 29'
COCONUT
25'
59'
ORANGES
DOG FOOD
29
CORN
1-lb. cello bag

7-oz. cello pkg.

* Texas Juicy

5-lb. bag

* Fresh Tender Sweet

(with coupon below)
Asst Flare.

Tubby
Snowflake

Tony

CRACKERS

Morton Cream

15½ -oz. can

3ears

lot

*******************************

Keathley's

Vanilla Wafers
14-oz cello bag

spreats

/
2 bu. Capacity
* Lge. 31

2 lbs.

10 Count

Cold Power

lb.
******************************************************
Lean, Tender :
Field
Campfire
*
*
*
PORK
PURE PORK
*
Brand
*
*
*
lb.

25'

*

2-lb.

1-lb.

Giant 3-lb
oz box

DETERGENT

69'

Heavy Duty

SAUSAGE:

59'

Bush's Best

*

Flavorite Brand
Texsun
Unsweetened

lib. pkg.

*******************************************************

Tender Tasty
MINUTE

FRESH GROUND

STEAK

For A Tasty Hamburger
lb.

lb.
$ 1 19

BEEF

59'

ORANGE
JUICE

Parker's Brand

Pimento *
Cheese
Ham Salad
0r

*
*

8•oz

65; *

Large
46-oz
Can

Heavy Duty

59;

18-in.

,reeee4Pariter's Mkt. Couponw.Nw

I

KEEBLER
CRACKERS
1-lb. box
With This Coupon

25t

1 Without Coupon 40'
Good Only at Parker's
Offer Expires 11/8/72
.e.....e.e.p.www.ww.,
VileA•reA Parker's Mkt
)
,4
it.
'
>0. SAVE 40` WHEN YOU BUY A '
.S.
10-oz. Jar of
."( INSTANT FOLGER'S
COFFEE CRYSTALS
•p(

69
'****************************
'1" ,L*
75;
**************
************

Sliced Bacon

Alcoa

FOIL

Trash Bags

Pork Roast
WIENERS

LCOA

Totum

Fresh Picnic Style

CUTLETS

lb 29'

!GRAPES

WINNERS

Garden Delight

CORN

* Fancy Red Emperor

Willie L Perry

SPECIAL PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON

'1"

:v:
4
4.
1.
06:0

39

...**101.Good thru 11/8/72

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!"
Located in Downtown

PARK!
-

Shopping Centers
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days. A Week

Yif.

SHOP WHERE
YOU CAN

SA4E1!
A

.
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To Plc
Ledger

More spice in our life
ORK
NLAA
Pll—
kinericinis are putting I. are
-vice in their uses.
American Spice Trade
sass consumption of spices.
herbs and seasoning %egetables
totaled 300 million pounds in
1471. an increase of nearly 42
per cent in less than 10 years.
Figuring in the growth are
two new to most I nited Steps
consumers and two oldfashioned
ones
whose
distribution is increasing.
Grossing interest in Chinese
cookery has created a market
for star anise, mailable largels.
in specialty stores and food
departments of large depart.
ment stores. It comes from a
type of magnolia tree and
resembles a small brown star
with many points. Its licoricelike flasor is stronger than that
of regular anise, which is the
seed of an herb related to
parsley and dill.
At hole green peppercorns, or
unripe Piper nigrum. also are
inereasingly mailable in a wine
%inegar pack in fancy food
stores. They're suggested for
seasoning dips and cocktail
PRESIDENT CHIANG
Gen. (Nang Kai-shek was
sworn in as president of Chin
--e
on Oct. 10, 1943.

snacks, meat, fish and poultry
sauces. stuffings and salad
dressings.
Juniper berries and gumbo
file are the old-timers more in
berries
The
demand.
traditionally are used for game
seasoning, especially yenison
and rabbit. They're also good
in chicken salad, braised pork
and sauerkraut.

PIANO TUNING—Repair- MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
it
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser307 N. 4th 753-6091
vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
SALES EL SERVICE
Murray, Kentucky. Phone 753- ,SPECIALIZING
IN CO 8 CAR
November21C
8911.
RADIO REPAIR

-rIn

Miss Your Paper
Phone._

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or

753-7278
Between 5:00 p.m
& 6:00 p.m. In The
Evening
If you know your route
boy's number, please call
hun first If you get no
results then call John
Pasco , Jr at the above
number during the hours
listed

PFANUTS
l.,t3v2ARIAN DON'T
5AN THE 500k
04114.1E ROA

Hours of landfill operation for receiving waste:
7:00 A. M. to 4:00 P. M. Mon. - Fri.
7:00 A. M. to 12:00 Noon Saturday
Closed Sunday

Murray Sanitation System

.KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest TUTORING IN high school or
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South junior high English or History, by
13th Street. "Every day you former high school English
delay lets bugs have their
N1C
teacher. Phone 753-9458.
way."
TFC
•
GENERAL HOME repairing and
WILL DO any type of carpenter painting. Reasonable. Phone 435work, small or large jobs. Free 5173.
NIP
estimate. Phone 753November6NC SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
7955.
GENERAL HOUSE wiring. hoe work. Phone Rex Camp
TFC
Installation or rework. No job too 753-5933.

If You

Miss Your Paper
Phone._

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.
or

753-7278
Between 6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. In The
Evening

big or too small. Call for estimate
November 27P FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
436-2159, Jim.
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

If you know your route
buy's number, please call
him first If you get no
results then cal, John
Pasco 41,,.,at the above
number during the hours
listed

CARPET-LINOLEUM installations and repairs, all types.
Residential or commercial. For

• I'M 5tIRE ltIA5 THE 5C140015040, AND 6Uf55 W1-40'5
ON THE SCHOOL KARR,.

BLONDIE
I WANT A PAR. Or SksACKS.
GLARE LEGGED SOLID,
PERMA- PRESS,
ON SEAM POCKETS,
JEANI TYPE

REMEMBER T.-4G OLD DAIS
wiriEt4 YOU JUST WALKED
INTO A STORE AND ASKED
FOR A PAIR OG PAhJTS?

THE PHANTOM
TRUE IT IS A GIANT AG
TALL AS A TRECBULLETS
1SOLINCE OFF HIM LIKE
RAINDROPS!

AUCTION SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

HAZEL TIRE Service at Hazel,
Ky., will antifreeze and check
your car for the winter for $4.95.
Install any size snow tire cap with
a full guarantee for only $12.95,
each, plus old tire. 492-8708. N1C

Our ''Speed Feedin"
Cafeteria line
Feeds you fine
a kit ress time.

TRIANGLE INN

If You

NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

ATTENTION HUNTERS AND
Trappers: At the late Mark
Neal's estate auction I bought his
fur handling equipment and I will
be buying all kinds of legally
caught furs at my home on Highway 641 three miles south of
Murray.
I would appreciate a letter
from you who plan to hunt or trap
Most of you will be new
customers as it has been a long
time since I bought furs.
Douglas Shoemaker, phone 7533375, Murray, Ky.
N3C

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION
Sat,Nov.4-1:00 p.m.

53 ACRE FARM
Location: 0.7 mile East of Murray at junction of
Highway 94 and McCuiston Road.
AU. FERTILE BOTTOM LAND
Terms: 15% down day of sale, balance upon
delivery of deed within 30 days.
Possession: With Deed
Owner - Halford R. Rhodes
753-8382
Realtor
Auctioneer

Need a quick breakfast,
lunch or supper? Try our
country ham on a biscuit,
25 cents earti„ But only 1 or
take'em out by the sack,
Ms. TRIANGLE INN

AUCTION S,ALErSaturday,.Nuv. AUCTION SALE, Friday.
3rd,at 7:114-11I, , 4, 10:00 a.m. rain or shine in Novenibei.
Hazel, Kentucky, behind Hazal Bazzell Grocery. in, Coldwater,
bank at Mrs. Zilphia Cook's Kentucky. Folks, this will be a
George McGovern, •'Dee" George McGovern, -Dee"
good sale of army surplus goods. ,,
Albert home.
Albert Huddleston, Frank
Huddleston, Frank
This is an unusually clean sale Tools, surplus grocery stock,
Stubblefield.
Trust
the
Stubblefield. Democrats for the
with good 3 piece bedroom suites, antique items and odds and ends.
Democrats because you can.
people.
Don Nanny
N2C living and dining room suites, ould not itemize and describe
N2C
Ann Kelly Dodson
breakfast set, 2 refrigerators, each Rein for Mr. Bazzell and I
apartment size stove, TV., nice don't know what all there will be
'I
LADIES SUEDE boots, also just rugs ( practically new), electric for sale. There will be pants,
received a large shipment of and other lamps, fans and shirts, coats, jackets, Tocim
REWARD OFFERED for white ladies suede dress shoes with heaters, platform rocker, other shoes, combat boots, over shoes,
quilts, boots, leather gloves, tarpaulins,
half-breed, male, poodle with purses to match. All famous chairs, old dresser,
new haircut, no collar, answers to name brands. Shoes all colors. blankets, picture frames, shoe large insulated covers, rain
the name of Cognac. Lost in Also little girls slippers in multi- last, cast iron, baby pen dishes coats, duffle bags, mess kits.
vicinity of 16th & Poplar. Call 753- colors at the Lynnville Shoe and cooking utensils, bric a brac scout knives, ice chests, tools of"
miscellaneous
items. all kinds, items of furniture,
3511 days or 753-9218 nights. N3C Store.
N3C and
Douglas Shoemaker associate antique items such as kettles..
Auction
and jars and jugs and much more ,
LOST MALE Siamese cat, TOUR OF GREECE and Holy Shoemaker
Sale conducted by Otto Chesyer. ;
Kirksey area. Answers to the Land, Dec. 26-Jan. 4,. Last call Livestock Co. in charge of
N3C Auction Service. For information
name of Jasper. Childs pet, 489- enrollment deadline Nov. 10. All sale.
call 435-4042, Lynn Grove, Ky., otAl
2316.
N2C details arranged by Wholesale
345-2385.
Otto Chester., AucAUTOS
FOR
SALE
tours International and Tour
tioneer, ban-Miller, Apprentice.
SERVICES OFFERED
Hosts, Wendell H. Rone and
Jerrell White. Call 753-5750 for 1966 OLDS, Delta 88, 4-door It pays to s sell the Chester
N2C
sedan, power brakes, power Way.
information and free
NOVEMBER
brochure,
N3C steering, air, motor good, body
SPECIAL
fair. I need smaller car. Price, AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
$575, or best offer. See at 802 N. November 4th at 10:00 a.m. at the
Hot roast beef sandwich
20th after 5 p.m.
N4C late Bun SMITH HOME PLACE
with whipped potatoes and
IN Coldwater, Kentucky. Folks
beef gravy. 99 cents.
1964 FORD Econoline van, good this is a. nice auction with lots of
condition, good tires, paneled furniture and antique collectors
HERE OR GO
inside, may be seen at 1713 items. This will be just a partial
Calloway Ave. after 5 p.m. listing. .Living room suite':
Priced reasonable.
N2C beautiful cedar bedroom suite,
YES, YOU can lose weight with
odd beds of all kinds,, cedar
753-4953
Weight Watchers. New members, 1967 MAI,IBU CHEVELLE. For chest, rockers, bookshelf, T.V.
accepted weekly. Class every further information, 753-8005 and antenna, gas heater, nice
N5C electric stove, late maid
HAULING DONE anytime. Monday at 7:30 p.m., Murray after 5 p.m.
ITC
Frigidaire refrigerator, oak wash
Garbage in county. Will haul Gleason Hall,401 N. 12th.
1967 REBEL two door, power stand and dresser, trunks, kitbundled newspapers from your
brakes and steering, radio and chen cabinets and wardrobe,
home. J.D. Pace. Phone 753Ky. Lake Catfish
snow tires. Excellent condition. sewing machine, old books. lots
N14C
7450.
Steaks - Whole Fish
Phone 753-8432. Call between 2 of dishes and glasses. Many,
Fresh Frozen
and 9 p.m.
.N7C collectors items. Also 1964,
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Wrapped for your freezer
Chevrolet,4 dr., V-8, 18,000 actual
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
1961 TRIUMPH. New paint two miles, one owner. For inPh. 474-2743 Closed Sun.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
new tires, wire wheels, $395.00. formation call 435-4042, Lynn:
753-7625 nights.
TFC
Call 436-5570.
N2C Grove, Ky.. or 489-2595. Otto,.
I, Charles T. Groves, formerly of
Chester, Auctioneer. Dan Miller,
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, Route 1, Hazel, Kentucky, will
ONE OWNER—very, very Apprentice. It pays to sell the'
also bank gravel, fit dirt and not be responsible for any debts
sharp! 1963 Chevrolet pickup, Chester Way.
N2C
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, other than my own as of October
fleetside bed, short wheel base,'
354-8161
after
5:00 p.m.
TFC 30, 1972.
NIP solid black
or
paint, 6 cyl., straight AUCTION SALE Saturday night;'
shift; 1967 Dodge D-600 tandem 6:30 at Henry, Tenn. at 79 auction
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
dump truck; 1970 Chevrolet across hwy. from school. We are
BOOM OM OMUM pickup, low mileage, long wheel back at our old place this week
ACROSS
2 Legal seal
MOM 000 DOOD
(abbr )
DUM ODOM DOD base, custom cab,full power, air we have lots of antiques such as
Eubricate
I Narrow
openings
4 Instrument
MO ODOM DO MO conditioned; small mini-bike old carnival glass, old furniture.
5 Dirks
6 Foot lever
with automatic clutch, $45.00; 3, ping glass, old clocks, old
MDOOD DOE=
6 Billboards
II Infury
D3000 MOM DOM horsepower Sears air compressor telephones, and lots more.
7 Teutonic
12 A state
0000 MOO OMOM with hose and
deity
regulator $65.00. Beecham's Auction Service,
14 Printer's
GOO 000 OMMOU
8 A month
measure
See Fred Gardner or Tony Gary Beecham, auctioneer..'
(ably )
mom
MOM
earth
Clayey
15
9 Matured
OD me DODD DM Gardner, phone 753-5319 after six Paris, Tenn. Phone 642-0919. ITIv
17 Whale
10 Medicinal
MDO DOOM DOD p.mN1C
preparation
18 Swiss Weer
WOMDMOWDOMMO
AUCTION SALE of farm
20 Natives of
11 Smallest
EICIDM
0.00
IMMO
ia
Ltv
number
equipment Saturday, November'
1972
VOLKSWAGEN,
Expire
excellent
13 Wants
22
16 Walk
23 Heavenly
condition. Phone 753-8335 or 753- 4, 10:00 a.m. at JR. Ward place 33 Missives
4E 'Algerian
body
next to Pury ear School, Puryear.(,
19 Swift
35 Insects
seaport
8407.
N2C
thetical
ks
WH yaaporm
25
2287 Le
36 Imbeciles
51 Greek
21 Blemishes
Tenn.
I It A John Dlore Tractor,
through
37
watch
Face of
letter
24 One borne
AC 303 hay baler, rake, 1951 Red
39 Click beetle
53 Dine
26 Ermine
1961
40 Swo
FAIRLANE 500, radio, Belley Ford
56 King of
force
Tractor and
29 Recipient of
43 Herb
Bastian
heater, automatic transmission, equipment,
Rift
46 Real estate
4 wheel wagon, ill.
58
French
Nuclei
30
runs good. $175. Call 753-0393. N3C Bush_
31 Made of oat',
map
article
hogs and several more
32 Sacred image
5
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2
a -9 10 '........'
.
$
1,: 1
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44
items. Beechatn's 'Auction
c...
1962 OLDSMOBILE 4 door Delta Service,
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Paris, Tenn: Phone 6421'5
:'::'77
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d
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38 s
88, local low mileage car. 436- 0919.
Sale Rain or Shine.
1TP
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slowly
he
45 Drink
new tires, mechanically perfect. WANT TO BUY old furniture,
v..,25
24
23
27
.:•..-:
26
47 Babylonian
See at Sholar Auto Repair. Phone attic junk, or anything of value
28
31
29 i' '30
,•..•.
-„.•
753-1751 or after 5 p.m. call 489- Phone 436-2135.
49 Catch (slang)
Novernber21C
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MY COUSIN
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Another View

.

Antique Clods
.we buy and sell Old clocks.

eases, w.orks and parts.
_
OM' '14,0 to stock. We
AVF,RAGE HOME sprayed for
repair docks. J & B Music
$15.00. AN month guarantee. No ('triter. '7S3-7575.
'
monthly contract required.
Superior Ex term i na t ing ComPORTA-CRIB, also couch .0
pany, phone 753couch and chair, reasonable
7266: Decentber5C' Phone 753-5620,
N3
I

111204/T ARGO
WOMEN` 1-1

TWO BEDROOM
unfurnished apa
heat and air.
Available October
4331.
UNFURNISHED thr
house, 204 N. 12th.
Hopkins, 753-5833 or

Pianos-0
See why more
Wurlitzer than
piano. Sales-Ser
purchase. Practic
studios. JAB Mu
Murray, Ky. 753-

MuMcLio
Professional te
Piano, organ, YO
aCcoralion, drum
instruments J
Center, Murray,
7575

REAL ESTATE
TWO FARMS 14 a
owner. Property
thwest of Kirksey
p.m., 753-1497.
16 SPACE, boa
trailer park. Two
Murray. Good
$13,000. Phone 7
6202.
I ACRE LOT, Wi
tank and light
ground. Gravel
435-5715.
60 ACRE FAR
brick house, 8
Murray, on Hig
phone 753-1443, a
5489.
I3Y OWNER;
home, with la
private patio, la
maple cabinet
garbage disposa
and Middle Sc
sell. Bank loan
person. Phone
753-6342 nights,
HELP WA
BYARS CONS
needs carpenter
helpers full tim
after 5:00p.m. p
8390.
SECRETARY,
shorthand des'
position, local f
to Box 32-A, Mu
EXPERIENCE
afternoon shift
efficient and
weekends. A
Colonial House

BABY urrE
yours. Phone 7
MATURE PE
2 years e
goods. Apply
Fringe benefi

Day Ca
Apply i
K
N
4th an

HER 1, 1972
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WANT-ADS
FOR RENT

FOR SALE

M.F,

pen

TWO PIECE Vinyl living room LARGE EFFICIENCY apartsuite. Cheap.753-7824.
N2C ment, furnished, air conditioned,
electric heat, large closets and
ARTS AND Crafts sale, storage area. No pets. 1606 W.
American
Legion
Hall, Main.
N3C
November 4, nine a.m. to five
p.m. Handpainted tablecloths, TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10'x51',
pillow cases, pictures, many electric heat, air conditioned.
other items. All new mer- Storage building and water
chandise. Excellent place for furnished. Near Coldwater. on
Christmas shopping. Register for Highway 121. $55.00 per month.
free prizes to be given away, do Phone 489-2513.
N3C
not have to be present to win. For
more information call Dorothy TWO BEDROOM furnished
Watkins 753-7502 or Donna Henry apartment, newly carpeted and
436-5689, Artex Paint Demon- painted. Ideal for two students.
strators.
N2C Inquire at Kelly's Pest Control,
located 100 S. 13th St.
N3C
WHITE ELECTRIC range with
self-cleaning oven, only two THREE BEDROOM house,
I I-I
years old, $150. Girl's white, electric heat and air conditioner.
Tow Rat U S1.0 Ow-Al riew
french provincial twin bed withorurnished or unfurnished. Couple
0 1172 W UMW
mattress and springs $80. Phone Preferred. Available Nov. 15th.
N2p No dogs. Call 753-6388 or 753753-8463 after 3:30 pro.
2743, after 6. 4
N3P
F D MODEL AlumaCraft 14'
boat, priced reasonable, call 753- FOUR ROOM house, un7243.
N2C furnished, utility and bath, good
FOR RENT
garden spot, eight miles from
DELUXE 1970 popup camper Murray. Phone 436-5562 after 6:30
TWO BEDROOM furnished or
trailer, fully self-contained. p.m.
N3C
FOR RENT
unfurnished apartment, central
Priced
reasonable
.
Seen
by
Modern
Office
Space-524
heat and air, Good location.
EXTRA NICE furnished two
appointment only. Call 753sq. ft.-first floor, central
Available October 1. Phone 753bedroom apartment, couple or
6488.
N2C
heating,
air,
utilities
4331.
TFL
faculty member preferred.
furnished, parking space.
Gem usri) d.r.--putonutirtruulcienty' aparimmt_. for
II interested contact
students. Both available now and
washer cheap. Phone 498Western
Dark
Fired
N2p located adjacent to MSU cam8474.
Tobacco
Growers
pus. Phone 753-4342 or after 5
Association, Tobacco,
BELTONE FACTORY fresh p.m.753-4978.
N3C
Building, 206-208 Maple
hearing aid batteries for all make
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N1C FURNISHED TWO bedroom
Tels. 753-3341-3342.
apartment, one block from
campus. Phone 729-8250.
THIS
spot
N3C
that
spot,
traffic
paths
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
See why more people buy
unfurnished, 2 bedroom, living too, removed with Blue Lustre
Wurlitzer than any other
room, kitchen, utility, bath. carpet shampoo. Big K. Belaire
piano. Sales-Service-Rental
N4C HORSE TRAILERS for rent and
Carpeted, air-conditioned, dish- Shopping Center.
purchase. Practice piano and
sale at 641 Super Shell, Murray,
studios. J811 Music Center,
washer, refrigerator, stove,
Murray, Ky. 753-7575.
Kentucky. Phone Max at 753garbage disposal. Phone 753-4974 1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 7539131.
ITC
8550.
or 753-3865.
TFC
N7C

FOR SALE

Friday,

ARK-nr.,4t The
in Coldwater,
, this will be a
y surplus goods.
grocery stock,.
d odds and ends.
e and describe
r. Bazzell and I
t all there will be e will be pa
jackets, s-ocks-;
boots, over shoes,
loves, tarpaulins,
ed covers, rain
bags, mess kits,
e chests, tools
ms of furniture,
such as kettles,
and much more
by Otto Chesyer,
e. For information
ynn Grove, Ky., or g
o Chester, Auc;.1
!ler, Apprentice,
the Chester
N2
ALE, Saturday,
at 10:00 a.m. at the TH HOME PLACE 4
Kentucky. Folks_
auction with lots of ,
antique collectors.
ill be just a partial
mg room suite;•
ar bedroom suite,
all kinds,, cedar
rs, bookshelf, T.V.
, gas heater, nice
ove, late model
frigerator, oak wash
resser, trunks, kitets and wardrobe,
hine, old books. lots
rid glasses. Many.
items. Also 1964,.
dr., V-8, 18,000 actual
owner. For incall 435-4042, Lynn-.
, or 489-2595. Otto.
ctioneer, Dan Miller,'.
It pays to sell the'
N2C
•
ALE Saturday night:
y, Tenn. at 79 auction
from school. We are
r old place this week
ts of antiques such as
1 glass, old furniture,
s, old clocks, old
s. and lots more.
s Auction Service,
echam, auctioneer.,'
. Phone 642-0919. 1TPc
SALE of farm
t Saturday, November'
in. at J.R. Ward place
ryear School, Puryear.(,
A John ('ere Tractor,
y baler, rake, 1951 Red Ford Tractor and
t, 4 wheel wagon, 121.
s and several moreBeecham 's Auctioa
'aris, Tenn. Phone 642Rain or Shine.
ITP

MuSic Lessons

THREE BEDROOM house for
rent 507 Whitnell Ave. $140 a
month with $100 security deposit.
Phone 436-5580.
N6C

Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
accordion, drums and band
instruments J & 8 Music
Center, Murray, Ky, 7537575

PRIVATE TRAILER lot with
water furnished also large
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
building, that can be used for
TWO FARMS 14 and 38 acres by garage or clean up shop. 436N2C
owner. Property locate Nor- 5506.
thwest of Kirksey. Call after 5
p.m., 753-1497.
NC HOUSE, THREE rooms and
bath, screened in back porch.
16 SPACE, board og health Call between 7 a.m. and 6 p.m.
trailer park. Two miles east of Hoyt Cleaver, Sr., Route 1, Almo,
Murray. Good investments at 753-1779.
TFC
$13,000. Phone 753-3648 or 7536202.
NI3C NICE APARTMENTS, one
bedroom furnished and two
I ACRE LOT, with water, septic bedroom unfurnishe
d, with
tank and light pole already in garbage disposal,
air conground. Gravel driveway. Phone ditioning and carpeting.
Call 753435-5715.
N4C 5079 or 753-7861.
N2C
60 ACRE FARM with 5 room
brick house, 8 miles south of
Murray, on Highway 121. Day
phone 753-1443, after 5 p.m. 4365489.
TFC

FOUR BEDROOM house, large
rooms, gas heat, carpeted, nice.
Available November 15. Call 7535074.
N2C

'BY OWNER; four bedroom ROOM AND board for elderly
home, with large den, large man or woman. Phone 753-6573,
private patio, large utility room, 908 Sycamore.
N1NC
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
garbage disposal. Close to Carter.
THREE BEDROOM brick, stove
and Middle Schools. Priced to
and refrigerator furnished, two
sell. Bank loan available to right
miles out. $125 a month. Phone
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
492-8385.
N2C
753-6342 nights.
TFC

0.
00•1 Road
Tract I
with house
Auction-53 acres
Sat. November 4, 1:00 p.m.
Fertile Bottom Land
Owner Halford Rhodes

BYARS CONSTRUCTION Co.
needs carpenters and carpenter
helpers full time. Phone 492-8383,
after 5:00 p.m. phone 4928390.
N7P
SECRETARY, good typist,
shorthand desired, permanent
position, local firm. Send resume
to Box 32-A, Murray,Ky.
N3C

TWO BEDROOM house, unfurnished. Call after 5 o'clock,
753-4518.
N2C
FURNISHED HOUSE for college
girls, one block from University.
Available November 1. Phone
753-4974.
TFC
TWO BEDROOM trailer, couple
preferred. References. See B.B.
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court,
Murray Drive In Theatre entrance.
TFC

EXPERIENCED
WAITRESS, FURNISH
ED APARTMENT,
afternoon shift, must be neat,
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air
efficient and able to work
conditioned, utilities furnished.
weekends. Apply in person
One block from University
Colonial House Smorgasbord. TF
campus. Couples only, no pets.
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC

%NT TO BUY
0 BUY old furniture,
k, or anything of value.
-2135.
1ovember21C"

tique CIocês

old clocks,
works and parts.
1511 in stock. We
r clocks. J & B Music
*43-7575
N and sell

-CRIB, also couch .o
and chair, reasonable
i3-5620.

4

BABY SITTER in my home or EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
yours. Phone 753-2977.
N3C color TV,air conditioned, electric
Feat. $100.00 per month, deposit
required. Phone 753-7358.
TFC
MATURE PERSON with at least
2 years experience in piece
goods. Apply in person to Big K. 12'x50' TRAILER, electric heat
Fringe benefits.
N2C Phone 753-7856.
N2C

WANTED
Day Car Hostess
Apply in Person to
K & N ROOT BEER
4th and Sycamore

FURNISHED APARTMENT
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath.One or tW.P.i.
bedrooms. Zinimerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 7536609.
Noveinber7C

Read Carefully

matter

GERMAN SHEPHERD puppies
for sale. AKC registered call 7539427.
N7P

* ALL 72 MODELS GOING AT COST
* BIG STIOCK OF STRIKING NEW 73
MODELS AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.

COUCH AND two matching
chairs. Brown vinyl, fair condition. $75.00 for set. Phone 7535906 or 753-8777.
N3P

3-BEDROOM DOUBLEW1DE
TOTAL ELECTRIC HOME - ONLY

'9468"

"You 'II find quality Nationally known brand'
and bargain prices.'

IT '

Dinkins Mobile Homes
LOTS IN PARIS, MILAN. AND WA V'F',RLY
"WHERE YOU'LL GET A TREAT-NOT A TRICK"!
When the weather outside
is frightful, our home-made
ice cream is still delightful.
20 cents & 30 cents, Qt. 79
cents.

CALL
About Our
Aluminum Plates

The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916

This is a rougbsketch of two separate individuals' property which
is available for sale. The 53 Acre Farm will be Auctioned at 1:00
p.m-Nov. 4. The House pictured above is located on Tract I. Tract 1
contains approximately 4 Acres. The house will not be sold at
Auction. However this is a rare opportunity to buy an excellent
Brick House on good fertile land so near the city limits.

Announcements Day of Sale
*rake precede/31 over printed

DRIVE A FEW MILES AND SAVE
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS.

$299500

Auction

3 Bedrooms, Living Room, Kitchen,
Dining Room, Den, Basement, 2
Fireplaces, Double Carport.

SLEMAR SIGNET Clarinet with
case. Excellent condition. Used
only 2 months., $125.00, or best
°fief buys. Phone 753-5207. N3C

TOTAL ELECTRIC -ONLY

FOR SALE

For Sale

UNCLE WILLIES Trading Post,
312 miles So. of Murray 641, just
off Tobacco Rd. has for sale,
grandfather clock, role-top desk,
secretary desk with claw feet.
Walnut desk and chair, several
walnut and oak tables. Oak
reclining chair with claw -feet.
Several pieces of depression
glass,
N3P

2-BEDROOM 12-WIDE 73 MODEL

FOR SALE

AREFULLY

READ

1VO4/T ARGUE! AU- YOU KNOW ABOuT
WOMEN'S L1T3 15 WHAI YOU READ N
PI-A`(130( MAGA71NE "

LE,

7534916

Frienjdulyst, EDxiaplerAienced
Ad-Visor at . . .
FOR SALE

USED UPRIGHT Piano in need THREE BEDROOM Trailer, 10
of repair, priced cheap. Phone foot wide, couple only. 880.00 a
753-3289.
N5C month. 753-3032.
N3C

non of

WEDNESDAY-NOVEMBER 1, 1972

KIMEN'S
NGFACT
'S
DE
N
ORY OUTLET
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
New Shipment

‘,

SUITS
$3995 to $6995
Compare at 175 to 1100

So. 12th Street
Phone 753-0550

40-50%Off
Pants
Shirts
Ties
Belt
Sweaters

TV ANTENNA, big jack, good
condition. Phone 753-0205.
N3C
GAS STOVE 36" with divided
burners and 20" oven, $50. Also
World Scope Encyclopedia, 12
volume, 1959 edition, $35. Phone
753-5268 after 2 p.m.
N3C

3 POINTER BIRD Dogs. One 4
years old, one 2 years old and one
1 year old. Phone 498-8274 after
6:00 p.ni.
N3P
AKC REGISTERED German
Shepherd puppies, seven weeks
old. Have been wormed. Call 7536897.
N3P

FOR SALE
WARM-MORNING stove in good
TRAILER
condition. For further in18'x35', 1 bedroom, full bath
formation, phone 753-2992. N2C
with shower, wall to wall
carpet, nice all electric
1969 FORTY-TWO foot house
appliances with garbage
boat, twin 185,h.p. engine,6.5 KW
disposal, air condition,
power plant. Heat and -air, depth
wired for electric heat, nice
finder and other extras. Winter
porch with
al UMUIIIM
price $16,000. Phone 753-3648 or
awning.
753-6202.
'N13C
LOULSE BILBREY
or see at 108 N. 7th St.
TWO 5-gaited saddle horses, been
Phone 751.1257
shown successfully in society
horse shows past three years by
teenage girl. Well mannered. If CUTE, CURLY, and loveable
you want to win, don't overlook AKC poodle puppies, weeks old
7
theSe horses. Phone 753-2645 after Call 753-5984, or see at 1408
5:30 p.m.
pl3C Poplar.
N21'

1966-850 FORD twin screw,'5 and
3 speed. 220 Cumrnins. Omit' REGISTERED liewelyn Setters
owner. Can be seen at Midwaj all white. Bee Creek Kennels.
N3C
Truck Stop on Hazel Highway Calliit3-7585.
Would consider taking good car
in on trade.
paw CREOSOTED POLES and penta
WANTED TO RENT
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
. THREE BEDROOM house WESTINGHOUSE Reirige'rato logs for dock flotation. Murray
outside of Murray city limits but and singer sewing machine. Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Nit' Street,
not over 10 miles. 489-2670. N2C Phone 753-1979.
N1C

3***************************
FOR SALE

16 FT. GLASTRON Boat, motor
and trailer. This is a good looking
boat and has been well taken care
EXTRA SPECIAL: Beautiful mobile home,already set up * of. See at 1508 Sycamore or call
at Riviera Courts. Excellent condition. Ready to turn the * 753-2264.
NIC
key and move in. 12'x65', 1971 Kingswood. Total electric,
CARPORT SALE-Friday 8-4.
central air and heat, garbage disposal, carpet and house
Glassware, pottery, vacuum
type furniture. Two bedrooms, two full baths, large
awning and concrete slab. Everything you could want in a t cleaner, fireggace set, trunk,
furniture, mens and womens
mobile home No sales tax to pay.
clothing, some antiques and
Phone ...
Aladin Lamp, many other Red's.
1508 Cardinal Drive.
. ITC

•
* Neal Starks Mobile Homes
753-6734

USED BALDWIN Spinet piano.
Used Baldwin organ, used
FYRING SIZE rabbits, good used RCA 21 inch used color TV. Phone Baldwin grand piano. laniard°
Piano Company, across front
electric heaters also-would like to 753-8712.
N2C
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
N3C
buy new red brick anyone has
left over from building. Call 435HURRY TO Bill's 12'x60', three LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
5855.
N2C
bedroom 1972 new. One only at in Kentucky. No increase in
$4,495.00. A lot full of other prices. Country Boy Stores.
FARM WAGON. steel tongue, selections. Also used 8' and 10'. Army Surplus, 9 miles from
rubber tires and factory axels. Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900 South Hopkinsville, Junction Kentucky
Phone 753-7217 or after 5:00 p.m. Beltline Highway, Paducah, 117 and 164. Open Sunday
until
753-8567.
N2NC Kentucky, 1-443-6150.
N3C 4:00 p.m. N3t'
011**************************

BA1.DWIN PIANOS and organs.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
N3(7
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.

HOLSTEIN CALVES
- BULLS or HEIFERS

From 1 Week to Weaning
For Further Information ...

Phone 489-2161_

.
i
/ LARGELOT of girls and misses
clothes, like brand new. Priced
(
Ag(
cheap. Also Jorge Durotherm oil
heater, gas -circulating. heater.
, stove and refrigerator.
rotric
eglec
\Phone 435-4042 for. information or

After_..5:00 p.m.

r

vett°Chester*t4"1"2-i7-
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Funeral Services
For Jake Perry
Scheduled Thursday
Funeral services for Jake
Perry of Hazel Route Two will
be held today at 2:30 p.m. at the
Mt. Pleasant United Methodist
Church where he was a member
with Rev. A.M. Thomas officiating.
Pallbearers will be Garvice
Douglas, Otis Wilson, Grady
Housden,
Herbert Clayton,
John Burton, and
Rex
Allbrittee.
Burial will be in the church
cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mr. Perry, age 89, a retired
farmer and general merchant,
died Monday at eight p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was the son of the
late John Thomas Perry and
Mayme Albritten Perry. He and
his wife, Tennie, who survives,
had been married for sixty-five
years.

THE: LEDGER & TIMES — %it RRAY, KENTU
CKY

McGovern Says Thieu Blocking
Peace Settlement In Vietnam

NEW YORK (AP) — Sen.
George McGovern said today
he believes President Nguyen
Van Thieu of South Vietnam is
blocking a peace agreement,
adding he has doubts President
Nixon can bring off a settlement wan North Vietnam.
Appearing on NBC's Today
show McGovern said, in response to a question as to whether the chance for an agreement has been lost, that "My
own guess is that Gen. Thieu is
blocking the negotiations just
as he did four years ago."
Asked if he had serious
doubts that the U.S.-North
Vietnamese peace plan will
come off, he replied: •'l do
have doubts about it." But he
said, he hopes that "somehow
Mr. Nixon is going to be able to
pull this off' before next
Tuesday's election.
Meantime, the Democratic
presidential candidate canceled
He is survived by his wife,
a campaign stop in Hibbing,
and one son, Preston Perry,
Minn., today in order to give
both of Hazel Route One, and
his overworked vocal cords a
one brother, Waylon Perry of
rest.
Hazel. One grandson, Charles
He planned to complete a
Perry, was killed in a tractor
series of appearances in New
accident on October 30, 1962.
York City, however, includinig a
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Duo-Piano Recital
To Be Given Sunday

Nixon To End Campaign Quad-State
Festival To
With National Telecasts

Two faculty members in the
music department at Murray
State University—Mrs. Marie
WASHINGTON (API — PresTaylor and Thomas Baker—will
ident
Nixon, an infrequent visipresent a duo-piano recital on
tor to the campaign trail, plans
thr campus Sunday, Nov. 5.
Scheduled at 3 p.m. in Recital to end his poll-favored bid for
Hall A of the Price Doyle Fine re-election with a blitz, intwo
nationwide
Arts Center, the admission-free cluding
concert will include both two- telecasts, starting just four
piano duets and duets played by days before the balloting.
On Friday Nixon will visit, in
two piarliSts on one piano, a
rather unique format for major order, -O'Hare International
Airport near Chicago for a ralp0(0(1 music.
ly, another airfield at a still-unMrs. Taylor and Baker, both
disclosed city in Oklahoma, and
piano instructors at the
some location, not yet anuniversity, will play "Sonata for
nouned, in Rhode Island. He'll
Two Pianos" by Mozart and the
be back in the White House Fricolorful "Scaramouche" suite
day night.
by Darius Milhaud, as well as
The White House announced
works for one piano, four hands,
Tuesday that Nixon and his
by Schubert and Brahrns.
. Mrs. Taylor holds degrees in wife will fly to the Ontario, Camusic from Southern Illinois lif., airport for a planeside ralUniversity and Michigan, State ly Saturday, before going by
University. She was on the helicopter to their oceanside
faculty at Paducah Community home at San Clemente.
En route to California, Press
College before joining the
Murray State faculty in 1970. Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler
Baker, who joined the faculty said Tuesday, the Nixons are
likely to make at least a couple
in 1971, did his work at Yale and
the University of Illinois. He of stops. But he said final dealso served on the faculty at the tails hadn't been worked out.
University of Illinois.
Whether the Republican canAlthough both artists are well didate will aciely campaign
known to local audiences for
their appearances as solo and
ensemble performers, their
collaboration as a duo-piano
team is a recent development.

Huddleston

Louisville Dairy Firm
Halloween .
Accused Of Monopolizing

Rites Are Thursday
For Joe Pete Ely

Services Thursday
Jor Hassel Brown
At Local Chapel

Seen & Heard .

Thie

R. L Wallace
Expires Today
At Hospital

Wooden
utensils

World News Briefs

Nunn...

Purchase Area
Hog Market

WEDNESDA
NOVEMBER 1,

Be Held Here

%tide in Southern California,
rally in the heart of the city's Jersey City and East
Brunsexcept for the Ontario appeargarment-manufacturing district wick, N.J.
Eighty-five high schools from
ance, has not been announced. five states will be represented
before flying to Chicago to
The Democratic nominee
Nixon will make a nationwide at the 25th annual Quad State
make a scheduled telethon ap- speaks today to a rally
in the
political television-radio speech Choral Festival, to be held
pearance Thursday morning.
heart of New York's garmentThursday night—the first of his Monday, November 6, in the
McGovern, at a
party manufacturing district before
campaign—and another TV ap- Ballroom of the Murray State
Tuesday night honoring his 29th flying to a Hibbing,
Minn., ralpearance from somewhere in Student Union Building.
wedding anniversary, told re- ly.
Souther
porters that "after Nov. 7,
n California, on election
Approximately 325 students
Everywhere
he
spoke
eve next Monday night.
you'll still have George Tuesday,McGovern condem
will rehearse from 9 a.m. to 4
ned
Ziegler said details of the TV p.m. in preparation for the 7
McGovern to kick around."
Nixon's veto of 25 domestic
windup
of the campaign have p.m. concert that evening.
measure
s,
11
in the past week,
His comment alluded to Presnot been worked out.
Professor Robert K. Baar will
ident Nixon's statement after saying "there's onluve.way to
Nixon and his wife will vote conduct the festival; this will be
losing a 1962 race for governor deal with 'Mr. VestMlIN that's
Tuesday in their adopted San his 20th appearance. The
of California that "you won't to veto him next Tuesday."
Clemente neighborhood, then concert will consist of "Sing
He said at East Brunswick,
have Richard Nixon to kick
fly back to the White House to Unto God," by Paul Feller, an
around anymore," and followed where he also addressed a $100receive the verdict of their fel- eight part unaccompanied
presentation to McGovern and a-plate fund-raising dinner, and
low citizens.
contemporary composition;
wife Eleanor of a silver bowl also in New York, that Nixon
Their
"Te
two
daughte
Deum," by Flor Peeters,
rs,
"has
who
will
never
vetoed
from traveling reporters, aides
a single
vote elsewhere, will join them and accompanied by Malissa
bomb, a single missile or a
and Secret Service agents.
for what the first family seems Wilkins, a music major at
In addition, he was presented single canister of napalm ... It
confident will be a Tuesday Murray; and the "Te Deurn,"
is
only
progra
ms for people
with a pair of orange rubber
night victory celebration.
by Mozart, accompanied by the
gloves and some wires and that he finds inflationary."
Meanwhile, the Nixon cam- Murray State University
McGovern and Sen. Edward
clamps—a representation of the
paign organization has hired Chamber Orchestra.
"rubber gloves and sophis- M. Kennedy, who introduced
broadcast time for three more
Since this is the 25th anticated wiretapping equipment" the candidate at the two New
in
a
niversa
series
ry of the Quad State
of
nationw
Jersey
ide
radio
stops
and
also
spoke in
to which he often refers in atspeeches. The first of the three Festivals and the 50th antacking the break-in and at- New York, took note of the fact
today was allotted to urban niversary of the University,
tempted bugging of Democratic Tuesday was Halloween.
problems. Ziegler said times Professor
Baar
The
has
choice
next
headquarters in Washington's
Tuesday,
and topics for the other two programmed the two "Te
Kennedy said, is between "the Watergate office building.
have not yet been worked out.
Deums."
-•
The postmidnight party came trickery of this administration
or
the
The concert is free and open
treat
of George
after McGovern, sounding a bit
to the public.
hoarse but still proclaiming he McGovern."
McGovern, declaring that the
will defy the polls and defeat
Nixon next Tuesday,'wound up Nixon administration is taking
a tang campaign day at a 1100- Halloween seriously, said it has
Vice President Spiro T. Agnew
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP)—Th Council for Burley Tobacco
I Continued from Page 1)
has here. Earlier
Tuesday, he cam- -"friaiquerading la-.this—cam- voted to combine its farmer contributions to its organiza
ters
from
the railroad overpass a are
tion with paigned
A=ROUGE. La. I
in Syracuse, N.Y., and paign as Prince Charming,"
those made to the -Burley Tobacco Growers Coopera
chiding salaries and expenses crashed through the windshi
tive
eld
Democr
ats-for
-Nixon
The
head
head John
of the governor's con- to
Association.
Mp em- of his car.
Connally -masquerading as a
(Continued from Page 1)
sumer protection office is ploye.
The conslolidation move is expected to bolster the
•
In Bristol, Tenn., Orville
tobacco inDemocrat" and -Mr. Nixon
dustry.
more stringent controls if they trying to prove the South's . —Contracts under which, Man, 37, was grabbed by two
playing
the
role
of
the
largest dairy cooperative is out Tapp says, DI leases a FrankInvisible desire," he. said.
The • cooperative uses the money essentially to distribu
boys as he walked on a street.
te inMan."
to monopolize the marketing of Linton, La., facility to Borden
formation to the tobacco farmers and to promote the
Also
at
the
Paduca
They put a firecracker in his
development
h
news
Joining McGovern and Kenmilk,
to
the
detrime
of new markets for the leaf.
nt of milk Milk Company and also sells left
conference, Huddleston said his
The funeral for Joe Pete Ely nedy at the New
ear and lit it. He was
York din
consuinerS and producers alike. milk and other products to the
In separate action, the council urged farmers to
treated for a burst eardrum.
separate their of Benton, brother of Mrs. er, at which 'aides said some party plans to repay a 1200,000
Consum
Protect
er
tobacco into at least three grades, rather than marketi
ion
Directo
r
Borden
facility:
Waylon Rayburn of Murray, $200,000 was raised, was former loan made to help finance his
The boys were not caught.
ng their
Charles W.'Tapp asked Louicrop in "mixed grades."
"I'm not going to subpoena
will be held Thursday at one Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy of campaign by "eating fish and
Five children out for trick or
siana Agriculture Commission- anything until after I have
this treat rounds in the Minneapolis
p.m. at the chapel of the Minnesota. After winning the chicken all across the state."
er Dave Pearce Tuesday to hearing," Pearce said.
He disagreed with Republican
Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home, election, McGovern said,
suburb of Maple Grove were
PADUCAH, Ky. 1 API—U.S. Judge Charles Allen issued
"If I think after having this among 13 persons
chairman John Kerr who had subpoena records on the ecoa Bentn, with Rev. J. Frank "we've going to seek out
injured when
Gene
temporary injunction Tuesday, barring the city of Paduca
nomic and political activities of hearing that I don't have the
h from Young officiating.
an apparent gas explosion deMcCarthy and others like him" said the Democrats must file Dairyman, Inc., of Louisvil
revoking the license of a downtown theater that shows
le, information I need to make a stroyed
X-rated
Interment will be in the for top government positions. details such as repayment
a home.
films.
judgment decision then I will
plans and collateral on the loan Ky.
Thomps
on
The costumed children were
Cemeter
y.
Friends
The injuction is the latest development in a battle
Pearce
refused
.
He
said
he
subpoen
a
anything I think I at the door when the explosion
with the clerk of the U.S. Senbetween the may call at the funeral home.
management of the Fourth Street Cinema and the city,
will not subpoena anything, at need. But I don't have to,
ate.
which
and came. Seven of the injured
Ely, assistant postmaster at
began last summer when city authorities seized two
least
not until the conclusion of I've been advised that it won't
films.
"I think the collateral is a
Benton,
were treated and released, the
died
Tuesday
at
7:55
Last Friday police officers raided the theater, confisca
ted film a.m. at the Benton Municipal
matter between the banks and next week's public hearing on be necessary."
other six were hospitalized.
and theater, confiscated filrn and arrested the theater
propose
changes
d
in the state
Pearce said he never reprojec- Hospital. He was the son of the
the individuals who made the
In Miami, police said two
tionist on a charge of showing obscene matter.
ceived Tapp's letter, although clown-costumed men wearing
loan," Huddleston said. "I don't milk order.
late Will and Veleta Ely. The
A warrant was issued for theater manager Mrs.
The
hearing
has
been
called
Mary Deverell, deceased was a
Tapp's office said the letter smiling masks and carryin
think we have to file anything,
charter
g orand a summons was issued for the firm that operates
the cinema, member of the Benton
Final rites for Hassel Brown but that's in the hands of the to consider a request by DI and was hand delivered to Pearce's ange-colored trick or treat bags
Lions
Western Corporation.
other
coops
that
the
price
of
of
office.
Hazel
attorne
Route
ys."
Two will be held
CLUB and a member of the
held up a Farm Stores branch.
Thursday, at two p.m. at the
Huddleston's comments were milk to producers be increased
Benton - First-- '1)44-ssienarY
The woman clerk thought it
--_ -etaipet147 theby
30
cents
per
hundred
weight.
reply_ to a telegram sent to
Blalock-Celemad
Baptist Church.
was
a prank until the men
Tapp_ and state Atty. Gen.
NASHVILLE, Term. ( AP)—A former presiden
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Funeral Home with Rev. Billy IffIn by-Ketr-saytng tfiartrdepulled and gun and demanded
t of Morehead
William
duateh
ave
'said
bo
Inreontumed from Page 11
tails of the loan, made by sevKentucky State University. , Dr. William H.
Nelle Smith Ely of Benton; one Gallimore officiating.
money irom a cash register,
Vaughan, died
Pallbearers will be D.B. eral prominent Democrats, in- crease should be considered unMonday night after an extended illness. He was
son, Pat Ely, and two grandpolice
73.
til a study is made of the overDr. Charles Louis Ryan close the loss.
A native of Louise Ky., Vaughan was a retired
sons, Jeff and Scott Ely, all of Grubbs, Roosevelt Buchanan, cluding Gov. Wendell Ford, weadministrator
head
costs
of
the
large
coops,
brings in a framed copy of an ad
Reidland; two sisters, Mrs. Noel Smith, Luther Osborn, ren't filed within 24 hours that
and faculty member of George Peabody College here
particularly DI.
Wavel Osborn, and Freeman the Republicans plan to file an
published by his father Nat
Funeral and burial services will be conducted
Waylon (Mary Rayburn of
today in NashTapp is arguing DI may have Ryan
official protest.
Willoughby.
for the Spring and.
ville.
Murray and Mrs. Carl Krebs of
U
• • •
Interment will be in the
Huddleston said, however, violated anti-trust laws in Loui- Summer of 1891. The way the ad
Calvert City.
siana.
Last
month he asked was worded is quite foreign
Murray Memorial Gardens with that he hadn't yet received the
(ConUn
ued
from Page 11
to
Guste to investigate, and Guste
MADISONVILLE. Ky. ( AP i—Republican senatorial nominee
the arrangements by the telegram.
the way they are now. There order to sign a political solution
Louie B. Nunn contended Tuesday that the state's coal industr
has
been
trying
to
solicit
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
was an air of elegance which is for South Vietnam's internal
y is
afsuffering due to the severance tax on minerals.
records from the coop.
Home where friends may call.
missing nowadays. Here's how fairs, in Paris, or right
in Sai-e
Nunn said, during a news conference, he would do whatever
Tapp
asked
Pearce
Tuesday
he
it starts: "We tip our hat and gon, or in any other country
Brown, age 66, succumbed
in
thought necessary to help the industry.
to subpoena records from DI respectf
Tuesday at 9:10 a.m. at the
ully submit a few facts the world,"
He said the number of mines and revenue has dropped
pertaining to:
for your kind consideration and
Westview Nursing Home. He
Thieu spoke in a recorded
drastically.
—The coop's political contri- if
was a member of the New Mt.
you purpose buying any broadcast commemoratin
g
butions
and
lobbyin
g
activiti
es. clothing, dry goods, shoes, hats
Carmel Baptist Church. Born in
NEW YORK IUPII — The
South Vietnam's National Day
—Records "concerning the or notions
natural look in. home acCalloway County on August 2,
this Spring, we ask today, the anniversary of
the
cessories is having a revival. movement of milk into any you to come this way believin
1906, he was the son of the late
g overthrow in 1963 of President
milk
market
wooden
And
area
in
Louisia
kitchen
na it will tend greatly to your
utensils
R.L. Wallace of 1703 Keenland Will Brown and Bertha West
Ngo Dinh Diem.
have come into their own once for the purpose of lowering the
Drive. Murray, died this Brown.
more. From measuring spoons price paid to producers in that interest."
The cease-fire agreement
morning
at 2:05 at the MurrayThe deceased leas married to
SAIGON i AP — Shunting
Diplomatic sources said
to butcher blocks, they make market."
worked out in Paris last month
aside the United States, Presi- Tuesday that Canada, In- Calloway County Hospital. He the former Estelle Ferguson,
today's kitchen glow with the
Mr. Ryan advertised heavy by U.S. presidential adviser
--Records of all production
warmth of wood.
dent Nguyen Van Thieu de- donesia, Hungary and Poland was stricken at home and was who survives, on October 29,
brown domestic, yard wide at Henry A. Kissinger and North
and
overhea
d
costs
of
DI,
There
inrushed
are
many advantages
to the hospital where he 1927.
manded today that the Commu- have agreed to provide 250 offi51-2 cents per yard, the bleached Vietnamese representatives reto using wooden kitchen
Survivors in addition to his
nists in both North and South cers each toward the force, expired.
domestic was higher at 7 cents mained unsigned, and sources
utensils.
Their
handles_
do
not
The
Murray
man
was60 years wife are two daughters, Mrs.
Vietnam negotiate a peace set- which the United States would
get hot when stirring hot foods
per yard.
close to the Paris peace talks
tlement with his government. like to see in place at the time of age and had been in 'health Henry (Euredal HuSer Troy, and they will not scratch pans
said
North Vietnam has not re(Lontlnued from Page 1)
He repeated his demand for a cease-fire becomes effective. for some time. He and his wife Ill., and Mrs. Henry (Ina Mae) and bowls. They are lightsponded yet to Kissinger's rehad
returne
weight
d
and
to
will
Murray to Sledd of Murray; two sons,
not melt out of 6-1, Nunn spoke at a rally
the withdrawal of all North
Ladies button kid shoes were quest for f(Irther
North Vietnam and the Viet
at
negotiations.
shape if exposed to heat. The
Vietnamese troops from South Cong had demanded that the reside on August 25 of this year Jewell Hafford Brown of
90 cents a pair, ladies sewed
the
fairgro
unds,
along
with
The North Vietdamese' in
remost
practica
l wooden kitchen
'Vietnam and his rejection of a United States sign a nine-point after his having retired from Berkley. Mich., and Otis Brown
glove,
grain shoes, front lace, Paris attacked
tiring GOP incumbent John
utensils are made from a
the Nixon ad"disguised coalition govern- peace agreement in Paris on the General Tire and Rubber of Hazel Route Two; four
solid inner and outer sole, ministration
hardwood, such as white ash, Sherman Cooper.
for failing to sign
ment."
sisters, Mrs. Pies I Irene) with a smooth finish for easy
11.00.
Men's
Tuesday, but U.S. spokesmen Company, Akron, Ohio.
white shirts at 45 the peace agreement Tuesday
Christian was one of the few
,
He was a member of the Green of Route Two, Buchanan, handling.
The South Vietnamese presi- said additional details hid to be
counties in the 1968 elections to cents each and men's veal calf the day Hanoi claimed Nixon
Akron
Baptist
The Bon Ami Research
Temple. He and Tenn., Miss Louise Brown of
dent outlined a plan calling for worked out and the day passed
give George Wallace a plurality shoes, either lace or congress, had agreed to formalize the
Center of Kansas City. Mo.,
his wife, the former, Mary Ruth Murray, Mrs. Billy
separate conferences between without a signing.
(Inez)
and there was a heavy sprinkl- solid throughout $1.25 a pair. agreement. The North VietnaFutrell, who survives, and were Green of Murray Route Five, recommends handling the
his government-and- North Vieting of Democrats in Tuesday's
utensil before buying to see that
mese demanded that the United
nam to work out a cease-fire
OTTAWA (AP) — 'Whether married September 6, 1930. and Mrs. C.B. (Dulcie) it feels comfortable in your
audience.
"Besides your humble ser- States "proceed rapidly" with
and between Saigon and the Pierre Elliott Trudeau or Rob- Born September 26, 1912, in Christenberry of Detroit, Mich;
hand and is smooth and well
Nunn said Christian County vant you will always
find polite the signing.
Viet Cong to negotiate a politi- ert Stanfield will be Canada's Henry County, Tenn., he was two brothers, Rupert Brown of
balanced. Wooden utensils
probably will be No. 1 in Ken- and attentive salesme
Despite the delay in the
the
n to look
son
of the late Vester Paris, Tenn.,and James Brown should be washed in sudsy
cal settlement.
next prime minister remained
tucky in farm income. He said after and attend
agreement between the United
your
lukewar
Wallac
m
e
wants.
water
and
Lola
of
and
Murray
Wright
dried
;
seven
in doubt today as political leadgrandthat prices for cattle, soy beans Continually and
everlastingly in States and Hanoi and Thieu's
children; two great grand- thoroughly. They should never
SAIGON API — A big U.S. ers and their advisers pondered Wallace.
and tobacco are the highest the van
soaked
rejection of its major points,
be
or
put
through
the
with
helicopter crashed in a flooded the tightest general election' Wallace is survived by his children.
since 1947 and told his listeners brightest, and the newest, preliminary arrange
dishwasher, nor should they be
ments were
nobbiest goods
rice field in the Mekong Delta battle in the nation's history.
wife; one daughter, Mrs. Bill
left standing in foods, for they
he had done all he could to help with the very
lowest cash being made in foreign capitals
southwest of Saigon Tuesday,
will stain and absorb odors.
Complete returns from Mon- (Mary Lee Burkeen of Dexter
the situation.
.prices. I am yours every ready for a force of 1,000 officers to
One of the most popular
killing all 22 Americans aboard, day's vote gave Stanfield's.Con- Route One; one son, Robert
But the main thrust of the to please Nat
supervise the cease-fire. InRyan."
items
in
the
home
is
field reports said today.
Eugene
the
Wallace
wooden
of Tampa,
servatives a one-seat edger,speech—as throughout most of
formed
diplomats in Washingsalad
bowl.
It
comes,
in
a
wide
Officers in the field said they 109 to 108 — over Trudeau's Fla.; three brothers, Lubie
the campaign—was a verbal atassortment of sizes, shapes and
People just do not talk like ton said Canada, Indonesia,
believed the helicopter was shot Liberals in the new House of Wallace of Murray Route Four,
tachment to Nixon and attempt that any
woods. Make certain the bowl
Service November 1, 1972
more or show the Hungary and Poland had
down although the U.S. Com- Commons. But the Con- J.C. Wallace of Union City,
to link his Democratic opponent respect
is in the natural state or is a
Kentuck
y
Purchas
e
indicate
Area
d ly this ad- agreed to provide the men.
Hog
mand said the cause of the servatives were 25 seats short Tenn., and Avie Lee Wallace of
Walter "Dee" Huddleston with vertise
Market Report Includes 9 sealed wood, which is a special
Thieu said that the North
ment.
crash had not been determined of a majority, and recounts in Huntington, Tenn.; three half
process and not just varnished.
Democratic presidential nomrBuying Stations
Vietnamese and Viet Cong
—and an investigation was under half ,a dozen close races could brothers, Roy Wallace of
nee George McGovern.
Receipts: Act. .715 Est. 750
This loss of respect for other forces had been instructed -to
way. The area'of the crash has change the result.
Akron, Ohio, Virgil Wallace of
Barrow
s
and
Gilts
Nunn heaped praise or.i. Nixon human beings is indicative of cheat and sabotage a cease-fire
steady to
been the scene of heavy fightClarksville. Tenn., and Howard
Differe
nt
'dirt'
weak Sows steady to'2.5
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4-H'ers Dream, Sew, Create Own
Fashions in 4-H Clothing

This column of questions and answers on federal
tax matters is pros ided by the local office of the U.S.

Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions
most frequently asked by taxpayers.

4.

I • •
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(2) I borrowed $750 last summer to pay my son's college tuition. When I figure out whether
or not I can claim him as a
dependent, may I include the
tuition loan in total support I
furnished him?
A) Yes. Amounts you spend
on your son's education are included in total support furnished by you, even though
you borrowed the funds. If
your son had borrowed the
$750 and spent it for tuition,
that amount is included in
total support furnished by him.
A handy worksheet to help
you compute total support for
your child is IRS Form 4679,
"Child and Disabled Dependent
Care Computation." This form
is not required with your return, but may be kept for your
records: Ws available from
your local Internal Revenue
office.

For more information, se
IRS Publication 551, "Tax In
formation on Cost or Other
Basis of Assets," and
Publication 523,"Tax Information on Selling Your Home,"
They're available free by writing your Internal Revenue dis
trict office.
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ELECTION

History
on side
of Nixon
By RALPH BENNET
Copley News Service
George McGovern and his
supporters are preparing to
make a mighty effort in the
time remaining before the
election but history is on the
side of Richard Nixon.
Only twice in this century
has an incumbent president
tried for reelection arid failed.
Both times there were special
circumstances to explain this
failure.
In 1932, Herbert Hoover lost
because the country was in
the midst of a great depression.
In 1912, William Howard
Taft lost because the Republican Party was split by Theodore Roosevelt's third-party
candidacy. Roosevelt got a
larger popular and electoral
vote than Taft. Woodrow Wilson won.
McGovern must believe
there are special circumstances this year to cause a
defeat for President Nixon.
He points to the Vietnam
war, to the state of the et-Jimmy,and to his charges of official corruption in Washington.
The question is whether
these circumstances are
enough to motivate a majority
of the voters to decide to
dump the man in the White
House,
Another question arises
over the nature of the McGovern charges. Most Americans
are undoubtedly tired of the
Vietnam war and many certainly believe it was a mistake
for this country to have become so heavily and directly
involved in the conflict in
Southeast Asia. But is it popular with Americans to criticize the American role so
sharply as McGovern does?
Most peoply do not enjoy being told that their country has
made a horrible mistake, especially When they know that
45,000 of their countrymen
have died as a result.
-President Nixon has more
comfortable 'words. He has
taken steps to reduce the U.S.
commitment but, at the same
time, he has steadfastly defended Uncle Sam's role in the
war.
We will leave the battlefield, he promises, but only
when we can do so with honor.
0
This may not be enough for
some wives of prisoners of
war, who don't want to wait
four more years to have their
husbands home, But they are
under unique pressure. The
average voter is not compelled to see the situation so
clearly. The average voter
can afford the luxury of ambiguity.
The McGovern charge that
the Nixon administration is
the most corrupt since the administration of President U.S.
Grant is one of those sensational charges made for the
purpose of galvanizing the attention of an apathetic electorate.
It resembles the campaign
charges made by Richard
Nixon himself in past campaigns, especially in 1952,
when the Democratic administration of Harry Truman
was accused of fostering
"crime, communism and corruption."
In 1952, it was probably
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower's
great popularity with the people that won the election, far
more than Mr. Nixon's negative charges.
Such charges, like statements about the mistakes of
our commanders-in-chief,
have an unpleasant effect.
They tend to undermine coon=
dence in our political institutions. To that extent they
weaken the foundations of the
established order.
And it is still true, as it was
when written by James Bryce
in 1894, that:
''Belief in authority, and the
love of,established order, are
among the strongest forces in
human nature, and therefore
in politics."
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UNPOLLUTED FACT
A 747, flying between
Toronto and Montreal, can
carry 365 passengers for almost exactly the same
amount of fossil fuel as the
equivalent total transportation by automobiles .. with
one-fifteenth the amount of tetal toxic pollution, according
to Ian S. MacDonald, Fleet
Planning, Air Canada,
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Analysists Believe Peace
Will Help Stock Market

Crime, drug views
of candidates given
The first of these acts provides for special grand juries,
broader witness immunity,
new syndicate-gambling laws
and longer sentences for hardcore convicts. The second
made major changes in regulating the activities of the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration LEAA), the
agency which has already distributed *1.5 billion in funds to
help states and localities meet
crime problems in their jurisdictions.
Mr. Nixon may also point to
the substantial increase in
federal moneys allocated to
crime prevention and control.
Of the $17 billion to be expended in the United States in
fiscal 1973, the federal government will provide $2.4 billion.
This compares with its contribution of $531 million in
1968.
In the current fiscal year, 10
times as much money will be
spent for reforming criminal
laws than in 1968 and the Justice Department's criminal
division, which returned 2,122
indictments in organized
crime cases in 1971, is being
expanded.
Also the number of state
-and local police officers to be
trained by federal" afittats*ill be increased by more
than 30 per cent over 1969 and
the number of marshals,
judges, narcotics agents, assistant U.S. attorneys and
Federal Bureau of Investigation agents, will also be hiked,
the FBI agents by 600.
The President's 10-year
plan to improve the federal
prison system will be continued. "The greatest portion
of federal anticrime funds
with the exception of law enforcement ) will be spent on
rehabilitation - $484 million
- six times the amount spent
in 1968," the GOP committee
said.
Sen. McGovern calls the
Nixon administration's anticrime record "long on talk,
short on performance." He
even accused it of making
things worse, saying:
"The best indication that
the Nixon administration has
made the crime problem
worse is found in the thoughts
and actions of Americans in

By L. EDGAR
PRINA
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON - Crime
and drug abuse, two related
problems which continue to
frighten and confound American society, have drawn
heavy attention in the current
presidential election campaign.
President Nixon has declared war on crime and has
tagged drug abuse as public
enemy No. 1.
Sen. George McGovern has
promised to fight the same
fight and make it "the No. 1
domestic priority of my administration."
Mr. Nixon has repeatedly
emphasized his concern over
crime and narcotics. How has
he done in his war on crime?
There's an old saying that
"figures never lie, but liars
always figure." So it is not
surprising that the Republicans and Democrats present
numbers in such a way as to
best support their own position.
One question is whether
progress is being made to
combat the nation's criminals.
That serious crimes in the
United States have increased'
over the last few years is unchallenged. Sen. McGovern
quotes an "official" figure of
32 per cent.
But there is an element of
hope in the trend and the Republican National Committee
pointed it out in this statement:
"President Nixon has set
freedom from fear as the goal
of his war against crime ...
his policies have brought results. The annual rate of increase in serious crime declined from 17 per cent in 1968
to 6 per cent in 1971 and
moved to an annual rate of
only • 1 per cent in the first
quarter of 1972."
The committee also noted
that the number of serious
crimes in the United States increased 122 per cent between
1960 and 1968.
Legislatively, Mr. Nixon
supported two major mea-sures in this area: the Organized Crime Control Act of
1970 and the Omnibus 'Crime
Control Act of 1970.
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AP Business Analyst
N W YORK ( AP) - Will
peace be good for the stack
market?, Analysts almost invariably believe it will be, although as the prospect for a
cease fire grows closer there
seems to be a tendency to discount the positive impact.
social roots of crime and this
It will be there, almost all
quickly brings him to mention
agree, but some analysts seem
Vietnam and the huge expenditures of funds for that war ..inclined to believe it will be a
that could be, in his opinion,
muted rather than a sharp exspent on solving domestic
plosion, more like the uplift
problems, such as unemployfrom an underground detonament, poverty, health care
tion.
and welfare.
The market will rise, they
"The dismal fact remains
say, more from a sense of rethat the street criminal is allief that a burden has been remost always the product of
moved, it will be the change of
poverty and alienation," the
public psychology as much as
senator said.
an rearrangement of economic
"To deplore street crime
factors in a postwar world,
and not deplore the conditions
ael
u.
theptyoarr
that provoke it is senseless."
Samuelson, the NoOn drug abuse, Mr. Nixon is
bel Prize winning econornisy
pursuing a four-pronged efbelieves for example, that refort: to shut off the supply
lieved investors might express
from overseas; to block intheir hope in the future by raisternal distribution; to prevent
ing the price-earnings ratios of
increased abuse through edustocks. •
cation and to provide treatment for those already adThe P-E ratio, as most indicted.
vestors know, is an estimate of
He signed into the law the
the future. If investors are conDrug Abuse Office and Treatfident of the, economy's
merit Act of 1972 last March
strength or of the future of a
-01
.
-----eertetn-oompathey .are_
opening of the -heroin hot
ling to pay more per share for line," a toll-free telephone
a piece of the action.
number any U.S. citizen can
Other observers believe a
use to report on drug pushers.
cessation will mean that many
Sen. McGovern also bethousands of investors who
heves in attacking the drug
deserted the market in the past
crisis on a broad basis - law
few years will be inclined to reenforcement, rehabilitation,
turn.
education and prevention and
In the strictly economic
through eradication of poversense, the impact will be more
ty and other social ills. Like
long-than short-range.
the President, he would inIn all probability the war's
crease the expenditure of fedend will give the country a furet-al funds to support the efther chance to bring hack ecofort.
nomic stability. But it isn't likeThere are two areas in
which the senator takes a difly to give a sudden injection of
ferent tack, however.
funds into the civilian economy
One is his emphasis • on
as was believed a few years
strict regulation of production
ago. In effect the dividend has
and distribution of amphetaalready been spent.
mines and barbiturates to
To explain: The Vietnam war
prevent their diversion into ilisn't ending suddenly. If it did
legal channels.
then perhaps there would have
The second is the senator's
Wen a cash bonus. Instead the
views on marijuana. He bewar has been wound down over
lieves the problem probably
a period of years. The $25 bilwould best be treated as alcolion war of 1968 is a $6 billion
hol is and that there be no jail
war in 1972.
terms for first-offender users.
There is a bright side to this
their everyday lives. They
know the danger they face;
they avoid the parks and
streets at night; they rely on
locks and dogs and fences and, too often, on weapons to seek their own safety."
The Democrat has emphasized the need to attack the

Open 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
Sofle Stars.'
,•.'ednescicry,

Ends Saturday

Super Size

STOP, SHOP,
AND
SAVE

SCOPE
•0

ON.
a•w•

A Continental Airlines 747
late this year will begin measuring atmospheric conditions associated with CAT Clear Air Turbulence - between California and Hawaii.
The U.S. National Center
for Atmospheric Research,
which will provide the instruments, hopes the data will
help develop a practical detector to warn of CAT before
the choppy air is encountered.

•

ECONOMY UPSTAIRS
Instead of being a lounge for
first-class passengers, the upper deck of Alitalia's 747B has
been fitted out to accomodate
travelers.

Today I'm going to be an old
killjoy. After all, discussing
weight control just after Thanksgiving and just before the Holiday season is a bit "lecturish."
But believe me, if one practices
some restraint and discipline during the times of greatest temptation to cat and drink too much, it
is easier than having to do all
that reducing afterwards And it
certainly makes more sense.
The root problem of weight control is, of course, personal discipline. Few people have all that
much trouble with their weight if
they really want to control it. But
it takes more than magic. It takes
conviction. It takes motivation. It
takes know-how.
Keep Portion-Size Down
In general, "know-how" may be
the easiest. It consists mainly of
simply keeping the size of all
food portions down to a total
caloric level that equals your
daily needs for nourishment and
energy. If you eat more than you
need
evert a little bit each day
- you wind up storing the excess
fat.
And
a key problem seems
as
to be that as we age we imperceptibly expend less energy.
Thus, even eating the same
amounts of food as we did when
we were younger can contribute
to our becoming overweight.
It is an insidious business, this
gaining weight. Just 230 extra calories per day that you don't need
will cause you to gain 25 pounds

ALL DAY THURSDAY

Reg. 1 1.69

$109I

$1.35 Value

3 Pieces Chicken, Potatoes with Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Rolls
COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

Kentucky _fried Chicken.
12th & Sycamore

• Phone 753-7101
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Unscented Anti-Perspirant

TEXTURED CLEAR
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Reg. 5 1.29
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BATH OIL BEADS
The fragrance of
twilight mist.

For Upset Stomach
for Pimples and Acne
Choice of Regular or White
Vanishing. 1. 2-oz. Tube

Reg. '1.59

8-0z. Liquid
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Choice of Regular or
Cool Mint
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NIGHT CREAM
2-oz.. Jar
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Fast Pain Relief!

erwant,

Sale $

Long-lasting deodorant
protection. 8-oz. can

,4

ST. JOSEPH ASPIRIN

P.0

h

Anti Perspirant

The Shampoo-in Hair Color
Reg. '2.25

OLAY
ULTRA
BRITE

HOUR after HOUR

NICE'N EASY

Sale $
ultra brite

16-oz. box
Reg.
1.19

alarm

'O5 t'55 T STOMACH
0c(ACIEST00
40•USEA

39.;

CALGON

SHAMPOO
pept&b

•

ANTACID SUSPEN1ON
Fast and prolonged relief from
gastric hyperacidity.
12-oz.
Reg. Liquid

PEPTO-BISMOL
CLEARASIL
Cream Medication

PittSTIC

RIOPAN

CLAIROL GREAT BODY

Reg. 12.05

.40 OA.

Family Size
6%-oz. Tube

GLAD-W1UP
200 Feet Roll- -

Sale

65*

(Murray Only)

Reg. Box $109

GRANULATED SUGAR SUBSTITUTE
..
No Bitter After-Taste
Box of 100 Packettes
..tt•E'
Sale
\
:
SI
I
'
Reg. '1.09

15-0z. Bottle with Dispenser

In one year. Now this means that
to avoid that gain you really have
to become sort of a "fussy" person about eating. And just as it
may go against your grain to be
a penny-pinching type, so may
you rebel against the idea of being so all-fired particular about a
few extra calories a day.
'Think Positively
Perhaps one should think positively - not of the small, seemingly picayune amount of food
you are avoiding. Perhaps the
emphasis in your mind should be
the superb physical condition you
intend to obtain or keep yourself
in. In this respect you keep in
mind that gluttony is a weakness,
and a hazard. And that you are
going to practice the virtues of
the Spartans - who kept themselves in good shape through discipline, not sloth.
To maintain that attitude and I think it is a good one you probably need, along with
your restraint in eating, a positive program of physical exercise.
A program that gives you the physical rewards of feeling trim and
physically able. Yoga, calisthenics, regular sports such as tennis,
can give you this. Just one word
of caution, don't start a sudden
physical program of sports without first checking with your doctor It makes sense to be sure of
your general condition if you
have been neglecting exercise for
years. More on this next week.

* SPECIAL.*

SWEET 'N LOW

Makes Hands Feel Softer

24-oz. Bottle

Continental airlines
installs CAT recorder

WEIGHT CONTROL - I

LIGHT POWDER

JERGENS LOTION
MOUTHWASH
and GARGLE

also, and it's that the market
isn't likely to be plagued by a
postwar recession or adjustment. That too is behind us.
The 1T71 recession was that adjustment.
Sam Nakagarna chief economist of kidder Peabody di Co,
puts it in these words: -The
adjustment is already in and
we've paid the price. The negative adjustment has taken
place; now it is mainly positive."

by Laurence M. Hursh, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
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SHIELD QUEEN—Miss Sandy K. Smith, a sophomore from
Princeton, has been selected 1972 Shield Queen at Murray State
University. Chosen from a field of five finalists, the 19-year-old
beauty is a physical education major. She is also Miss Paducah,
Kentucky for 1972. a first alternate on the M.S.U. cheerleading
squad,and semi-finalist in the Miss Murray State Pageant.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

No Re-Registration In Polls
Says State Board Of Elections
* FRANKFORT, Ky.—
Statewide re-registration will
begin on Nov. 7, the day of the
1972 general election, and the
coincidence of these two events
has led many to think reregistration can actually • be
accomplished in the polling
places.
That, according to the state
Board of Elections, is not the
case.
According to Raymond F.
Bossmeyer, member of the
state board, "The basic
responsibility of the state Board
of Elections is to see that the
election is held without hindrance." He added that, "In no
event can re-registration be
allowed to interfere with the
election."
The three-member board is
chaired by Secretary of State
Thelma L. Stovall. The two
other members, Bossmeyer and
Earl R. Searcy, are appointed
by the governor and represent
the two pacties-We have two problems,"
said Bossmeyer. -One law says
you can re-register at or
following the election, and at
the same time, another law says
that nothing can interfere with
the election. The election must
be held, and people must be
voting. Therefore we want to
make sure that what we're
doing doesn't interfere with
that primary right of the people
to vote on election day."
At a recent news conference,
the board said it had sent a
memorandum to all county
court clerks to clarify that reregistration procedure.
The memorandum states that
the re-registration forms, and
envelopes to mail them in, will
be made available at the polls.
But, it says, there will be no
registration in the polls, or
within 50 feet of them, on
election day.
Election officials at the
polls will not re-register any
voter, nor allow anyone else to
do so, within 50 feet of the polls.
Na election official at the polls
can 4accept a completed
registration form on election
day., Voters will be able to re
register on election day, but not
at the polls.
"If any time were taken away
from the actual voting to reregister
people,"
said
Bossmeyer, "that would be
interfering with the election.
The memebers of the board
are hoping that voters will
simply pick up the forms at the
polls and take them to the office
of their county clerk, or mail
them in the envelope provided.
There are instructions on the
back of the forms for filling
them out, and the board hopes

'LESS TAXES"

Katterjohn
for Congress.
PO Pal Mr

-ss • o
, than ask questions of the clerks
at the polls.
According to Searcy, neither
the forms themselves nor the
envelopes should be folded.
They are intended for use with
the
new
computerized
registration system, and a
folded form would be useless.
The forms should not be
duplicated; only the official
forms and envelopes can be
used.
Asked whether any provisions
might be made for re-registrat
on outside the 50 feet from the
polls, Searcy said, "There have
not been any provisions made
by the state board for this; it
would be up to the discretion of
the individual county clerks."
According to the board, reregistration means just what it
implies; only those who are
qualified to vote in the Nov. 7
election can re-register in the
five days immediately following
the election. Those who have not
been registered for this election
must wait till the registration
books are re-opened.

Farm Products
Sales Double
In Last Decade
The value of agricultural
products sold by the average
Tennessee Valley farm doubled
in the last decade, accord* to
TVA.
A summary of agricultural
trends compiled by TVA from
the latest Agricultural Census
figures for the 125 Tennessee
Valley counties shows a continuation of trends that have
been evident since the 1930's.
Comparing data from the 1969
Ag Census with figures ten
years earlier, the summary
shows;
—Total farm product sales up
more than $300 million, from
$547 million to $855 million a
year.
—Average sales per farm up
more than 100 percent, from
$2,830 to $5,740 a year.
—A continuing shift from
crops to livestock in farm
product sales. Sales of livestock
and livestock products nearly
doubled; from $324 million to
$638 million a'year, while crop
sales declined slightly from $223
million to $217 million. TVA
officials said the decline in crop
sales is largely the result of a
greater portion of crops being
marketed through some form of
livestock, rather than reduced
crop production.
—Fewer but larger farms.
Farm numbers dropped from
193,000 to 149,000, but the
average farm size increased
from 98 to 113 acres through
consolidations.
—Less farmland, with more
of it in pasture. Land devoted to
agriculture in the 125 counties
was down from about 18,900,000
acres to 16,800,000. Cropland
declined from 5,600,000 to
4,400,000
acres,
while
pastureland
rose
from
5,300,0000 to abot11-7,000,000
acres,

By JOHN PINKERMAN
Editor, Copley News Scnice
The environmental crisis is
at the angry stage, and this
means that what once was a
healthy concern for America's land, air and water resources has come full circle.
"Land is in chaos," Federal
Environmental Protection
Agency Director William
Ruckelshaus said a few days
ago. "Tbere isn't even a rough
over-all blueprint for land use
in this country."
He could have said the same
thing about plans for cleaning
up the nation's water and its
air, and there are a variety of
reasons for the lack of cooperative endeavor in protecting
the nation's natural resources. Most of them have to
do with unreasonable miliLance by both those who say
they care about these resources and those who are accused of abusing them.
Before the long-haired
kooks and the highly militant
Sierra Clubbers massed in a
strange combine on the side of
ecology against the industrial
giants, there was a spirit of
cooperation in cleaning up the
environment.
There was the day, for instance, back in the summer of
1936 in the little town of Stratford, Conn., when smoke and
fumes from the Tilo Roofing
Co. and the Raybestos ) brake
lining ) Co: alarmed citizens

many other instances of degradation of natural resources in the name of "progress.''
Those who claim concern
for the environment sometimes have been as ridiculous
in their urge to maintain the
pristine as have been some of
the industrialists in their
schemes dedicated to financial success.
And now in California, the
kookiest of states in most
clashes over modes of living,
comes a state Supreme Court
decision that if enforced in its
strictest sense would stop all
major building until each
project had met the test of environmental
compatibility.
It started with a court suit
over eight-story towers totaling 400 condominium apartments planned for the beautiful Mammoth Lake ski resort
area in the Sierra Nevada.
Those protesting charged
problems would be created
with water, sewage, snow removal and police protection.
The high court ruling
stopped the projvct and confused authorities in all California areas, to the point
where many cities have re.
fused to approve building permits.
This,in turn, has caused anguish in the building industry
and among the politicians.
Gov. Ronald Reagan, an-

This was long before the.
ecological kick had attracted
fanatics of all types — plus a
reasonable number of rational people. However, representatidns by Stratford's Town
Council and a public hearing
at which logical protests were
heard persuaded the two
firms to take steps to eliminate the hazard. It was all accomplished in a spirit of cooperation and understanding.
Since then positions have
hardened.
There has been the oil slick
of Santa Barbara Channel in
California, with the ecology
people on one side crying that
all oil exploration should be
stopped andan oil magnate on
the other side recklessly calling protests in essence "a lot
of fuss over a few birds."
There also has been the
problem of Bristol, Fla., with
industrial development of Apalachicola River areas protested as a danger to fish, oysters and wildlife that have
made that "magic stream" a
wildlife lover's delight for
over half a century.
There has been the pollution
of Lake Erie, of New York's
Hudson and East rivers.
There has been the abuse of
beautiful mountain meadows
by attempts to denude thousands of acres of stately pines
in favor of tract housing.
There has been the Los Angeles-born smog that has killed
nearly 2 million Ponderosas in
the San Bernardino Mountains — all the way up to an
altitude of 6.200 feet. And,

twommermall
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4-H Petroleum Power TeachesYouths
Proper Engine Safety, Care

The angry state of mind
over the Mammoth Lake decision spreads to most other
discussions of pollution and
purity throughout the counSPECIAL - "Smooth
try. The rigid views of the oprunning equipment and safe.
•ponents make reasonable soefficient operation are
lutions much more difficult
necessities on today's highly
and do nothing in preserving
inechanized farms," says Don
the quality of the nation's reJohnson, program associate
sources or the quality of evwith the National 4-11 Service
eryday life that Americans
Committee, Chicago.
treasure. Utility companies,
And to help keep tractors
for instance, point to shortand other equipment rolling.
ages in energy just a few
he reports, some 56,600 4-H
years away but run smack
members are varrying•on 4-H
dab into militant conservatractor projects nationwide.
tionists who insist no more
Some 87,400 other young
power plants should be built.
people are finding similar
Some firms, particularly
outlets for their skills in
the utility firms, have taken
projects dealing with the care
new and effective steps to
and usage of small engine
protect the environment, even
powered machines. Johnson
as they expand. Some ecoloreports.
gists have seen the light in the
Together they make up
need for reaching a comprothe
participants in the
mise of sorts.
n a t joyful 4-11 petroleum
But, all should heed the
power program, supervised by warning of Ruckelshaus:
-the -Cooperative F xtension
"Unless cities and states act, . Service and sponsored by
the federal government will
American. Oil Foundation for
impose some form of draconi28 years.
an control."
While safety is a prime

the young businessman sold
out, for several thousand
dollars, at the early age of IS.
Members involved in the
national 4-H
petroleum
power program also receive:.
other recognition. Ainerican
Oil Foundation offers four
gold medals of honor to :
outstanding 4-Wers in each
county. An all-expense trip to
the National 4-H Congress
Chicago, Nov. 26-30, is gisa),
to a winner in each state i.acl '•
six 5700 scholarships
awarded national winners .
the program.
American Oil Foundation
also supports two U.S.
Tractor operators' contests
Richmond, VA, Sept. 24-26, ;.
oral Tulsa, OK. Oct. 1 -3.
For information about the
4-H
petroleum
power
program or the tractor
operators' competitition,
contact the county extension
office.
•

associate added.
4-H'ers
put

t'heir
knowledge
to
good
use . .. Stan Benson, of
Greeley, Colo., a 197l
national scholarship winner in
the 4-11 petroleum power
program, set up a tractor
safety check throughout his
home county of Weld, in
Northern Colorado.
Marvin Clark.. another
national winner last year,
from Atlantic, Iowa, worked
with small engines by starting
a small lawn care business.
His business grew so rapidly
that when college intervened,

C01110..114.
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objective ot the program,
daily care and simple repair
of machines are also stressed,
-Johnson explains. "And
there's plenty to learn
whether working with a
multi-horsepower tractor or a
mini-hike, lawn mower,
snowmoblie or other similarly
p0-wered
piece
of
equipment," the program

• • •

Louisville Ballet
To Revive 'Shakers'
PLEASANT HILL, Ky.—The
Louisville Ballet Company will
return to this restored Shaker
Village Nov 18-19. to revive its
unique
modern
dance
presentations, "The Shakers."
Presented by the Kentucky
Dance Council, seven performaces will be staged in the
Shaker Meeting House, where
the original Shakers did their
frenzied, whirling dances of
worship.
Daytime performances will
be at 10:30 a.m. and 3 p.m. on
Nov. 18, and at 10:30 a.m. and
1:30 and 3 p.m. on Nov. 19.
Evening performances will be
held at 5:00 p.m. on both dates,
and a special candlelight
performance will be held at 8:45
p.m. on Nov. 18.
First performed in New York
in 1931, "The Shakers" was
choreographed by the late Doris
Humphrey. It has been revived
by Nels Jorgeson, artistic
director of the Louisville Ballet
Company.
Shakertown at Pleasant Hill
is located on U.S. 68, between
Lexington and Harrosburg.
Traditional Shaker and Kentucky country dining and
lodging are available in the
village by reservation.
For further information,
write Shakertown and Pleasant
Hill, Route 4, Harrodsburg,
Kentucky,- 40330. Reservations
ale-may be made by calling
(606) 734-9111.

gered by the turn of events,
has demanded that the Legislature take corrective action
to overcome bars imposed by
the state's Environmental
Quality Act. "We're not going
to let the construction industry and the economy be
wrecked," he said.
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We at IGA offer the finest
service Possible.

bII CUSTOMERS
NEVER HAVE TO
CARRY THEIR OWN
GROCERIES
TO THE CAR

Northside
Shopping
Center
10th &
Chestnut

IGA customers know about and
appreciate the friendly service
at IGA!
Folger's

VI Po

Jim Adams

(our customers)

1-Lb. Can

JIM A DAA)
FOOD MK1

I.G.A. or Frosty Acres Frozen

Grade A Large

Coffee

Very Impressive Prices
For
Very Important People

ICA
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OrangeJuic

EGGS

Pet Ritz

79

Pie ShelIs

1
Miracle
Whip Vienna Sausage
49; Trailer Peas

Tw

Pride of Illinois

3-Ib..can

I efiuw %Atom

Chi

White Cream

Armour

CORN Br
19;

5-oz.
can

SALAD DRESSING

Quart Jar

Pkg.

303 can

16-oz. can
LQA.

KARO SYRUP
Green Label

Qt Jar

53

ATWELL MACKEREL 97
Tall Can

Flavor-Kist

CRACKERS _
1-lb. box

29;

I_

CRANBERRY SAUCE

100% Pur

16-oz.
oz Can
GOLDEN GRAIN

MACARONI DINNERS,

19t

•

Kracklin

Dog
Food $1 99
Chunks

25-lb. Bag

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY
No Stamps * No Games
No Coupons
No $5.00 Forced Purchases

I.G.A.

PAPER TOWELS
Big Roll

29t

I.G.A. BISCUITS
I.G.A.

APPLE
SAUCE
303 Can

18;

I.G.A.

FRUIT COCKTAIL
303 can

8-oz. Can

PUREX
BLEACH

22;
16 Ounce

RC COLA
8-Bottle Carton

33'

Ajax
DETERGENT

Just Low Prices!!

58'

MANPOWER
DEODORANT
FLUORIDE
TOOTHPASTE

Giant Size

69;

SPRAY
4-oz

IGA

KLEENEX
Facial Tissqe
200 CL

29;

Family Size

49t
50'

Penn Champ

ANTIFREEZE

$1 1Ga?

Northside-Store Open 24 Hrs. Daily - Southside Store Open 8-10, ClosedSiindqy
Same Low Prices, Same Top Ouality, Merchandise In Both Stores
4

Aqua

4
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Southside
Shopping
Center
12th &
Story

DAMS
MKTS.

CUSTOMERS
NEVER SPEND
TOO MUCH
MONEY
FOR GROCERIES

U.S. Choice

We at IGn have a team of trained
buyers that help to make purchases for
over 3,000 stores. This gives us the lowes
prices so that we can pass these low
prices on to you, our V.I.P. Customers.

U.S. Choice

Chuck Round
Roast Steak
lb 59c
lb 97;
swiss Steak lb 69'
Cut-Up
Picnics lb.47' Fryers
25(
69'
Sausage
lb
GROUND
ICE MILK
69' POTATO
43
'
BEEF
39'
PORK &
ARROWHEAD
CHIPS
BEANS
WIENERS 12-0Lou. 29'
13'
Very Impressive Prices
For
Very Important People
(our customers)

Family Pak

U.S. Choice

Reelfoot Smoked

Field's

I.G.A.

25'
19'

I.G.A.

100% Pure

3-lbs. or More

1 Gal

300 can

Tasty Loaf

Armour

CHILI

CHEESE

with BEANS
2-lb. Box

151
/
2-oz. can

33'

49'
50'
Champ

TI-

EZE
I 12

Showboat

TwnT Bag

89'

COLGATE 100 $1 59
su
MOUTHWASH s:
Aqua Net

HAIR SPRAY
CHARMIN
TISSUE
4.Roll Pkg.

391

Sunday
_

Smuckars

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY
Just Low Prices!!
No Stamps * No Games
No Coupons

CAke
i
mx

GRAPE
JELLY

BREAD

2-lb. Jar

20-oz. Loaf

49c

No. $5.00 Forced Purchases
Duncan Hines

I.G.A.

Merit

White-Yellow Devil Food

0%;

37

25'

SALAD
DRESSING
DEL MONTE
PINEAPPLE

SWEET
POTATOES

ORANGES

APPLES

5-1b. Bag

4-lb. Bag

1 0lb.

59';

Can

BANANAS

39'

REMEMBER...IT'S THE TOTAL ON THE TAPE THAT COUNTS!!
* We Sell Traveler's Express Money Orders *
4

Jar 39
'
29'
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Gourmet Corner

GOP hopes to win
control of Congress
By RAY McHUGH
Copley News Service

publican Mark Hatfield
slightly favored over the
maverick ex-Sen. Wayne
Morse who has been a Republican, a Democrat and an independent in his colorful 72
years.
Cooper's Kentucky seat is
expected to go to former Republican Gov. Louie Nunn.
The GOP also expects Rep.
James McClure to hold Jordan's Idaho seat.
The GOP expects stiff fights
to hold seats in Michigan and
South Dakota, but is confident
Republicans will take over
from Democratic senators in
New Mexico, Rhode Island,
Montana, Oklahoma, North
Carolina, Georgia and Alabama.
In South Dakota, the longailing Republican Karl Mundt
is retiring and Rep. James
Abourezk, a close friend of
Sen. McGovern, is favored
over less-known state Sen.
Robert Hirsch.
In Michigan, Sen. Robert
Griffin, Republican minority
whip, is locked in a struggle
with state Atty. Can. Frank
Kelley. Griffin's vigorous
antibusing position and an expected heavy Nixon vote may
be the margin.
New Mexico — Sen. Clinton
Anderson, Democrat, is retiring, and Pete V. Domenici, a
Republican Albuquerque attorney, is running against
Democrat Jack Daniels.
Rhode Island — The Providence Journal strvey gives
former Republican Gov. John
asafee a 43-33 advantage over
Sen. Claiborne Pell. Chafee
served as secretary of the
Navy for three years under
President Nixon.
Montana — Sen. Lee Metcalf, Democrat, is seeking a
third term. State Sen. Henry
Hibbard is mounting a surprise challenge.
Oklahoma — Sen. Fred
Harris is retiring. Former
Republican Gov. Dewey Bartlett and Rep. Ed Edmondson
are running so close that the
size of the Nixon vote may decide their contest.
North Carolina — Sen. B.
Everett Jordan, veteran
Democrat, was upset in the
primary by Rep. Nick
Galifianakis. The congressman is in ,a tight race with
Jesse Helms,- a well-known
conservative radio-TV commentator.

WASHINGTON — This is a
year when lightning is flashing in the House and Senate
and the roll of voter thunder
can be heard.
Two southern Democratic
senators and four powerful
House Democratic chairmen
have been numbered already
among a dozen primary election casualties. Reapportionment has redrawn district
lines from coast to coast and
virtually every incumbent in
the House has some new territory to worry about.
Some 40 members of the
House and four senators are
retiring. All this guarantees a
major reshuffle of Capitol Hill
next January.
President Nixon is bedding
for even ore.
Semis,that he may be on
the way to a landslide victory
over Sen. George McGovern,
the President has tuned his
own home-stretch campaign
to Congress. Observers are
convinced that Mr. Nixon believes Republicans can gain
the majority in the House and
the Senate for the first time
since 1946, or at least he can
gain an ideological majority
to support his programs.
The GOP needs a gain of
five seats in the Senate and 39
in the House.
In 1948, President Harry
Truman zeroed in on a "donothing Republican Congress" in his successful uphill
battle against Gov. Thomas
E. Dewey of New York. In
1972, President Nixon threatens to use his "king of the
mountain" vantage point to
hurl lightning bolts at a Democratic Congress he says is
bent on tax increases.
McGovern programs, Mr.
Nixon says, would require
$100 billion in new revenue.
A majority of Democrats
seeking reelection are keepiig
at a distance.
Many refuse to appear on
the same platform with their
presidential nominee. The
stand-offish stance has some
credibility. Fewer than 20
Democrats in Congress were
delegates at the national convention that nominated
McGovern. -------_—
McGovern has made welladvertised public appearances with Sens. Edward
Kennedy, Hubert Humphrey
THE HOUSE
and Edmund Muskie, but they
There
have been surprises
are not running this year.
enough in the House already
Louis Bean, respected ballot analyst, says the national
trends in recent elections indicate that if Mr. Nixon can
poll 57 per cent of the total
vote, he can carry a majority
by barbara weber
of Republicans into both the
fashion
and beauty director
House and Senate.
holiday magic, inc. 49
THE SENATE
Clothes That Fit You
Sens. John Sherman CoopRich or poor, fat or skinny,
er, R-Ky., Len G. Jordan, Rtall or short, we all like to
wear clothes that are as flatIdaho, Fred Harris, D-01cLs.,
tering to us as possible. Too
and Clinton Anderson, 1)often in selecting an outfit we
N.M., are retiring this year.
forget that good taste lets you
Sen. David Garnbrell, 1)-Ga.,
—not your clothes—be the star
attraction. Consider the lines
and Sen. B. Everett Jordan,
that
best help you create the
1)-NC., were defeated in priillusion of the ideal American
maries.
girl look—slim but shapely.
Camouflage in clothing (just
Louisiana is called on to
as
in makeup application) is
elect a successor for the late
simply
a matter of attracting
Allen Ellender, president pro
the eye to your best features,
tam of the Senate.
distracting the eye from any
figure imperReelection is expected for
fections.
Republicans Charles Percy of
THICK
Illinois, Ted Stevens of AlasWAISTka, Gordon Allott of Colorado,
ED? Wear
clothes that
Caleb Boggs of Delaware,
are long Jack Miller of Iowa, James
waisted, A
Pearson of Kansas, Margaret
line. semiChase Smith of Maine, Edfitted. Say no
to tight
ward Brooke of Massachuwaists, clingy
setts. Carl Curtis of Nedresses, wide belts.
braska, Howard Baker of
BROAD SHOULDERS?
Wear V-necks, soft shoulder
Tennessee, Clifford Case of
lines, man-tailored shirts. Say
New Jersey,Strom Thurmond
no to puffy or padded sleeves,
of South Carolina, John Tower
wide dolman or leg-of-mutof Texas and Clifford Hansen
tons, extreme bare necklines.
BROAD HIPS? Wear Aof Wyoming.
lines, soft pleats, flared or
Democrats favored for resoft gathers, tunic tops. No to
election include John McCleltight-fitting dresses or belts,
lan of Arkansas, Walter Monskimpy or short tops, hiphugging belts.
dale of Minnesota, James
HEAVY THIGHS? Wear
Eastland of Mississippi,
A-lines, soft silhouettes, front
Thomas McIntyre of New
split skirts, non-clingy pants.
No to jackets or tope that are
Hampshire, William Spong of
thigh-length, tight pants.
Virginia and Jennings RanChoose colors that flatter
' ciolph of West Virginia.
your figure: just as in make;
up, brights and lights will
t
Oregon finds incumbent Rehighlight area; darks subdue.
Then be certain the clothes
you select are appropriate
and expressive of your personality. No outfit is right unless it truly fits you!

to satisfy most incumbents.
Voters in Democratic primaries have turned out four
aging but powerful chairmen
— Emanuel Celler of New
York (Judiciary Committee);
Wayne Aspinall of Colorado
liiterior ); George Miller of
California (Science and Astronautics) and John McMillan of South Carolina ( District of Columbia).
Rep. William Colmer of
Mississippi, chairman of the
Rules Committee, is retiring.
Even a presidential candidate has been upset. Rep.
John Schmitz, R-Calif., nominee of Alabama Gov. George
Wallace's American Party,
was defeated in the California
primary.
There will be some colorful
contests. Democrat Bella

•
Katterjohn
for Congress.

Macaroni and spaghetti
double their uncooked volume
during cooking
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Potato Is Fashionable, Versatile
By TOM HOGE
AP Newsteatures Writer
The potato is hardly a
glamorous object to behold,
but it is probably the most
important vegetable on earth
today, serving as the main
source of nourishment in many
lands.
Graceless as it looks, the potato became a fashionable vegetable in Europe. It was introduced there by the Spaniards
who discovered the tuber in the
16th century during their conquest of the Inca empire of
Peru. But it waited a long time
to reach the gourmet league.
For more than a century after as appearance, the potato
was grown only in flower gardens in England and on the
continent — a botanical curiosity with showy flowers that was
regarded with suspicion because it was a member of the
nightshade family.

Abzug lost her primary to
Rep. William Ryan, who later
died. Now she faces Ryan's
widow who is running on the
Liberal ticket in New York's
20th District.
Former Republican Rep.
Ogden R. Reid risks his new
Democratic label in New
York's fashionable Westchester County.
Three races pit incumbent
congressmen against each
other, due to redistricting. In
Iowa, it's Rep. John Kyl, Republican, against Rep. Neal
Smith, Democrat. In Texas,
it's Rep. Robert Price, Republican, against Rep. Graham Purcell, Democrat, and
in Wtconsin, it's Rep. Alvin
O'Konski,
Republican,
against Rep. David Obey,
Democrat.

By the end of the 17th century, the impoverished Irish became aware of the nutritional
value of the tuber and began to
cultivate it throughout their
land. In fact, immigrants from
Ireland brought the potato to
America with them and it became known here as the Irish
spud.
The potato finally came into
its own when France's King
Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette began serving it at the
royal table. Soon the top chefs
in France and Germany were
creating potato dishes on the
haute cuisine level.
There are said to be more
than 80 varieties of tuber, but
even the farmers have difficulty telling them apart For practical purposes there are two
main types, the new potato
known for its firm waxy quality
and good for boiling, and the
mealy, tender tuber like the
Idaho which is best for baking.

One of the attributes of the
potatoas Hs ability to absorb e
nurntat Of flavors and stiff retain its own identity. An example is the Francillon Salad
popular in France in the last
century. It consisted of hot,
sliced potatoes, cooked in bouillon instead of water, then marinated in champagne and blended with poached mussels. The
potatoes and mussels are seasoned with oil, vinegar, chopped shallots and aromatic
herbs, plus salt and pepper.
This salad is served covered
with sliced truffles in a crystal
bowl. Hardly an economy dish!
One gourmet potato specialty
that is considerably more reasonable is the famous soup
known as Vichysoisse which is
usually served chilled. It consists mainly of potatoes, cream
and watercress, sorrel or spinach
One of the finest examples of
this soup I have encountered is

served at the Renaissance tes
usarant specializing in contiiiental dishes and located on
New York's East side. Michael
Kirvan. the Renaissance manager, uses watercress in his
version of this great soup. Here
is his recipe.

Baltimoi
eat on

„e;

VICHYSOISSE
leeks
onions
medium-size potatoes
cups chicken stock or consomme
1 bunch watercress
12 ounces heavy cream
Dice the leeks, onions and
potatoes and saute 3 minutes.
Place in pot with the chicken
stock or consomme. Simmer
till very tender. Place mixture
in a blender, adding watercress Chill and add cream and
season to taste with salt and
pepper. When serving, garnish
with watercress: Makes about
six servings.
3
3
4
4

inninnatit
23-inch

...

,HORSMAN‘a

PEDAL PATROL
on a five-speed bit
The city police de
gives him more m

"SLEEPY" DOLL

Your Individ

999

$12
Value

FOR

loYLitilD °PEJO.
Screamin Demons
Big and Wild!

OPERATION GAME

,
Hasbro
As seen

$6 Value

by Milton Bradley

,

TV

96

ACTION VIEWER

As seen on
TV

499

air

No Projector, Cords
or Batteries Needed!

st.=

Patient fiigure
with ailments that
you remedy. Electric
tweezersairchi,rmouey. (less batteries).

Sterr

Torika

Soft foam fi'lled
body. Moving
eyes, rooted hair,
sheer dress, diaper, booties. 724 ix

4

WITH WALT DISNEY
SNAP-IN MOVIE CARTRIDGE

$5.95 Value

Driver,
Bike and
Jump Ramp

em, Twist
.'eas...The sound
will get you! Choice
of 3inodels. Battery
operated (less batteries).

"Mama" Voice

Easy Terms

1
$10
Value

Assorted

Just turn the crank and watch
the show! 8mm color. Run forward or backward. Snap-in movie
cartridge incluaed.

HORSE VAN
AA sas

SCRAMBLER DRAGSTERS
Your Choice

233 ,
1-1 0P
e

- Movie Cartridges
Extra assorted color films for projector

As seen on

IL

Simulated chrome engines.
Torque thrust spring motor.
Mag wheels, racing slicks.
"Tropthy Trapper","Wheeler
Dealer" or "Rail Splitter."
72-722

Detailed cab interior Detachable
trailer holds 3 horses in separate
stalls. 143/4" long. 72-726

POTTERY CRAFT

436

LAYAWAY NOW•No Extra Charge!
Sidewalk BIKE
Sole Price

24991.
siv

marcietarp

-

Thrills for All Kids

Its

oft.

Easy
Terms

ITS

writs-

$13.50 Value
with Motorized Potter's
Wheel. Makes Ceramics!

As seen on

Batters: operated 3-5.011 motor.
On-olt sivitc h. ‘Vater-s-iiluble
paints, brush, air-dry clay and
instructions. (less batteries). 72-41s

Sftecial
Ptiee

MICKEY
MOUSE
TRIKE

'
..-•.Aii011110fr'N:
,
t

-

See Our
Complete line
of Bikes

1199
Easy Terms
MARX
TOrS

Nsisw•-"..

Easy Terms

• Vinyl Covered

9-6 Mon .-Sat
Closed Sunday

&weft

edge

The "Stinger"

flowered Saddle
• Chrome Handlebars, Grips and Streamers
• Rainbow Woven Basket. Pine frame with Decals
• Pink Sicked! Semilneumatit Tees

$3.49 ea

GILBERT

With 3 Horses Plus Side and Rear
Loading Ramps. $6 Value

_J

747

EASY TERMS

01-lj
An.
warn*

"LESS TAXES"

If you like to make drotbcookies, equip your kitchen with 2 or
3 cookie sheets While one sheet
of cookies is baking. the second
and third sheets can be filled
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Driver controlled thrills forward and reverse.
Poll
lever and spin in a tight circle. 6 oversized wheels
pi
anywhere. High impact plastic s4.21%
6 11 2--A
USE Oun t

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8391

carol

BANK AMI

unnounnalaMMIIIIMINIUMM
OMMINIM

0PI

RicAen

Just grab Mickey by
the ears to steer.
Rugged plastic sideWiVinrirnyythart..04"--;
long. 2.1" high. 65-172

IMMEMOMMIllniatanitintaninifini
nninifIlltaf
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Baltimore Policeman Covers His State Universities Recovering
eat on a Bicycle Built for One From Mix-up In Student Loans

ISSE
tatoes
stock or con
cream
onions and
te 3 minutes.
the ,chicken
me. Simmer
Place mixture
adding wateradd cream and
with salt and
rving, garnish
Makes about

11E11011411

PEDAL PATROL - Patrolman William A. Tolson goes about his duties in Baltimore. Md..
on a five-speed bicycle Tolson became the city's first bicycle riding policeman to do so.
The city police department also uses motorcycle and scooter patrols. Tolson says the bike
gives him more mobility and visibility and calls his job preventive patrol

Your Individual Horoscope

99

Frances Drake

li\yi

FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1972
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Tobacco Stalks
Can Cause Pigs
To Be Deformed

LEXINGTON, KY.-Tobacco
Look in the section in which offering dubious
propositions. stalks should not be spread on
your.btrt1tday COME% and find Don't allow
yourself to be fields where sows in the early
what your outgrok ls atdordlitg "taken in"
bytosy-promises, no
to the stars.
matter how convincing the access to
them. Research by
ARIES
promoter may be.
Ward Crowe, a veterinarian at
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
SAGITTARIUS
the University of Kentucky
There are some who may now (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
College
of Agriculture, has
try to make the grade in the
Dealings with others may
devious or -easy" way. Don't have their ups and downs: You shown that if sows in certain
YOU try it. In fact, you should remain
serene
and stages of pregnancy are permake it a point to counteract the plalosophical. Where things mitted to eat tobacco stalks, the
misleading and irregular.
seem to be in a slump, use your sows may give birth to deforTAURUS
imagination
to inject new vigor. med pigs.
( Apr. 21 to May 21) bAra--,
Crowe has made several
Try to overcome a prevalent CAPRICORN
investigations on Central
(
Dec.
22
to
Jan.
20)
Id
tendency toward boredom and
Generally favorable in- Kentucky farms where sows
discontent when jobs seem
have given birth to pigs with
tedious. A new system could fluences for both everyday and severly crooked legs. The pigs
unusual
matters.
Put
forth
your
relieve monotony, give your
best endeavors, teaming skill are unable to stand and nurse
spirits a lift.
with
experience. Be patient in and usually die within a short
GEMINI
time. He has investigated over
(May 22 to June 21) liVet waiting for results, however.
1000 deformed pigs farrowed by
Mercury not too generous but, AQUARIUS
over
200 sows,.
through your own efforts, you
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) '4Z
The UK veterinarian found
can have a satisfactory day.
Put inferences, conceded
Study
situations,
be facts and other data together that in every case the shows
philosophical and know that and scrutinize well; then you had access to freshly stripped
there are many advantages for will be surer when you make tobacco stalks. In several cases
they were seen eating the
those who seek them.
decisions or move ahead.
stalks. When
stalks are
CANCER
PISCES
discarded after stripping, they
June 22 to July 23)
are woody on the outside, but
With
adaptability, (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Good opportunities indicated have a succulent pith . inside
imagination and discernment,
you can make fine forward but you, of course must be alert which has a consistency similar
strides now. No day for to them. Use trump cards to celery. Hogs will shred the
strategically; aim to score as stalks and eat the central pith,
dawdling!
often as possible.
LEO
which remains in the stalks for
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
several months. No illness or
As with Aries, you, too, may
YOU BORN TODAY are death has been reported in hogs
now encounter the deceptive endowed with a high order of which have eaten this material.
and unscrupulous. Be alert and ,intellect, a lively imagination
Crowe studied 13 spearat
don't forsake principles.
Crowe studied 13 separate
and are extremely progressive
VIRGO
in your thinking. Always active, outbreaks of deformed pigs.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) RP
your nature is an adventurous The number deformed in an
Listen to new and unique one and you are always ready to outbreak on a
given farm was
course,
propositions, of
but try "something new." This
about 50 percent in most cases.
don't give up on projects which latter quality gives you great
He found no hereditary basis
are going well. Be receptive to potentials for succeeding in the
new methods, too, but don't go scientifc fields - especially in for the deformed pigs. In most
cases the same sows mated to
in for fads.
medicine, where most natives the same boars later gave
birth
LIBRA
shine.
of Scorpio
Extremely ,to normal litters.
There is also
(Sept, 24 to Oct. 23)
versatile, however, there are
Good planetary influences many other careers which no evidence that the problem is
stimulate your talents and would prove excellent outlets the result of dietary deficiency,
endeavors. You have a chance for your talents, notably: infection or vaccination.
Epidemics of deformed pigs
to make your outgoing per- business management, writing,
sonality felt, too. Back up your the theater, the law, politics, were reported on two farms in
good ideas with ACTION.
exploration of any type. Birth- Missouri in 1970. In both cases it
SCORPIO
date of: Daniel Boone, 'was supected that tobacco was
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) flu
American frontiersman; James related to the deformities,
As with Aries and Leo, be J. Polk and Warren G. Harding, which were apparently idenalert to schemers and those American Presidents.
tical to those found in Kentucky.
More research is underway to
further investigate the problem.
In the meantime, Crowe emphasized that swine producers
make certain they do not mix
•
pregnat sows and tobacco stalks
•
•
in the same field.
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•
•
•
•

large city crime
rises 2 per cent

•

Serious crime in large core
cities -- those with populations in excess of 250,000 residents, increased 2 per cent
last year, compared to increases of 6 per cent in 1970, 9
per cent in 1969 and 18 per
cent in 1968.
Suburban areas recorded
an average increase in crime
of 11 per cent, while rural
areas saw a 6 per cent increase.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
a
•
•
•
•

•

•

:FRANK A.STUBBIEFIELD •I

▪ United States Representative
•
•
•
for Congress

— VOTE NOVEMBER
Paid for by the Calloway

keep a kit of spot and stain
removal smithies handy for
rugs'ind upholstery. It ought to
contain: dean white c oths,
EMI/Cr towels or tissues, nig
shampoo, white vinegar,
ammonia and srilvent.

County Committee for StubTraffic started moving across
• blefield-Jim Garrison Treasurer.
the Golden Gate Bridge in San
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FRANKFORT, Ky.-When
college doors opened last
September, there were many
students who stood outside with
empty wallets and unprocessed
federally-insured loan applications.
The federal Education
Amendment of 1972 had made
some fundamental changes in
the program and new rules
were made that neither the
educational institutes nor the
lending institutions knew how to
implement.
The result was havoc. And
Kentucky educational institutions and students shared
in the chaos.
"Evidently the intent of
Congress was to establish a
needs analysis requirement ft}
the federally-insured loan
program," said Paul Borden,
executive secretary for the
Kentucky Higher Education
Assistance Authority.
"The Office of Education
interpreted this to mean that
every student who was involved
in the loan program had to
submit financial need information to the educational
institution for approval," he
said. "But some members of
Congress felt that only those
whose family incomes were
greater than $15,000 a year
would have to go through this
procedure."
Before this year, a student in
the program with an adjusted
annual gross familyjns_oine of
less than *5,000- Add -qualify
for an interest subsidy-which
meant Uncle Sam would pay
seven to nine percent interest to
a lender, such as a bank, that
made the loan. The student
didn't have to make payments
until after he graduated or withdrew.
No educational institution's
recommendation was neededthen.
But last July, educational
institutions found they had to
assess the student's financial
need and recommend to the
lender a loan in the amount of
such need. And students were
faced with having to submit
needs analysis information
which they never had to do
before under this program.
"In addition to the problem of
the
needs analysis information," said Borden, the
educational budget that could
be used by the school to coz»note' the stutlent's need was
reduced by the new definition of
education cost-a definition
that included tuition, fees and
board but not books and supplies.
"These two things made
many students ineligible for
assistance who had been
receiving aid for a number of
years prior to this."
So college financial aid
departments rushed through
their part of the proceduregathering financial need information for all applicantsand frantically prepared
recommendations for the
students and the banks.
But by that time the schools
had opened and the students
had no money.
On Aug. 14, Morehead State
University president, Dr. Adron
Doran, appeared before a
congressional committee and
advised that alleviation of the
problem depended on delaying
the implementation of the net
rules.
Five days later, President
Nixon signed emergeno
legislation delaying, the lin-

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service October 31, 1972
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Market Report Includes 9
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1043 Est. 700
Barrows and Gilts 25 to 50 cents
higher Snows steady to 25 cents
higher. '
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 27.75-28.50
US 1-3 200-250 lbs. 27.25-27.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 26.75-2725
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 26.25-26.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 23.50-24.00
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 22.50-23.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbg. 22,00-22.50
Boars 20.00-21.50
RARE CATCH
A 711-pound salmon, 32
inches long was caught recently at Radcliffe Weir, England, on the River Trent.
River authorities said it was._
the farthest up river a salmon
had been caught for years.

plementation until March 1,
1973. But the problem was tar
from over in Kentucky.
Dave Prater, assistant
director of financial aid at the
University of Kentucky, said,
"We worked until 11 every night
for a week processing some
3000-4000 loan applications We
finsitied on a Thursday night
and that .next Friday morning
Congress delayed the implementation of the new rules.
"Back with the old rules, we
were forced to use a budget weourselves thought unrealistic.
Parse who received $1500 in the
past were only receiving $304$400. About one third didn't get
the full amount they asked for."
Like most of Kentucky's
colleges, UK deferred tuition
costs for the students if they
could show a letter from the
bank saying that the loan was
approved.
Prater said most of the UK
loans have now been processed
but that the amount of work
involved was considerable.
With the old way, a student
could apply for the federal
insured loan in 20 minutes,"
Prater said. "Following the new
rules, it takes from five to six
weeks."
Lee Watkins, assistant
director of financial aid at
Western.Kentucky University,
faced many of the same
problems.
"We issue about 1000 of the
feder_alil ._insured loans each,
year,"- -Watkins Said.. -Five
hundred of these are applied for
in the summer-and 500 of these
students had difficulty this fall.
Most of the students have
gotten their loans by noW," said
Watkins," "or at least we
haven't gotten any emergency
loan applications."
Eastern Kentucky University
Financial Aid Director Hugh
Vesco estimated that 300-400
applications were held up
because of the new rules at
Eastern.
We had processed over 400
applications by the old method

Commissioner's
acts questioned

and many were returned to us
for reconunendation," Vesco
said. "Since we had not been
using the need analysis information, we had to construct
a form, and tail it to be completed and returned by each
student."
Vesco said some applications
are still out, but that they are
corning in at a fairly rapid rate
now--especially from out-ofstate students.
"I talked to one student about
his loan last week," Vesco said,
-and for every one that I talk to,
I figure there are five or six
more who still haven't gotten
their money."
Now that the worst of the
backlog has been processed,
financial aid directors can lean
back and sigh-but not for long.
Spring registration is near.
And what about this. spring?
College enrollment in Kentucky
has reached 100,000, an increase
of 4 per cent. More students will
be needing loans to complete
their college educations.
What will happen if the new
rules are implemented on
March 1 as planned?
Most financial aid personnel
are optimistic, but with
reservations.
"If we go back to the need
ananlysis system in the
spring," said Prater, "it can
work if they give us a realistic
budget-money for books and
supplies as well as tuition,
board and fees."
March, When-•th*
rules become effective, both
education institutions and
banks know how to operate, so
that won't be a problem.
"The problem is the same one
we have every year. Congress
waits too long to fund
programs-schools don't know
how much money they'll have
for their loan program until
March or April. As a result we
are not getting the best use of
our funds and are certainly
creating tremendous problems
for schools and the student."

By KENNETH J. RABBEN
Copley News Service
•

One of the U.S. commissioner of education's most important jobs is to earn the
trust of the Congress that approves education Legislation
and funds.
A commissioner's failure to
establish rapport with Congress could cost states and
school districts millions of
federal dollars. No commissioner has succeeded in alienating more congressmen than
Sidney P. Marland Jr. and as
a result he no longer is an effective spokesman for education in the nation's capital.
Marland's nomination to be
assistant secretary of health,
education and welfare for
education is being considered
by the U.S. Senate where serious accusations have been
made about his performance
as head of the U.S. Office of
Education.
The accusations came during a confirmation hearing of
the Senate Education subcommittee from Rep. John
Bradernas, D-Ind., chairman
of the House Select Committee on Education and Marland's avowed friend. Many at
the hearing said it was
Brademas'finest hour and pis
testimony the most devastating they had heard in years.
Citing specific instances,
the congressman charged the
commissioner with willfully,
persistently and repeatedly
thwarting the expressed will
,--of-C-ongres*--ann--suhverting_
- the laws it adopts.
Quoting Marland's testimony at an earlier hearing,
Brademas said it was otnious
that the commissioner would
continue to do as he pleased as
assistant secretary.
"I fear the Senate may confirm ... a nominee who shows
little evidence of understanding the clear intent of Congress with respect to the position which he is seeking and
who,if he does understand the
intent of Congress, plans to ignore it."

Bradetnas traced the history of the Education Amendments of 1972 ( P.I.. 92-218)
through Senate-House conferences and letters from committee members to show that
''an assistant secretary for
education ... would act only
as a spokesman-advocate for
education but not as a policymaker for the Office of Education and the National Institute of Education." ( The NIE
is a new research organization established under the
law. I
Time and again conferees
stressed they did not want "a
new layer of bureaucracy
within the federal effort in
education," but Marland announced plans to staff his new
offices with 100 assistants,
even before Senate hearings
began on his nomination... •'a
plan in clear violation of the
conferees' opposition to adding another bureaucratic layer to the federal effort in education."
"So it seems clear to me ...
if I may state the matter
bluntly
that unless the
commissioner is told explicitly what he can and cannot do,
he will do whatever he pleases
without regard to or respect
for the intent of the Congress," said Bradernas. "For
unless told explicitly what he
is authorized to do, he has
made it clear that he intends
to go his own way as though he
and not we here in the Congress ... were authorized to
pass the laws of the land.
--We-cannot continue to
accept this cavalier disregard
for the intent of Congress, for
following congressional mandates is not a question of doing
Congress a favor, it is a matter of obeying the law."
Not many of us could say
the devil with the boss, keep
our jobs and get a promotion,
but that is to be Marland's
fate. He will be confirmed as
assistant secretary for education on the condition that he
follow stringent, specific
guidelines.

PROVEN PERFORMANCE vs. BROKEN PRN
Louie

Dee

e Huddleston

Nunn

Proven Performance

VS.

Broken Promises
"Under Louie Nunn there will be
a thorough setting of the tax structure in proper focus, the elimination of waste in government and
so on. These measures will make
a tax increase unnecessary. I will
not raise taxes in any way, shape
Courier-Journal
or form.-

1968 - Supported legislation
eliminating sales tax on farm
machinery.

1972 - Supported legislation
eliminating sales tax on
food.

"We are opposed to any tax increases or any new taxes at any
point . . . at the state level."

1972- Sponvored legislation
eliminating sales tax on medicine.

"I promise not to raise taxes in
Courier-Journal
any way."

Courier-Journal

"Judge what a man will do by what he has done!"
ELECT

Dee Huddleston
UNITED STATES SENATOR
TRUST HIM, _KENTUCKY...BECAUSE YOU CAN
Political ad paid for by Our Haddloston for Sonata Committoo, 422 South 4th Stroot, leuivralo, Ky.•stif?0,
George Spalding, Elttobathfown, Trtaturar

k

s.
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Men's wear

People's Party Senior Citizens Anticipate
Nominee Speaks Winter With Some Apprehension
On World Peace

Castro
lauds
Angela

Top designer plugs
trousseau for man
By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPII —
When Piero Dimitri got
married he was still in the
and
his
Italian
army
honeymoon lasted less than 24
hours before he went back on
duty. That meant there was no
time for a trousseau even
though he thinks trousseaus for
men is a brilliant idea.
It is not a new idea—men in
Europe have been buying them
for years, especially men in
Italy. Piero, who is better
known now as Dimitri of Italy,
a leading designer and custom
tailor, thinks no wedding is
complete unless the bridegroom
has a wardrobe for the
honeymoon at least equal to
that of the bride's.
"It Italy when a man was
thinking of getting married he
would start thinking about his
own trousseau three months or
so before the wedding."
Dimitri said. "A man of
moderate means, that is. He
would order a tuxedo for his
wedding and clothes for travel
and he would be all ready.
1 had thought of getting one
when I got married but I met
Maria and we were married
after a two-day -courtship. I
rushed home from the 'Artily
post at T a.m, and was in the
thurch at 8 a.m., in a dark gray
auit. And then before you knew
It I was back at the military in
my uniform."

WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 1, 1972

KENTUCKY

was Robert Little, a Miami.
Fla., real estate man of athletic
By JAY MALLIN
build—considerably over six
MIAMI — Cuban Premier
feet and 220 pounds. For Little
Fidel Castro has been giving
and his wife, Kay, there were
Angela Davis the Communist
burgundy jackets in antelope
equivalent of the red carpet OPPBy SFC JERRY WORK
and both white pants and soft
treatment. Angela Davis is
blue.
the latest of a number of
Little also picked up a white
Down to the Sea
divers had to feel their way
linen suit and Mrs. Little chose
American blacks whom CasWith the Army
along. The result of the
a pants suit in light beige
tro has hosted in Cuba.
Today's Modern Volunteer operation was that boaters this
gabardine. The wardrobe also
In the early sixties, Castro
included a tuxedo tailored
predicted that there would be Army keeps popping up in the past summer were able to
especially for the wedding since
Negro revolution in the most unusual places. Take for motor safely through the great
a
Dimitri believes a wedding day
States. Ever since he example the case of Major waterway.
United
is such a big event.
has been trying to encourage William M. Matz, Jr. He's at sea
Another First
"Usually Americans rent
and sometimes in command of a
one.
For the Army
tuxedo but I think this is wrong
Castro and Miss Davis ship.
because the wedding marks the
Army scientists have done it
start of a new life, and on this
shared a platform during an
Today's Army does offer again. They've invented a way
special day a man should be at
anniversary celebration of the many jobs traditionally not to change waste paper into food
his most elegant." he said.
Committees of Defense of the thought of as "Army jobs". and other useful products.
"And it is wrong in America
Revolution. The CDRs are the There are even careers open in They've devised a
type of enthat everybody thinks of
notorious committees that spy various marine-oriented areas.
dressing the bride and not the
zymes that break down
factostores,
Cubans
in
all
on
But Major Matz is one of the cellulose into sugar. The
bridegroom—he, too, should be
ries and even their homes.
elegant:.
select few Army officers who process also won't contaminate
For Miss Davis, a professed has earned Navy' certification
For travel after the wedding,
defender offreedom, it was an as "Office of the Deck - Un- the air.
"the best thing is a casual
A Delicious Situation
suit—a sports jacket and pants.
ironic place to be.
derway." That means he has
Soldiers stationed at the
It can be tweed or a plaid
"I feel a deep bond with the qualified to run a
ship's entire Army's Quartermaster School
jacket and gabardine pants. I
people of Cuba," she declared
love to work in gabardine
at Fort Lee, Virginia can
to the rally. "Obviously for operations while it's at sea.
because it is soft but it can
He is assigned to the staff of hardley wait for lunch and
many of us, who are trying to
handle the creases."
construct the revolutionary the Commander, Amphibious dinner since some new changes
"For travel a man should
movement in the United Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, Naval have been made. Some of the
shirt—
open
throat
wear an
States, in all our America, the Special Warfare Groups in San men remodeled their unit's
never a shirt and tie or he might
(Cuban) revolution is our Diego. But why would a career dining area so they would have
suffocate in di* long hours on a
plane flight," Dimitri says.
greatest inspiration and Cuba soldier want to qualify for a more pleasant surroundings.
He recommends a very
our revolutionary father- position traditionally reserved They actually ended up with
sporty topcoat if the weather is
only for Navy Officers? Ac- four different facilities where
land."
suit—a nay blue
e declared, "It is a great cording to Major Matz, "I there had been only one: A
trousseaus he hat; been more blazer suit in g •a ne,
bout
successful and sometimes or serge. It can even be Oxford "'— _honor comra
'tan -room, a Swiss Chalet,
honor I could have imagined, the Navy as---I possibly coul
outfits both husband and wife gray "which today seems To be
au Ortenta
to speak from the same plat- while on this -assignment an old fashioned western chuck
for their wedding trips siace he special in fashion."
makes tailored clothing for
form as the leader of your because it furthers interservice wagon room.
He also recommends a plaid
both and often comes up with
business suit, with a classic
revolution, our beloved understanding of related
Medical Specialist
look-alike costumes for devoted Prince of IL ales glen plaid.
Fidel." Even in Cuba, Castro operations and missions."
If you're interested in being
couples.
and something like a Levi suit
is not usually referred to as
He was initially assigned to stationed close to home as serve
One of his customers for a to knock around in during the
"beloved."
David daytime. The Levi suit, which
tit Navy in June 1970 as plans
trousseau
was
as a Medal Specialist, there
In return, Castro referred to officer for Amphib Group Three
Friedland, 31, New Jersey is a cowboy type jacket and
are still openings at Fort
'the great internationalist
state assemblyman from Jersey
with
responsibility
for Campbell, Ky. For more inmade famous by Levi
victory of her liberation- and
City who serves from Hudson jeans
Strauss, also can be elegant—
to "the international solidar- operational planning in the formation contact your Army
County and who might be
Dimitri makes it in black
considered the best dressed
ity to impede the unleashing Western Pacific. He was in- Representative Sergeant Jerry
cotton satin.
man in New Jersey.
against
her of the imperialist volved in the development of Work at the Mayfield Shopping
And
for the bride: Dimitri
The Friedland's wedding
resentment
for her being both Marines and equipment from Plaza or call 247-4525 Collect)
suggests a trench coat, a travel
trip around the world included
Negro and Communist, two of Vietnam to the United States. for more information.
suit
that
can
be
pants
or
skirt
an African safari so Dimitri
Along with his unusual
and in a glen plaid, a blazer suit
the most fundamental mocame up with safari outfits for
with a gray flannel skirt or
tives for repression and per- classification as a "Navy"
both Friedland and his wife
pants, an evening or cocktail
secution in the United officer, he is also one of the few
Carol. Some of the other items dress and some sort of sports
Army men known as a
States."
inFriedland's
trousseau
in
outfit like a Levi suit or a safari
Castro
asserted
his
convic"Shellback."
Those are the
burgundy
gabardine
cluded a
suit.
tion that, as Miss Davis also fellows who have crossed the
blazer, worn with white flannel
said,"someday there will be a equator.
pants; a white wool suit for hot
Socialist United States 90
climates and an India silk
NUCLEAR TREATY
Deep In The
miles from Cuba."
jacket for evenings on their
The limited nuclear testDismal Swamp
ship.
Castro expressed Cuba's
ban treaty formally went into
As we mentioned earlier,
Another one
By PETER J.SHAW
solidarity with "the revoluAnother trousseau customer effect on Oct. 10, 1963.
'MOSCOW
IUPI I
—
tionary militants of the United TODAY'S Army pops up all
Men unable to live by bread
States, as with Angela Davis over the place. As an example
alone might try.' the black
and. new- -with__ Bill -Dean of _another "Navy type" acRussian kind. Preferably
- Wer-sAnn
. V-- divert-4- smeared with -caviar-, Smith." He said, " 'Chi- ttvtty-7--11
canos, the Puerto Ricans, Ne- tne 558th Transportation
They might change their
goes, the other people of the Company at Fort Eustis,
minds.
Virginia,
recently
got
a
chance
United States, as Angela
The Soviets say their
Davis called it, we also call to benefit the ecology crusade.
"chornli !deb.
"Iblack bread is
Responding to a request from
brothers."
nutritious, tasty and jammed
Castro announced a cam- the district engineers in Norwith calcium, phosphorous and
:16 depression and carnival glass water sets, pressed car- 2 paign in favor of Billy Dean folk, Virginia, they agreed to
iron—plus a vitamin B content
twice that of wheat bread.
.nlval and depression glass, cedar chest, china cabinet,1 Smith, a black U.S. soldier
ine
loo
cfks th
a
No artificial ingredients or
herlepa'esleasnectthieen
: who, according to Castro, a
le empire dresser, trunks, old rocker, 2 oak tables. electric
thatln-a
perserva tit, es, either. Just
le organ.
"refused to massacre Viet- tercoastal Waterway. (The
:
I namese."
fattening freshness.
waterway is called the Dismal
"Generally speaking, no
Smith, an Army private, is Swamp Canal.)
Russian can do' without black
on trial for the grenade-slayThe divers needed to go down
bread at a dinner table," The
ings of two lieutenants in Viet- to as much as 40 feet in the
Weekly Moscow News said
recently. "Soviet people
nam.
murkey waters to bring up
working abroad miss black
During her stay in Cuba, be- debris, driftwood,trees, snakes,
bread very much and in their
fore leaving for -Chile, Miss and other sundry trash. So dark
letters home ask for,at least one
Davis visited the head10 Miles from Murray on New Concord Highway 1 quarters of the Central Com- as it at those depths, that th'e loaf."
There's one joker: it's not
mittee of the Cuban Commu"black" bread but dark brown
nist Party. She also visited the
and made of rye.
Mile Off 121 on 614
headquarters of the Federa, If all that vitamin B isn't for
tion of Cuban Women where
you, sink your teeth into one of
she
was
presented
with
a
a Week from 8 til
the other 120 varieties of wheat
membership card by Vilma ,
and rye bread that pop daily
Espin, Raul Castro's wife.
from Soviet bakery ovens.
Orlov or stolovy bread, for
At a solemn ceremony at
example. They are made from a
Havana's Palace of the Revomixture of rye and wheat flour.
lution, Miss Davis was
Boy Scout Troop 77 hiked the
There are 12 varieties of
awarded the National order of
Britton Lane Trail this past
black bread, which is most
Giron Beach, Cuba's highest
popular in the northern part of
weekend at Jackson, Tenn.
award. The decoration was
the Soviet Union. Soviet bakers
The fifteen mile trail covered
presented by President
an area of land which was the say it stays fresh longer than
Osvaldo Dorticos. Castro was
wheat bread and has 'a more
present during the ceremony: site of a little known battlefield
clearly pronounced flavor."
during
the
Civil
War.
The
Moscow
Diners
in
Miss Davis was also given
meeting place of The two op- restaurants usually arrive, at
an honorary doctor's degree
posing forces was accidental their table to find a plate
in political science by the Uniand nothing depended on it save stacked. sometimes six inches
versity of Havana. The Union
high, with two piles of
the personal safety of those
of Young Communists gave
generously sliced black and
engaged. The Confederates
her their award, and another
white bread.
were on a geurilla raid inside
group gave her a machete to
Butter—and caviar—are by
be given to Billy Dean Smith.
Federal territory and were met
by the Union troops stationed in reqrasitt.ers in not-so-distant
Despite Castro's wooing of
the Jackson area.
American blacks, it is interdays often didn't appear for
The Scouts spent the night at e ndless
esting that few have decided
tumniy•rumbling
minutes and the bind !toothed
Camp O'Dell as guests of local
to settle in Cuba. Black milia ppetites, if not tempers.
Boy Scout Troop 206.
tant Stokely Carmichael, afRestaurant service today is
Advancement was made in
ter being hosted in . Cuba,
notch improved.
eventually chose to settle in
hiking, cooking, and firebuildDoes good Russian bread
Algeria.
ing. Second Class Chris
de nd the home kitchen
For a while another miliCropper was chosen as the
? Hardly. Everything is
tant, Robert Williams, broad"Best Camper."
cast over what he called
Other Scouts making the trip
baking of bread has
''Radio Free Dixie" on Cuban
were Kent Harmon, Jon Noff- been anindustrialised in the
typical
violent
In
a
radio.
singer,
Stevea— -Underwood, Soviet Union," Moscow News
broadtast Williams deAlan 'Warner, Brett Warner, said. "All the operations,
clared: "Let our people take
Joey Grasty,. Claude Johnson, beginning with preparation and
transport of flour and other
to the streets in fierce numDoug Crafton, Tim Page,Ernie ingredients, the measuring
and
bers and join the fight for,
Dodd, Donnie Henry, Mark mixing of dough, the' shaping
freedom. Thurman and. Scott Thurman. and baking are mechanized.'
"There is no law to protect
Gene Parker, Troop 45, was a I- * Bakery capacities range from
black citizens in the racist
five to 100 tohs of bread daily.
guest
of the trim),
preStates,
so
let
us
United*
Most produce 30 to 40 tons a
:Mott
as
ststane
ewas
givee
pare to meet violence with
'by
Mr.
and
Mrs.. Bill Thurman
violence in thunderous unity."
:One old-fashioned touch
and James Harmon.
Eventually Williams broke
At even the newest
Troop 77 meets each Monday remains.
'with. Castro, went to Commuretail broad shops, the bill is
at
6:30
p.ro,
in
the
basement of almost always totted on an
nist China — and then returned to the United States. the First Christian Church. abacus.

Black bread
tops in the
Soviet Union
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Scout Troop 77
Hikes Britton
Lane Trail
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(API William E. Bartley Jr., the
People's party nominee for U.S.
Senator, has said he believes
the Midldle East is the greatest
threat to world peace and that
efforts should be make to alleviate it.
The Middle East is the "most
dangerous and potentially
threatening part of the world"
today, Bartley told the Frankfort Optimist Club Tuesday. He
said peace could come there
only after the Palestinian refugee problem is solved.
To solve that problem, he
urged that the refugees be settled in Israel, other Arab countries and elsewhere in the
world, including in the United
States.
Bartley said he endorsed the
guaranteed minimum program
of George McGovern, the
Democratic presidential nominee, just as he did many of
McGovern's programs. He said
he has esposed many programs
all along that McGovern has
picked up "piecemeal" more
recently.
The United States needs to
make a "massive, blue-chip investment- to eliminate poverty,
he said as he likened poverty to
sin.
"We're all against it, but
what are we going too do about
it?" He asked,

FRANKFORT, Ky.—"If the
shucks on the corn are heavy,
we're in for a hard winter,"
says many an old timer around
the Frankfort area.
On a recent visit to the Senior
Citizens Center in the basement
of the Southern Motor Hotel,
this reporter found that most
senior citizens there enjoy the
changing seasons and are
therefore anticipating the
arrival of winter, but with some
apprehension.
"You have to take the bad
with the good," said one. "The
same snow that makes
everything so pretty can also
make driving very dangerous."
Besides the driving hazards,
many expressed fears of
maintaining their health
throughout the season. Others
voiced seasonal anxieties of
slipping on ice and the problems
that arise from frozen water
Pines.
Many remembered winters of
the past.
"Why, I remember back in
1917 they had to load coal cars
on the railroad bridge to keep it
from being washed away when
the ice broke," one man mused.
"Yes„' chimed in another,
"that year we cut ice down on
Black's Pond, packed it in straw
and gtored it in the ice house.
We enjoyed ice cream all
summer long that year!" Many of the older citizens
thought winters were getting

he aai47- the-country now has
"A system designed to maintain peace at the lowest possible cost."Generation after generation
have been locked in to a handout mentality," he charged.
Bartley again urged a nationwide ban on stripmining, saying that would reopen underground coal mines.

Mrs. N.B.'Snl
the Frankfort Council on Aging,
felt that winters were probably
about the same as ever. She
said, "Today we have better
heated homes, heated cars and
we're just not out as much."
As to the kind of winter we
can expect this year, these
friendly folks offered a few
signs to take note of:

"The-animals," said one jolly
prognosticator, "they'll let you
know. If the caterpillar's coat
has more black than brown,
we're in for a bad one. Look at
any animal's coat—horse, dog,
cat, even the caterpillar—the
thicker the coat, the harder the
winter. Just watch the animals,
if they're restless during October, look for a bad winter!"
As for the corn shucks,
several said the shucks this
year really weren't thick, and
yet they weren't really thin,
either.
"That just goes to show,"
replied one, "we'll all just have
to wait and see!" %
"Well, 1 know I'm going to
have a mild winter," piped one
woman front the corner, "I'm
leaving for Florida next week!"

Wood frame houses
easily insulated
A house framed with lumber, with its built-in spaces for
insulation, has no equal in the
ease with which it can be
cooled in summer and heated
in winter.
The insulation value of
wood — six times that of brick
and 15 times as efficient as
concrete — assures economy
in heating and cooling, and
helps conserve sources of domestic fuel and energy'.

"LESS TAXES"

Katterjohn
for Congress.
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A MESSAGE FROM
CALLOWAY COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC
CANTAIGN OtAIRMANDear Fellow Dembcrats of Calloway County:
The Republicans have had their turn at the helm of our government.
They have failed to stop the war in Vietnam while greatly inflating our
military budget; failed to do anything really constructive for the farmers
in this country: failed to reform the tax structure so that each man would
pay his fair share of the coast of government.

Ask yourself these questions: What party has always been concerned
with farmers, small business men,laborers, all the men and women who
get squeezed by depression or inflation or other changes that come with a
growing industrialization? THE DEMOCRATS, THAT'S WHO!

_What party has always felt that what's good for the PEOPLE is good
for General
Motors instead of the other way around? THE
DEMOCRATS, THAT'S WHO!

What party has had the commonsense, the imagination, and the moral
courage to come tifi with solutions to our country's problems (when the
other party pressured by big business and big money, has ALWAYS
put
off REAL solutions until it was almost too late)?

WE NEED THE DEMOCRATS!

So I urge you to vote the Democratic ticket
when you go to the polls
November 7th.

Paid for by-Calloway County
Democratic Campaign Committee
Violet Johnson, Treasurer
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